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Preface
The membership of The Caucus on Social Theory and Art Education has
identified the need to raise questions about issues that affect the teaching of art from a critical knowledge of its social ramifications. The

papers in BULLETIN NUMBER FIVE acknowledge the importance of looking at

art teachers, looking at ourselves, to gain perspective on the art education process as a social llyy relevant experience.

Anderson and Hamblen suggest that the intellectual and social milieu
in which we live has hetherto unseen control upon our actions as teachers
teachers..
Chalmers, Madenfort, and Nadaner propose alternative ways to expand the

present system. The article by Muth and the review by Quick raise questions about the beliefs inherent in the system itself.

The paper by LaDuke carries its own theme. It speaks of the well
being of all the arts and the support given to the artists in a war torn,
impoverished country that has won the major battle against illiteracy.

The arts of Nicaragua are at once both socially and personally
personall y relevant.
THE BULLETIN has changed with each succeeding publication.

Unlike

earlier issues. the papers presented here are not derived from presenta-

tions made at the annual NAEA convention.

With the exception of the

Chalmers article, the material is newly available to the Caucus membership.. Also, abstracts have been added to facilitate the reader s undership
1

1

standing of the intent or focus of the author's ideas.

The review process was expanded to include two associate editors and

two reviewers.

Each article was submitted anonymously by the editor to

three readers .

Two favorable recommendations were required for a paper

to be accepted for publication.
publ i ca ti on.

The location of publication of this issue has changed also. A
special note of appreciation is extended to Mrs. Judy Ellis, Art Department secretary at SMSU, for typing the final draft which was reproduced
by the Southwest Missouri State University Printing Office. Additional
thanks for the cover design and title pages goes to Jim Escalante, assis-

tant professor of graphic design at SI1SU.

Again
publication support has been provided by the Schoo
Again publication
Schooll of Fine
Fi ne
Arts and Communication, James Madison University, Donald L. McConkey,

Dean.

Helen Muth
Editor
Edi tor

The Art Educator as Disenfranchised Intellectual:
A Problem of Sodal legHimation
•

Karen
Ka.ren A. Hamblen
Hambl en
Cali fornia State
California
Stil te UniversHy,
Univers Hy. long
Long Beach
Abstract
I n this paper the occup~tion~l role and options of art
~rt educ~tors are examined
wHh
with the discussion generally limited to those art educators that have doctorates or prospects of university employment. On the basis of a theory that
artistic knowledge comprises a fonn of cultural capital, it is proposed that
the art educator is able to exercise power to the degree aesthetic
~esthetic capital
capit~l
is legHima ted in modern society. It is further proposed that the art educator is particularly vulnerable to the Western world view wherein conditional
legitimation is given to affective
affecttve knowledge modalities and nonquantifiable
learning.
learning . As a result. art
~rt educators often have been disenfranchised from
exercising the full range of their educationa
educationall expertise and have experienced
varying degrees of professional alienation.
Art educators
educators'' sense of place within the educational field. their level
of job satisfaction, their available options,
optiOnS, and the
t he future they envision
envi sion are
tempered and
~ nd circumscribed by their socio-educational status.
Within the larger
scope of society, art educators are one particular group within the Hew
New Class
which
wh ic h consists of the intellectual and technologica l elite of modern society
(Galbra1th, 1965).
(GalbraHh,
\965). The New Class is essentially the foundat
fotmdat ion
io n of our Informa_
Information Society.
Unlike the Old Class
Cl ass of the nineteenth century whose capital and po~er
power
proceeded from the accumulation of tang
tangible
ibl e goods, the New Class possesses
abstract
a~stract knowledge skills and educat ional credentials
credentialS that allow it to offer
services in the manipulation of theories, ideas,
ideas. and ln
infol"flkltion.
fOl"'m<lt ion. The New
Class
Cl~ss is comprised of members as dfverse
diverse as social workers, teachers, fl1m
film
critics,
critics , medical doctors, lawyers, and englneers,
engineers, who have in COrMlOn the
ability
ab ility to articulate spechlized
specialized knowledge
know ledge and to examine the rules and
premises of thei
the1 r operating procedures. As such. the New Class encompasses a
variety of speech communi ties
t ies that Gouldner (1979) has collectively called
c~l l ed the
Culture of
I)f Critical Discourse (CCO). The Culture Of Aesthetic
Aesthetic Discourse (CAD) .,
of which art educators
educatl)rS are members, is a specific cOrll'llunity
corrrnunity within the more

1.

broadly based CCO
CCD (Hamblen,
(H~mb1en, 1984) .· The CAD not only entails the articulation
a rtiCUlation

of written and verbal descriptions and analyses of art, but such knowledge
know l edge
about art that 1s
15 ultimately
ultil11dtely based on an elaborated repertoire of visua l
il11dgery and its foundations in psychology, sociology, and education.
imagery
A Theory of Cultural Capital
To explain the twentieth century phenow~non
phenomenon of the New
New Class,
Cla ss, Gouldner
has proposed a multiple theory of language and of cultural capital which runs
as follows:
follows : t he New Class possesses specialized
specidlized knowledge articulated in an
elaborated,
elabora te d , rule-bound speech code that affords its members
membe r s jobs, opportuni ties, and incomes inaccessible
i nacce ssi bl e to those without
wfthout these intellectual
i ntell ectua I skills.
skill s .
Cultural capital
capi tal should not be considered merely an economic metaphor. Kuman
abilities
dbilities and potentials may be capitalized when they are fonnal1zed
formalized into
coherent patterns of behavior ; cultural capital is knowledge, skills, and
information used to gain incomes and advantages. Educa
Education
tion is the economlC
base of the New Class. It is through education that the New Class acquires
"control of
of special cultures.
cultures, languages, techniques, and of skills resulting
from these" (Gouldner, p. 19). Cultural capital is income-producing by
virtue of the power it WieldS
wfelds and the respect it evokes.

Although the character
charac ter of aesthetic knowledge and its articulation in
discourse and art products
produc t s comprises the capital base for the art educator,
ft
it is tthe
he knowledge-as-capital
knowledge -as-capital aspect
aspec t of Gouldner's multiple theory that is the
focus cf this paper. In other
ethe r words, it is not the purpose of this P<1per
p.lper to
examine the aesthetic capital possessed by the art educator, but rather to
discuss the
tne optio
options
ns,, practices
practices,, and opportunities
opportunitfes--or
--or lack of them--that
tnem--tnat
result from having aesthetic capital.
Through a costly and lengthy
len9thy fnvestment
i nvestment in educational training,
training , the ~~rt
rt
educator acquires ~nowledge about art in relationship to educational methodolomethodologies ffor
or imparting such knowledge . In possessing this particular type of
cultural capital, tthe
he art educator is able to exercise
e~ercise power to the d~gree
aesthetic
aesthetfc capital
c~p1tal is l egitimated in modern society.
Herein lies the problem
and the primary source of the art educator's
educ~tor's disenfranchisement.
Capftal is
Capital
socially defined
defined.. A skill, a conmodHy,
cOl1TllOdHy, or even a tangible good is only
on ly 8S
as
valuable as society says it 15.
is . Capital's
C~pital '5 "income chims
claims (must be socially
soc tally
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enforceable and culturally recognized" (Gouldner
(Gou ldner,, p. 23). In some cultures
CUltures
a ceremonial dance to assuage illness
Illness may be a JIIOre
more hfghly
IIfghly prized (om
form of
cui tun
tura 1I cilpi
capi til
ta 1I t llan
ha n knowl edge of a computer language. Knowl edge
edg e to navf·
na~i
gate by tile
the stars and to
t o slloe
shoe ho
horses
r ses were lit
at onl!
one time lIi9hly
highly necessary and
valued
va I ued forms
fOl"lls of cultural
cui tura 1 capiul.
capf ta 1. Cultural
Cui tural capital
capi ta 1 represents ..ma
.... hatt is
valued in a given society; 1t
it represents socially
soc1ally defined needs.
The literature of IIrt
Tile
II rt education is replete ....
witll
ith laments on tile
the precarious position of art programs (Hamblen,
(Hamble n, 1983
1983;; Hobbs, 1983).
19B3) . It 1s
is fairly
well-establis hed that
well-establislled
tllat despite
desp1te inc
increased
reased museum attendllnCl!
attendllncl! and a IIlgl1
high monetary
mo netary
value
val
ue placed on ·tlle
·the arts (Silverman,
(Sll~eman. 1984), tile
the general publ ic
i c st i 11
ll believes
be lil!ves
that education
edUClltion 1n
in the three Rs is more fl\portant
illportant than
t han visual
~isual arts education.
In other words , the art educator possesses
possesses"a f orm of cultural capful
capital that
has ambivalent
ambi~alent social
soc;,,1 legitimacy as ....
well
ell as lesser value
~alue than other types of
educat ional caplul.
educational
capita l. This Is not to imply
Imply that all ar
artt educators experience
aII limited exercise of capital, but rather that disenfranchi ssement
ement is a modal
characteristic of the fleld.
field.
The condi
conditional
tional legitimation of aesthetic capital may be ll1n~ed
inKed to
thl! field
f ield that have been discussed in the literalitera various characteristics of the
ture. These mey
may be sUrmlarized
su~rized as follows:
follo .... s: the almost t otal ffocus
ocus on studio
production to the exclUSion of socio-historical and art critical content; the
vested
studfo pedagogy; the
t he
compani es have in
In lIIIIintaining studiO
ves
t ed interest art supply coropanies
fOl1Mlist1c ethic that distances stul:lents
students frocn
frDCII their everypropagation of a fonnalistic
day aesthetic experi
experiences;
ences; an emphasis on nonquantiffable
nonquantifiable educational outcomes; and, perhaps III(lst
IIIOst fmportantly
Importantly,, the West!!rn
Western tendency to
t o fallaciously
fallaciou s ly
separate nonverbal knowledge
kno .... ledge IIlIJdalftles
IIIOdalltles from
fl"Qll1 cognition (Beyer, 1985 ; Hamblen,
1983c; Hobbs , 1983; lanfer,
19B3a, 1983b, 19B3c;
Lanier, 19B1).
1981).
The extent to which
Is measured by its
whfch any type of capital has legitimacy is
Its
enforceable c laims
l aims when there 15
Is a threat to withhold its
i ts services; capital
ca pital is
legitimated to the extent its absence
/lbsence would create
crea te a social void.
vofd. This
Th is
economic law
law of cultural capftal
capi ta l has potent implicati
illlplications
ons for art
a rt education.
All too
t oo well aware of their lllargina
marginall position
posHion , art educators have wi
wisely
sely not
tea;pted the social fates by threatenin9
threatening ttoo wHlldraw
capiu l
tempted
withdraw thefr
t hefr aesthetic "pital
services.
sel"'llces. Rather, the field
f i eld of art education has often been Characterized
Charac terized by
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adjustme nts and accoanoda
t lons to flckle
fickle social valfdatfons
vallda tfons of worth. The
adjustll\ents
accoanodat10ns
remainde r of t hls paper 101;11
will be devoted to eumi
exami ning how art
a rt educators have
remainder
unappreciative public, an oversu
oversupply
attempted to compensate for an often unappreclative
pply of
n~ls. an
a n undersupply
undersu pply of job openlngs,
openings, and llmlted
l i mited upward mobility.
mobility .
~rt professio
professionals,
Sources of Alienation
Assumo t ions of Itlral
Moral Superiority
Assump
ner (pp. 227-229). tthe
he New Class
Cl ass believes tht
According to Gould
Gouldner
that its
epresents the high.est
cul tture
ure rrepresents
highest achlevetJ\ents
achfevetnents of hllflldnldnd
humankind and t hat those
poss esslng
shoul d provide fntellectual,
intellectual, soclal,
socia l, and political
essi ng such capital should
believes
re ceive
leadership. Correspondingly,
Cor~spondingly, the New
New Class bel
ieves it should rece
ive the
greatest respect and rewards.
r ewa r ds. "Intellectuals
"Intellectuals,, like others,
others , seek to equilibrate
equilibr~te
power and goodness.
goodness . They want
wan t power COrJlTlensura
COrJllN!nsura te with what t hey think to be
the ir value~
the1r
value ~ (Goul
(Gouldner
dne r,, p. 81).
81) .
Ho differently t han other groups within the New Class , art educators
educator s have
tended to believe that they provfde
pr ovi de knowledge
knowled ge and skills
sk ills essential
esse ntial to the
bettermen
huma nity. Yet,
Ye t, art
a r t classes cont1nue
continue to be eliminated ffrom
rom the
bettermentt of humanity.
general
ge neral curriculum
cu rriculum and society
socie ty appea
appe~rs
r s to increuingly
inc reasingly depend upon
upon and laud the
accom
plishments of the technocrat
technocrat.. The disparity between perceived value and
accomplishments
ac
actua
tualh.ed
lh.ed power is, perhaps, one of the reasons
r easons for
f or the elttravagan
I!!lttravagantt and diverse
chims that
chillS
t ha t have been Dlade
made f or the benefits of IIrt
II rt study (Lanier,
(lani er, 1981).
conundrum of having a moral obligation ttoo disdi sTra pped within the painful conundnm
ae s t hetic knowledge , yet not receivfng
re ceiving social validatlon,
val idation, the art
semina te aesthetiC
educator rmay
~y refer to assumptfons
assumptio ns of professionalism
professionalism and chims
educiltor
claims of moral superiority over the Old Class and other segments of the New Class. 1n
l n contrast ttoo
t he mo neyed Old Class,
Class , the
t he Hew
New Class is intent upon controlling the work condithe
tion s and content of the1r work ., rather tha
tions
thann advocating
IIdvoca ti ng for W<'Iges
wages per se. In
contras t to the technocrat who fndiscrlminately
indi scr1minately applies
appli e s technological
technologica l skilh
skills
t o prod
to
produce
uce innovatfons,
i nnova t ions, tthe
he Hew
Hew Class hu~ni$t
hu~nist focuses
f ocuse s on tthe
he production
produc tion of
e rvic
lc e s~ and ways of avoiding
avoidi ng alienating
a lienating labor (Gouldner ,
·worthy objects and s erv
p. lOl,
Cl asss human1sts
P.
lO). Con flict
fl ic t among New Clas
humanists aand
nd technocr~ts dates to the nineteenth century when the
tec hnocrats'
t he tech
nocrats ' sk111s
s ki lls were put
pu t to use by the
t he middle class
clas s
1n
in the mass production of good
goods.
s_ The ,~ew
New Class
Cla ss human1st
humanist claims
c la ims to rrise
ise "bove
above
e ~igencles of profi
pr ofi t IIIOtiva
motf'.iatlons
t ions , acqulsition
acquiSitio n of ma te ri al possessions , and
~nd
t he exigencies
impl
implementation
ementa tion of techn1cal
te Chni ca l control. Howeve r, as it
will be noted later , when
It 10111

'.••
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,

necessary, the art educator is not adverse to forming alliances
allilll'1C~S with techt~ch
nocra·ts --o r the Old Class.
nocrats--or
Meta-Discourse

Gouldner hdS
has proposed thdt
that the very ndture
nature of the capital base of the
in tellectual
tellect ua l fosters disenfranchisement
disenfranch isement and alienation.
alien~tion.
The Culture of
Critical Discourse (CCD), or,
or , in th is case, the Culture of Aesthetic DisDi scourse (CAD), is based on a reflexive, problematiz1ng
problematizlng stance
s tance towa
toward
rd itself
Itse l f
which disallows
di sallows for psychological stability and
dnd a sense of certitude
certitude.. The
New Class is in the bus1ness
business of improving, enhanc ing , and developing that
which is. Thoroughly immersed 1n
in the values of mod erni t y wherein change is
equated with
wHh progress, the New Class cannot allow the status quo to remain
as such. The New Class is in permanent revolution against itself as well as
with competin
factions. The prolHerat1on
prolHeration of proposed programs in art educacompetingg factions,
tion,
tion , the continual need to probe and examine the historical and psychological
f ounda t ions of the fie
foundat
f i ell d, and
dnd the f ini te points of argumentation
a rgumentation that recei
receive
ve
extensive coverage in the literat
literature
ur e are aspects that
tha t establish the pro
pro-fessionalism of art education and at the same time undermine 1ntellectual
intellectual
security and the
t he presentation
present,lotion to society of an integrated, united discipline .
Blockage of Upward Mobility
Mobfl1ty
It is in the interests of any class to control their
t heir capital's supply and

demanddemand--ancl
- and for demand to outweigh supply.

A major source of i ntellectua l
disenfranchisement and professional alienat
alien~t1on
ion for the art educator has been
the bloc\::age
blockage of upward mobility and, in many cases, severe limitations on even
entering the job mar~et.
enterin9
rnar~et.
The Winter,. 1975, editio
editionn of Occupational
Occ upatio nal Outlook
(cited in Gouldner, 1979
1979,, p. 69) predicted that in the 1980s
19805 three doctoral
degrees would be awarded for each available
avai lable job in the arts. This dire
d1re outloo k has actually turned out to be an extremely
extremel y optimistic, but erron~ous,
erron~ous.
prediction . In 1983,
19B3, the Placement Service of the National Art Educa tio
tionn
Associa t ion listed six art education positions at the university le vel.
Association
ve l . In
1984,
1984 , the situation improved slightly. The Placement Service of NAEA li
listed
sted
seven ~sitions
positi ons (Roberta
(Ro berta Rice, perso
personal
nal cOlOO1unicatl
comnunication,
on, July 4,
4 , 1984) . Tne
College
Co llege Ar t Association
Associa tion B
Bulletin
ulletin advertised 11 art education positions
posit ions from
f rom
October 1983 through May 1984,
1984 , and the
th e Chronicle of Higher Educat
Education
io n advertised

5•

·.
i n is
sues Sept ember 7 . 1983 through July
J ul y 25, 1984 .
12 openings in
issues

I
I1

Fo r 1984

empl
t here were 16 separate openings in
ted sources.'
tmpl oyment
~yment., there
i n the above-cI
above-cited
Da ta are
ate not avail
ab lee on tthe
awarded
Data
avai labl
he number of doc tora
t orall degrees aw
arded during
1983 and 1984,
al Arts Re
search , Spring 1983 and
lind Fall 1983,
1984 , ho ....ever . Visu
Visual
Resurch.
1 h ted 105 aeducat i on related dissertations cited
listed
/I"rt education
c Hed In Dissertation Abstracts
5 , 7-12 ;: and
aJ'ld vol.
Vol. 44, 1. Perhaps an
International, Vol. 42,
42 , 4-1Z; Vol. 43.
43 . 1- 5,
even IIIOfe
more telling
or of the
tel l ing indicat
Indi cator
t he extent t o which a doctorate In art
ll"t educlltion
educilt io n
disaffords ent
en try
plicant ratio.
]t 1$
ry into
i nto the profession
profe ssion Is the
t he job-ap
job-a pplicant
rat i o. It;
s not

uncommon for an
position
elici t
uncommon
an entry-leve l , tenure-track art
IIrt education
education posi
tio n to elicit
app l1ca t lons. N
on t enure,, lec
tu rer positions may receive t h1s
his number
50 to 70 applfciltlons.
Nontenure
l!!cturer
or even more, since
app l i cations are
rece i ved from those with IMsters
masters as well
sinc@ appl
ue received
as doctoral degrees.
a ll applicants
Ire curren tly lln
undegrees, Since not all
app lica nts for a job are
emp l oyed
tllis number may.
In addition to indicating
he scarcity of jobs
empl
oyed,. this
may, in
Indicating tthe
jobs,,
also reveal the degree to wlliell
dissat isfa
per'l\eates
wh ich job dissati
sfa ction
cti on perJlea
tes t he f ield and
2
the
situation.
t he degree to
t o which there 1s
15 a perc eived need to better one's
one 's situati
on,2
In addition ttoo the social
t hetic
he corressoc ial devaluation of aes
aesthe
t ic capful
cap ital and tthe
ponding limited jjob
ob potenthl in the
th e field
f ield , a more subtle source of disenfranchisem
Namely, many art educators are
lire underemployed,
underemployed , not only
meenntt is operative.
operative, Namely.
on l y In
erms of positions
having to accept jobs outside
ou tsid e the field
f i eld , bu
butt actually
actuall y 1n
in tterms
posi t io ns they
hold within
witllin the field. Considering the t illie,
ime , effort,
effort , and
lind ex
extent
t en t of the educa io n requi red for
f or aI doctoral degree, i!IIny
I114ny art educa t ion
i on positions do oot
no t provide
ttion
viab l e avenue
ave nu e for the
t he exerc ise of professional
profess ional 510;\115.
5111115, B
Bee lll9
ing overly educated ,
a viabl
In a position for
f or which
wh ich one was specifically
specifi cally trained, has
even when employed in
become common
COfllTlOn t hroughout
hr oughout the New Clas s and Is responsible for
f or aI high l eve
e ve l of
job dissatisfaction.
di ssati sfaction, New Class professionals, who in
In the past tended t o remain
rema i n
througho
throughout
ut their
the i r work i ng l ives
i ves in the
t he disc ipli
i pl i nes in whicll
wh ich they
t hey we re trained,
are now
now chan9in9
changing cneers
careers sever al t lllles
iJl!!s w
within
1t hin their
thei r wor
workkii ng life Splll'
spalll (Bowles,
1982; Gouldner , 1979
1979;; St.ores
SJ.ores,, 1984).
oyment statis t ics and lilIes
tales of unde
underemp
l oyment are part of the
Empl oyment
remployment
th e folklore
of ar t education,
r ad i ti on t hat
hllt has a powerfu
powerfull influe
nce On
on
educa t ion, pnovid1ng
providing an oral t radition
influence
how art
Irt educators perceive and
Ind exercise
exerc ise their professional options. When
Wh en under -_
employment,
ar e strong press ures
employment beCOIllf!
become Ss the only op t io n t o un
unempl
oyment, there are
t o conform , to lIIIIintliin
main t ain the status quo, and to be qratefu
gratefu l for aII m
minimal
i nima l
exercise of cultura
cultu rall capita
capital,
l. Beyond th
thee iIntricate
ntricate network of lJ1pl1cH
Il'1pl1cH
w
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.,._. _- thredts
dnd promises surroun
surrounding
tenure--wtlich 15
~dbout
threa t s and
di ng the 9ranting
9rant ing of
of tenure--lotIfch
fs ~a
bout as
33)--~cademia
easy to come by th es e days as
~5 the Holy Grail"
Gr ail " (Shores,
(S hores, 1984 , p. 33)--~cademfa
itsel f exercises control
contro lss on and wfthdraws
wfthdre","s favors from subject
s ubjec t areas
dreas with
dubiou
cultural
al ca
c~pital.
pi tal. For (!)(ample,
example, art educator s have
haye r arely brought
dubiouss cultur
montes Into
tnto the un
university
comnanded by
grant monies
ive r sity coffers of the magnitude
mag nitude c()l!lllllnded
professioMls in
I n the sci
sciences.
In fact
fact~I often
professionals
ences. The art educator has, in
ofte n been put
In a humiliating
humilia t ing . defensIve
defensive posi ti on,
on . spending
spendi ng va
valuable
luabl e t ime
l~ and ene
energy
rgy jjustius tifying the very presence of an ar
artt education
educa tion program within the univers
uniyersity
ity
cu r ric
riculum.
ulum.
As others In tthe
he New Class , art ed ucato
ucators
rs pride
prlcle themselves on being
udge their
t hei r own performances
pe rformances . and be
being
i ng able
I ndependent. on being able to jjudge
e)(tend
public
Parado)(lcally. the
to exte
nd their
the ir cultural capital
capita l f or t he pu
blic good. Paradoxically.
privileges and advanta
advdn ta ges accrued
acc r ued thro
through
ug h highe r educa
education
t ion ca n become a
sou rce of social
soc ial and professional
profeSSional alienation.
ali enation. The possession of
of mo r e cultural
cul t ural
capital
wherea
tion It of
ten aJeans
~a ns hav
i ng
capi tal should mean more power ., whe
r eass in art educa
education
often
having
op t ions In Which
exerc ise that expansio
fewer vi able career options
which ttoo exercise
expansionn of power
pO>ter potential. This discrepancy betwee
promi ses of art educatio
educat io n professiona
lis m
betweenn the promises
professionalism
ic cultural
cultu ral capital can actually be exerc
e~erc1sed
and the extent to which aesthet
aesthetic
ised
shapes
no t only the ind ivid
ual art educator but also
a l so the character of the
sl'lapes not
hf (!ual
t he
f ield.
Controlling
Co ntrol ling the Production of Cultural
Cul t ural capital
Capita l
Although New Class humanists,
humanists , in
In contrast ttoo New
New Cl
Class
ass technoc
technocrats,
rats , have
ati vely more
mo re tenuous
tenu ous place
pl ace in the hierarchy of social value,
vdlue, Gould
Gouldner
ner
had /I~ rreellatively
that
inherently
neg~the towa
toward
at all
a ll of tthe
he New Class is inheren
t ly negative
r d the status quo
suggests th
~ attempts
positlon"
inherently
~n advants to better its
Its posl
t1 0n" (p. 12).
12) . Capital is inhe
r en t ly an
In "atteIDP
taqe;
is a disguis
disguised
New Class Is
ed form of power in that it
It
ta9\! ; the negativity of the Hew
Is
own Case.
case, to aggrand
aggrandize
i ze its Influence.
Influence, and
dnd t o e)(pand
expand its
I s used to promote Its own
sphere of influence. Many
/1.any of the act ions of the New
New Cl
Class
ass can be interpreted
Inte rpreted
as ~ans
!I\I!~ns to secure
IlIUs t be actively
~ ctiyely
secu re professional
pr ofe ssional guild advantages. Capital !!lUs
protected,
pro
tected . implemented, and a!l9randized
a!lgrandi~ed . or it
i t .,111
will be devalued.
Dedicated to the improvement of society and operating with professional
sk.il l and integrity.
sk.ill
Integrity, tthe
he New
New Class rejects any attempt
attempt a t outside control.
The object
obj ect of its capital power is to jjudge
udge 1ts
t t s ow
ownn performances and tQ
to repro-
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produce its culture-culture--and,
and, at
a t the same time, exert professional standards to
limit its membership. "The object of capital
c,,-pit"-l is not consumption but instrumental1 mastery"
menU
mas tery" (Gouldner,
(Gou l dner, p. 23). To provide more opportunities for upward
mobility within any profession, legitimation of capital must be expande
expanded;
d; at
the same time
time., ,,-ccess
access must
mus t be 1im; ted to those who control
contro 1 the capi ta 1, tha
tlla t
is, the credentialed and degreed expert. In many countries there has been the
rea 1I i za tl
t1 on tM
tlla t tthe
he number of New Class
Cl ass members mus t approx
approxiTlld
ima te the
t he number
of job openings available or' seVeN!
severe social
soc1.1l and political dislocation will
w11l
result (Kidder,
( Kidder, 1984; Owen, 1984). Gouldner notes that at the vanguard of all
revo lutions
revol
uti ons there has been a group of intellectuals
i nte 11 ectua 1s whose upw
upward
ard mobi 1l ity
i ty was
blocked; this
th is has been
been the case in regan!
regard to the American Revolut
Revolution
i on as well
as cOJllllunist
COlllTlunist revolutions and terrorist-backed actions in t his
hi s century. The
New Class believes that it has the III()ral
New
moral right to cash 1n
in on its education
and to exercise its cultural capital. A society that
th"-t does not allow
allow for
direct opportunities or some form of sublfmation
sublimation is creatin9
cre<ltln9 a subclass of
d1ssidents.
d1ss1dents.
Sim1lar to other New Class groups, art educators have maintained
Similar
maint,,-ined the right
to set their own professional
profession,,-l sundards
standards and to maintain control of their own
programs. For exampl e, the Rockefe 11 er COJlllli
COlllTli ssi
s5i on Report, Comi
COr.li n9
ng to our Senses,
which was subjected to severe criticism, was actually highly similar
slml1ar 1n
in baSic
bilsic
premises to many then-current art education programs
prog rams (Arts Education and
Americans Panel. 1977). Perhaps for that reason alone it deserved the
t he criticism it received.
rece i ved. It WIIS,
was, however. the Conrnission's
COIlrnission's proposal that
t hat artis
artists
ts
might
m1ght replace t he art teacher in the cl~ssroom that art educators found
f ound part
pa rt ic ula
ularly
rly objectionable. Reject1ng
Rejecting the Rockefeller COfmlission
COrmlis5ion Report was a
matter of professional survival;
survivlll; asking art educators to accept this report 1n
its total ity would have been tantamount to ex.pecting
expecting unemployed steel
s tee l workers
to enthusiastically endorse a report proposing that all steel be manufac
manuf actured
t ured
abroad . Any ffoundation
ounda t ion or philanthropy that intends to influence
influ~nce the character
of art study would be wise both to
t o consult and to utilize art education personnel in their programs.
Alliance
f or legitimation
All1ance for
The f iel
ieldd of art education is li
littered
t tered wit
withh programs that
t ha t possessed strong
philosophical "-nd
and psychological rationales, yet were unable to command 50cio
socio -
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educational validity.

It is withill this push and pull between the integrity
i ntegrity

of art education programs and the general lack of social
50ci41 credibility that the
art educator exists. This conflict constitutes the proverbial Achilles hee l
of art
4rt education; it provides an
all awareness that spurs art educators to action,
4ction,
formulating elaborate plans
formul<lting
plans,, I114king fantastic claims for the benefits of art
study, and seeking various and sundry allies in order t o legitima
legiti mate
te aesthetic
capital and
4nd to provide a professional market for its products.
Traditionally, tthe
he New Class has beell in competition with the moneyed
capitall of the Old Class. The ant4gonism
capita
antagonism between the Old Class
Cl4ss and the New
Class, which can be tNced to the nationalistic and democrdtic
democratic upheavals of
tile eighteenth and
the
4nd ni
nineteenth
neteentll centuries, is not, however, complete. The Old
Class needs the New Class to inc
increase
re4 se the productivity and efficiency of its
moneyed capital. The
Tile New Class, in turn
turn,, can m
maintain
aintain an uneasy peace with
the Old Class if allowed to exercise its professional prerogatives (Gouldner,
1979).
This author
ilutllor notes that
t hat although
41though initially
initial ly the artistic vanguard was allied
al l ied
with the middle class against tthe
he aristocracy, the vanguard has come to rely on
the Old
Ol d Class ' support of the arts. In turn, contributions to t he arts have
been an avenue of legitimacy for thl'
the Old Class.

A similar tenuous network
nEtwork of

alliances and antagonisms exists
exfsts within
wfthin the New Class itself. The humanist
humanfst
in tl'llectua
tell ectuals
l s haVE
have claimEd
claimed a moral superiority
supEriority over
OVEr technocratic
tl'chnocr~tic intelligentsia,
intElligentsia,
who are 1mputed
imputed to be without moral scruples in their application of ml'ch~nistic
mechani~tic
solutions to human problems. Yet, alliances
allfances have been formed for mutual bene
benefit.
f it.
In the 1960s,
19605 , television
televi5ion was going to rl'v
r evolutionize
olutioniZE the art
~rt cl
cl~ssroom;
assroom; today
it is the technology of
of the computer chip.
chip .
Alliances for thE
the expansion of
of aesthetic capital cut across all cultural
classes.. Alliances with Old Class
classes
Cl ass philallthropic organiza
organizations
t ions and businESS
business
enterprises
I'nterprises provide access to monl'yed
moneyed capital and legitimation through thl'
the
study of fine
finl' art and established
I'stablishl'd artistic exemplars, Through scope, sequence,
and testing
testfng of behavioral objectivl's
objectives in art curricula, New Class technocratic
alliances
al l iances provide
prov i de pedagogical structure, efficiency, and predictabi li
l ity
ty that
bodes well
wl'l1 with a public that wants
wallts Quantifiable
quant1f1able and tangible results.
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In contrast
pllrsilll;my of the Old Class
co ntrast to the jaded sophistication and parsim;my
Cl ass
and
Ind as
IS an alternative to the dry rationality
rat ionallty of teclmiclsm
teclmicism , the working
worting class
has been an attractive ally for ",rt
<l.rt educators inaslfJlJch
inas mUCh as New Class humanists
have often seen themselves as champions of popular causes. The study of
popular,, folk, and corrrnercial art broadens the aesthetic capiul
capital base of art
popular
e<lucUian and links the study of art t o populist
education
popul ist princ1ples
principles of democracy.
The working class has often formed the legitimating power base of intellecciln then claim wtdespread
tuals who can
widespread support for their programs and e)[pansion
e~pansion
cultural
of cultu
ral ca.pftal.
til-pftal.

,In

Integ rated and correlated art
art educati
on programs reveal other possible
education
attempts to form alliances with outside sources of cultural capital
capita l for purposes of mutual legi
legitimation.
timati on. Arts educa
education,
t lo n, right-b
right-brain
rllin left-brain
left-bra in dr,l\<lln9
drilwfng
programs
ciplifl<) ry and
prograllls , museum arts education,
edUcation. and so on,
on . provide interdis
interdisciplinary
ratio~les for art study .
hence IIIOre broadly based ra.tiona.les
IIOt the intent
of this IMper
p<!per to imply that all the above-cited
. It is IlOt
Intent of
allfances and their
the ir corre
correlates
education theories
theo r ies and practices are
alltances
lates fn
In art educatton
pedagogfcal mer
merit.
However, neither are these alliances apolitical
without pedagogical
i t. However.
tegitimlltion and expansion of
and without consequences in
In the quest for legitilrllltion
aesthetic
capital. It
It!l\ily
suggested
aes thetic cultural caplul.
!!'lay be even sugges
ted that the llieasure
measure of
aesthetic capital's delegltimation
de l eg1thnation is directly proportionate to the nurn!;er
number
of alliances sought with competing status classes.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This paper has presented aII theory of the art educator
educiltor as the possessor
of conditionally
conditionlllly leg1timated
legitimated cultural
culturdl capital.
capitlll. It hilS
has been proposed that the
profusional role can
examined fn
art educator's
educlltor's professional
Cdn be examlr.ed
in regard to the issues of
demand , sou
sources
al ienation,
supply and demand,
rces of alienatio
n. Job security, aand
nd t he types of art
educat i on prograM$
education
progrll:ns that are proposed and accepted,
IIccepted, for
For mal'\}'
many a.rt
art educators,
educato rs, aII
limited exercise of cultural capital
cilpftal forotS
fOl"llls the reality
rea lity of their
t heir professional
profess ional
career
ca.reer a.nd
and Ny
may be cause for passivity and
a.nd an a.cceptance
acceptance of the status quo.
Hore
disenfranchis~nt and alienation
Here optimistical ly,
ly. however, aII theory of disenfranchisement
due to a limited exercise of cultural
culturdl capital also bodes possibilitIes
posslbi11t1es for
profess10na 1 radl
prcfessiona
rad! cali sm.
Aesthetic delElgitimation
delE!gitimatlon 1s
Is a'" very logical
logica l outCM@
outcOl1ie of t he Western world
view.
vi e.... Ultimately, the problem
proble.'11 is not art education
educ ation itself,
itself. l)ut rather social
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attitudes toward the visual arts. Profess10nal
Profess1onal d1senfranchisement
disenfranchisement is, at its
most basic
basic,, a problem of social
soci al legitimation. Changing society ' s percept
perceptions
ions
of art
ar t education 1s
is no.t
nO.t merely ~ l~bor of educational readjustmen
readjustments
t s nor of
IllOre
more professional conferences, great debates, and inhouse
inho use publications
publications.. To
change socia lI defi
de f initions
ni ti ons rrequi
equi rres
es nothing
notlli ng lI ess than direct
di rect po liti
l i tical
ca I advocacy
districts , leg ishtures,
islatures. and private found
foundaawith1n the bureaucracy of school districts.
tions (Hatfield, 1984; Milbrandt, 1984) . Furthermore.
Furthermore, in the
th~ classroom this
means making explicit the "moral force of aesthetic
aesthet ic object
objects"
s" (Beyer, 1984,
p. 9)
g) 1n
in tlleir
t heir social
socia l context and the
tile role art
a rt has played throughout time
and space in revealing and shaping
shapin9 social
soc ial consciousness (Broo
(Brooks,
ks, 1984).
1984 ).
It
I t bears repeating that capital 1s
is socially defined.
defined . In practi
practice
ce , art
education
educat
ion is onl
onlyy as valuable
va lua ble as society says it is. K
Knowledge
nowl edge systems,
however, such as
howeVer,
dS art education.
education, can be instrumental
ins t rumental in shaping social outcomes. Ra
Rather
ther than seeing
seei n9 aesthetic
aes thet1 c knowledge
knowl edg e as a disembodied
di sembodi ed eternal
eterna 1 truth,
it
I t needs to be seen as aII poten
potentt ideolog1cal iIns
nstrument
trument of a special social
class possessing cultural capital.
capitll1. The blockage of upward mobil ity and the
IIl3rginal
marginal existence of art educators can pr
provide
ovide a caus
caus~
e d'etre for
f or increased
i ncreased
political act
action
i on and a concomitant
concomi tant consciousness of professiondl
professional destiny
destinY
deni
denied
ed more secu
secure
r e New Class professionals
professionals..

11.
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Footnotes
lArt
r ein defined as full-time
fu ll -time employment
IArt education positions are he
herein
empl oyment ~t
the unhersity
EdD degree and the tedchuniversity or
Dr college level requiring a PhD or (dO
teaching of at lust
education class.
claSs. Positions
PosItions for lectllrers
lecturers , art
1ng
lent one art edllcetion
therapists
~rts managers
managers,, or department
irs
ub.u l ated.
therapl sts,. arts
dep~rtment cha 1
rs were net tabula
ted.
lOther
humanities have likewise reported similar
simi la r
ZOther fields within the hllmanities
job-~ppl1cant rat
ios. For example
opening
ratios.
example,, an open
ing in an English department w1l1
will
cOITfI'lOnly bring in 300- 600 applications ( Kidder,
K1dder, 1984; Perry.
comnonly
Perry , 1983).
1983 ).

I
I
I
I
I
I
1I
I
I

1
I

1
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Or ders 00
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i n American
Ame r ican Art Education
Ed ucation
Tom Anderson
The Florida State
St ate University
Abstract
A
bstract
I have a history of advocating locally specific art content as very
ve ry iImpormportant to tthe
he cons
constrvct
trvctlo
lonn of art
a rt curricula. This Flositl
position
on arises from my
readings In the area of sochlly
socially contextual aesthetics
desthetlcs (Berger,
(Berge r, 1972:
1972; Dewey,
1958; Hause
Hauser,
r , 1959 , 195
1951;
1; Hunro,
Munro , 1941; Wolff,
Wolff , 1983).
1983 ). By art
aort content I mean
not only thematic
t hematic cont
ent but also formal
quaolftles, medh
technicaol
content
fOnllill qualities,
media , and technical
execution,
l ocally speuecution, all of which contribute
cont ribute to an artwork's
aortwork's style.
styli!. By locally
cific art content I mean tthe
he style of the wo
work
r k as It
I t arises ffrom
rom a specific
place ",t
aot a'" specific tillM!,
tilQ@, and ..tIlch
which in
In some way
waoy reflects
rl':f1ects the coll
collec
ectt ive
consciousness
consci
ousness of the culture
cul t ur e or subculture of the work's genesis. If one
onl':
believes
lieves with Oewey
Dewey (1958) that aesthetic
aesthe t ic expression arises In the con
context
t ext
be
of Interaction with the environment,
envi ronment , and with
wfth langer
Langer (1958) that the subconscious/unconscious style of an age Is given form by the artist
artis t th
through
rou gh
ttransformation
ransfo rmation of this
thi s sublimi
subl imi nal feeling iinto
nto concrete form , and If
if one
t r ansformation of subjective experi
experience
further bel ieves that the transformation
ence into
i nto
concrete aesthetic form is
Is an
an ultimate value of making art, then It
it follo"fjs
follows
(a nd student artists) must
t hat artists (and
mus t be allowed to express how it
i t feels
f eels
ttoo be who they are,
are , and wtlat It
it is
Is like to
t o lhe
Ihe their lives. This !II/Indates
mandates
locally spec
specific
ific art content
content.. If artists are allowed ttoo foc
focus
us on locall
la<:all y
cont ent,, art becomes the reflection,
t i on,
reflection , manifesta
manifestatio
n, clarification,
speci fi c content
transformation adnd
transfOrllldtlon
nd continuation of cul
cultu
ture.
r e. If content comes fT1)lll the out·
outside , it hu
has no vital connection to an individual's
Indhldual's life pra<:esses
processes and
lind becomes lnere
mere decoraUon.
decord tion.
As an advocate of this
t his posftion
posi t ion I was natu
naturally
raolly pleued
pleased wilen asked
as~ed to con tribute to a Caucus p5nel
panel dis cussion,
cussion , in Mlallli,
Miami, on
011 t he subject of
o f how the
tne
content of
of my art
~rt curriculum
currlc ~lum has changed as I h5ve
have changed geophysical
geophysi cal and
cul t ural environmen
cultural
envlror.nents
t s In II\)'
m,y teachin9
t eaching career. The initial
In1ttal guiding assumption, tthen,
hen, ;s
is that
thaot with each change In the geophysical,
geophysical , social,
socia l, and culcul~
t ural context cooes
sponding change iinn my curr icular content .
tural
c~es a corre
corresponding
Ar t Content
Teaching Locally SpecHlc
Specif1c Art
I am
~y teaching
aom convinced that I ha.ve,
have , Indeed, changed the contc!IIt
content of my
teachi n9
to reflect local conditions
conditions,, as
lIS I have III()ved
moved from
from piace
place to place in my
~y
teaching ca
career.
reer. Secure In the feeling
fee l ing that
tllat I havl!
havi! been aware of and sensitive to the need to adapt
ada pt the content of my
r:ly tedch
teach lng
i ng to m,y
my lou
l ocall condi
condl -
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tions I examine my teaching history. \l/hat
~lhat examples of content reflecting
lQcal values, mores, customs, and geophysical factors can I bring forth?
There has been opportunity in my past to experi
experience
ence quite a variety
of American subcultures as neighbors and as students. First, was eastern
Oregon's cowboy country, "I 'm-a-roper-not-a-doper-and-don
'm-a-roper-not-a-doper-and-don' t-you-by-Godfergit-it"
fergit-itlt country. A very rural area, set on the edge of the Umatilla
Indian Reservation, 200 m
miles
iles from Portland in one direction, 200 miles
from Spokane in another, and twenty-five miles from the next art teacher,
Athena and \~eston together have a population of 1500. From my teaching
experience there, a wonderful drawing comes back to me depicting two of
Nez Perce Chief Joseph's warriors, by Cecil Shippentower.
Shippentower, one of my
students from the reservation.
I also remember my move to the Rogue Valley, close to the Oregon coast.
Loggers, fruitpickers, and truck farmers exist alongside white collar pro.fessionals,actors.
.fessionals,actors, and attendants of the Shakespearean Festival, as well
as functionaries of the tourism industry. One project was studying Northndian forms and carving a totem pole. My sculpture class,
west coast IIndian
after carving the totem, decided to do another that projected more up-todate values: a twenty-five foot tall pencil, painted yellow with a pink
eraser, for the high school courtyard.
Georgia. I came into contact with black culture. I directed
Later, in Georgia,
college students in developing
de veloping a black heroes mural which depicted great
black scientists and told their stories on the walls of the East Athens
Community Center.
emphasized,
Since moving to Florida State University, I have heavily emphasized.
within almost all of my art education classes, art as it reflects cultural
va lues. My students can relate how architecture,
architecture. personal adornment
adornment,,
values.
tools and implements, and the fine arts reflect the cultural context of
their making.
L
Looking
ooki ng back on these examples of culturally contextual,
contextual. locally
with
what
specific tteaching,
eaching, I realize wi
th some chagrin that the vast bulk of
of what
I have taught in my career has not changed much in relation to changing
cont exts. I still do many of the same projects
prOjects and
physical and social contexts.
have many of the same concerns as when I was a student teacher at South
Eugene High School in 1976 . Why,
\;hy, I ask myself?
myse lf?
t
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In terms of expressive
ell presslve content
content,, there exists only a very finite number
of. human
of
hUllliln themes - love , hlte
hate , war, technology, greed,
greed , and so on - and a
llimited
ililited number of ways to eXpl'!SS
ellp ress these themes
theaes visually.
~lsually.
Was this the
th e
reason the content of ely
l:Iy tea
teaCching
hi ng had stabilized
stablllzed around
a~und a fin i te and
stationary set Of ideas?
Ideas? On further reflection it appeared that I hdd
had not
e~hausted
alll the
Ule majo
majorr themes
of all ti
times
teachIng . This,
hen,,
~~hausted al
t hemes of
mes in my teaching
Th is, t hen
t he reuon
r euon for my fa 11 ure ., avera
overa 11,
I I, t o ma tch content to
t o 1local
oca I conwas not the
con text.
tellt .
Examining
umptions
~st all contribute
EXamini ng certain underlying
underly i ng ass
assumpti
ons which must
If
i f the guidi ng assumption that content changes according to context
contellt is
Is to
to
!wId
f ou nd a possible answer. These ass
assumptions
umpti ons are: aa)) tha
thatt the
hol d true, I found
t eac her must be recept;"e
teacher
receptive and senslt1ve
sensi ti ve to
t o cha
ch~nging
ng i ng pe
perrspecti
spec t ives
ves of the
clientele,
clientele , arising from
from chang ing
Ing conditions, b} that the teacher be willing
to analyze t he components of a locally specific,
specifiC, sochlly
socially defined realfty
realIty
and synthesize t!'le
tM results in
i n a pract
practically
ically useful curriculum , and c) that
the teacher have aII certain amoun
amou ntt of a uto n~ in the Implementation
Implementa t ion of aII
locally specific curriculum. There seems to be no prOblem
fl r 5t
problem with the flr5t
assumption.. I dO , Indeed, try to be reasonably
rea so nably receptive
r ecept ive t o the local
assumption
contellt In which I find IIIYseH.
IIIyseH. likewise, the second assumption
assump ti on seems to
context
f1t Illy
lI'Iy p~pensitles
propens iti eS fn
t o understand and infit
In that I have sincerely tried to
into
cu rrf cul um. Did
Di d I say !!ll cur
cu rric
corporate local sochl
soci~l values in
t o my curriculum.
ricuulum
lum??
therein
em in implementin
Maybe the
r ein 1lies
ies a major probl
problem
imJllementin'1g aII locally specific curriculum. It I'!ally
really is not my curricu
lum. Rather, it is culturally detercurriculum.
mined to
t o a large extent
elltent - but not by local
loca l forc
for ces.
iculum
es. The curr
cu rricu
lum I use
rge ly propelhd
propell ed by the educational system
sys tem and speCifically
specHlcally the art
is la
largely
education system 1nto
lnto which
wh ich th
tnee local for
forces
ces have only IIa very small Input. A stumbling block
bl ock which has tr;lIped
tripped nil!
me up Nny t imes when I have
tried to
t o teach
teacll locally specific content
conten t is my ll<lck
ack of au ttonrnny
onomy within
wi th in the
t he
so . I simply
si~ly am not all
allowed
owed to teach exactly
ellactl y what
what I want to
system to do so.
tea
ch I It 'olli
WliS
s t udents
teach!
S during my tenure at the Oregon school where my students
builtt the totem
cl ear to nII!.
buil
t o t em pol es t ha t this first became very char
me. As the
th e
resul
Of a mural executed
ellecuted by Illy
In which the thematfc
t hematic content
re
sul t of
lIlY students in
was admittedly of questionable socia
called
;sociall tasll,
taste , I IoU
wu ca
ll ed to
t o the IIrinc
principal's off ice where after some di
discussion,
scussfon, that prinC;Jla
principall made it very clear
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whatt was his agerlda
wha
ijgendij for art
ijrt by stating:
stating; "Loo\:,
"Look , I don't glVe
give a damn about
its artistic merits. I don't care what you teach
teac~ them as
ijS long as you keep
them in line."
The
T~e Franchise System
This, then, is the franchise system of American educijtion.
education. Individual
outle ts have
outlets
~ave only very limited power to change
c~ange the
t ~e nature of the structure.
They may change the theme _ we have all been to the cowboy McDonald's versus
the 1890 ' s McDonald's versus the local football team McDonald's - but they
may not change the substance. McDonald's does not sell hot dogs in
Tallahassee, or Miami, or Lake Tahoe. The franchise system does not al l ow
for that deviation. The franchisee who does not capitulate to that requ1rerequirement quite simply loses his franchise . He is ousted from the sys
system.
t em. So
it is with education.
There seems to be at least three factors at work 1n support of this
centra 11zed
11 zed sys tem
t ern of va 1lues,
ues, thus power, in the educati ana
ona 1I structure.
structure . One
factor
f actor seems to be th
thee adoption of competency- based education in terms of
observable behavioral and pr oject-related indicators. The liandbook
Handbook of the
Florida Performance Measurement System (draft version, no date avaihbl
availabl e),
states: "State Soar
Boardd Rule 6464 - 5.75 requires the verification of demonstration
delOOnstration
of generic teaching competencies through a formative and summative
suumative evaluation
process. This requirement precipitated a concern for t he development of
standardized
Handard1zed procedures fo r conducting systematic observation and performance
evaluation to ensure consistency ffrom
r om te
teacher
acher to teacher, school to school,
and district to district
dlstrict within the State" (pp . 14-15).
In addition to pressure for standardized teaching practices which emanate f rom a central source.
sour ce. the
there
re is also pressure to conform ttoo a standardized content. Once again, the State of Florida ha
hass publ iished
shed guidelines
which suggest what students
student s in
In art Should learn.
1 e ~rn.
Art; Pre-Objectives and
Performance Objectives, K-8
K-S (1978)
(197S) states in addition that,
that. "there 1$
is a
necessity to relate gO<l.ls in art
ar t education to the larger
hrger goals of general
education" (p.
(p . 6). Seven goals are then spelled out for the ra
rank-and-file
nk-and-file
education"
doess the document tell us how these 90als
goals were agreed
teacher . Nowhere doe
upon. However,
Howe~er, there is a list of seventeen writers of the document.
document, and
another group of expert consultants. The goals are not unreasonab l e, but
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neither are they completel
completely
y definitive . Yet, if I am to teach art in the
state of Florida, I must base my curriculum on the objectives established
by this group. If Ir fall to do this,
th1s, I lose my franchise to teach
te~ch ~rt.
This certainly is centralized
centr~lized value
v~lue structuring, with very real consequences for failure
f~i1ure to comply.
Florida
Flor id~ certainly is
Is not alone in compe tency-based education.
education . Indeed. from my experiences i n Oregon and Georgia
Geo rgi a
and based on other sources , it seems to be the dominant structure in curricular
ric
ular design today.
A second factor selecting for educational centralization seems to be
a very complex form
f orm of social
soci~l Dan...inism
Danotinism - that is
is,, the tendency of the most
adaptable and
~nd efficient systems/phenomena/organisms to
t o dominate. Some ideas,
modes of being
being,, and courses of action tend to dominate others. We can see
this in the fact that some ideas are incorporated in
into
to the cluster of con trolling thoughts and institutions, and some are not . .d.n
.a.n 850 on the SAT,
two years of a foreign language,
l~nguage, one half year of art (if any at all),
all) ,
unfamil iar to those of you from Montana, or Texas,
probably does not sound unfamiliar
or New Yorl<.
York. There may not be one single standard throughout the country,
CO(lntry,
but wherever we teach, we a rree all at
~t least in the same "idea banK."
bank . " Could
this
th is be accidental? Not likely. Given random change it would never happen.
There must be some proce~s
process of natural selection at work in whiCh
which some modes
and ideas dominate .
A specific, and largely unexamined structural mode which seems to domdom inate in American schools and which selects against locally srecific
specific content
is th~t t he primary agenda
~genda is not education in terms of content areas; rather
it is
Is the sociali
socl ~ ll zation
z ation process.
According to C. A. Bowers {1974}:
(1974):
school routines which make up tile
the covert curriculum,
are regarded by teachers and school administrators as
serving
ser~ing a more pedagogically important
imflOrtant function than
the academic curriculum. The strongest evidence
ev i dence supporting t his generalization is
i s that
t ha t students are often dropped from school for exhibiting behavior
behaviOr that
challenges the routines of the school; they are se ldropped, on the other hand , because
becduse they ldck
dom dropped.
lack the
i nte 11 ectua 1 ability
intellectual
ab!l! ty ttoo deal with
w1 th academic currfcul
curricu l urn.
um.
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When
Whl2n viewed
vll2wl2d from this perspective,
pl2rspectivl2, it becoml2S
becomes apparent
apparl2nt
that one of tthe
he chief functions of the academic curriculum is to serve as a vehicle for conditioning
cond i t ionIng
students to adopt the valu
values
es of thl2
the school's covert
curriculum. More impo
import~ntly.
rt~ntl y. when it is understood
that the traditional school subjects are used to teach
va l ues quite different from
values
frol'l their officially stated
purpose, there Is
IS no longer any reason to be mystified
about why the
tile school curriculum continues
conti nUl's to be so uninteresting ttoo students and irrelevant to what they
need to learn.
learn . The Irrelevance of tthe
he subject matter
curriculum
cu rriculum is necessary if the student is to learn tthe
he
values and traits of docility upon which his academic
survival and later hiS
his career as a worker
wor~er depend. (62(5263)
As the pri
principal
nc l Pol 1 in Oregon sa;
said,
d, "I don't give a damn wha
whatt you teach them as
long as you hold t hem in
In line."
"Holding them in l ine" is
Is one major aspect of education's function in the
act i vity of all cultures
central actlvity
cultures.. Jules
Jul es Henry (1965) bel;
bel i evl's'
eves' that
tha t ' centra
centralI
activity of all cultures is
Is always a self-maximizing machine" (p. 191). To
the extent t ha
hatt the art tl2acher
teacher contributes
contributl's to this self-maximizing through
adherence ta
adher.ence
to the centralized curriculum and thus to the
t he subliminal functi
fu nction
on of
directing students toward the learning of predetermined
predete rmined social routines,
rautines, he is
Is
aII valuable part of the machine. To the extent
extl2nt that he teaches locally specific
content which calls upon divergent
di~ergent behavior and creativity in students, he is
a monkey
man key wrl2nch
wrench in the transmiSSion of the machine. The socially sspecific
pecific art
ar t
teacher as monkey wrench certainly
cert~inly has a place, but in the transmission of the
t he
machIne he ~eeps the whole machine from going
gaing and must be replaced.
replaced .
As cold and mechanically
mechanIcally abhorent as this sounds to the individual
Individual who
WOuld
would develop a locally specific and personally
persanally meaningful
meanIngful art curriculum,
there is, iinn fact, a pragmat
pragmatfcally
i cally sound base for such inflexibility . Henry
states, "Throughout history the cultural pattern has been ija device f or blndln9
bInding
the inte l lect. Today, when we think we wish to free
fr22 thl2
the mind so it wi ll soar,
we are still,
still. nevertheless,
neve~theless, bound by the ancient paradox, for
f or we must
rr.ust hold our
culture together through clinging to old ideas l est. 1n
in adopting
~dopting new ones. we
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liter<l.lly cease to exist"
e)(ist" (pp. 2.B4-2B5).
2.84-285).

For the art
<l.rt educ<l.tor
educ~tor who would

lo'c ally specific content,
con tent, this puts the monumentality of his sin in a~

te~ch

bett~r

perspective. locally specific content, in its essence, differs
dif fer s from the content of popular mass
m~ss culture.
That is what ITIIIkes
makes it locally specific.
speci f ic. In
teachi ng locally specific
teaching
speci fie content the art educa
educ<l.tor
tor is incorpo
i ncorpora
rating
t ing the values
va 1ues
of that content into the processes dnd products of which
wh ich arise frnm
from that curriculum. These, b~cause
because they are at odds with or at least 1n
i n variance wah
with the
t he
values imbedded in the centralized curriculum, are
mass popular culture vdlues
threatening to the very foundations of the system in which they arise.
drise. locally
specific content throws a monkey
mnkey wrench into the
t he transmission
tr~nsmission of the domidomi nant culture machine,
machine , stopping - or at least delaying _ its forward progress.
Henry finally states "School has no choice; it must train the children to
fit the culture as it isu
is~ (p. 237).
The thought
thou gh t that comes irrmediately to my mind is,
is , whose culture?
culture7

Is tile
the

dominant culture the only one which exists,
exists , the only one whos
whosee values, mores,
principles, and systems have proven to be wortllwhile
worthwhile through time? Has cult ure not advanced enough at this juncture to accept a pluralistic
ture
plura l istic reality?
like
Like the ITIIIture
mature individual wllo
who can toler<l.te the opinions of others, even if
he does not agree, I hope this society is about to enter an age of m<l.turity
maturity .,
in which tthe
he domlndnt
dominant institutions are comfortable enough iinn their
the i r power to
accept
<l.ccept some of the values,
~alues, meanings, and wisdom of
of others. It seems, in fact,
f act,
that preservation of the dominant system 1s
15 much lI10re
more likely when it affects
an
~n accepting rdther th<l.n an
<l.n isolationist stance towdrd
toward new ideas.
ideas . G~nerally
dangerous and troubl~some
those ideas which seem most ddngerous
troub'~some are only dangerous and
dnd
because they have
troublesome bec<l.use
ha~e validity.
~alidHy.
In accepting rather than fighting
such ideas a culture will usually incorporate new and vitally sustaining
elements. Systems must continue to eyolve with changing circumstances 1f
if
they wish
w1sh to continue
continu ~ to be sustained.
Another incident comes to mind.
mind . In l'1ontana,
,~ontana, where I grew up, we all
W()re
wore blue jeans ., day
d<l.Y in and
~nd day out.
Anyone wearing corduroy pants was most
likely from somewhere else. Khakis were something we only saw on TV ln
movies
mo~ies about Ivy
[vy league schools.
schools . Blue jeans were the standard loca
locall nol'lll
norm..
One day Mr. Clark, !l\Y favorite
fayorite art teacher, came Wearing
wearing blue jeans. By
third peri
period
od he was gone and by fourth"
fourth" period he was back 1n
in khaUs. Obviously
yiously,, the power of
of some centralized socializing
socializ1ng structure was stronger
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than the local social norm.
This incident illustrates a third fllctor
f~ctor which seems t o work against
dYdinst da

10(<I'1y
locally specific curriculum and which
wh ich ffidy
may also be defined In terms of the
Socialization
socialization process, this time of the teacher. It seems from my experiences,
exper1ences,
that as one rises in the system, one becomes increasingly
incredsingly reticent to tamper
tnd system in any signified"t
significant way
way.. The development, In my case,
with thdt
case , from
dissenter to somewhat
somewha t of a guardian of the system happened gradually. almost
without my knowing it. First
First,, had to come aII measure of complillnce on my part
to the status quo which
wh ich I found when I first becllme aware of lIlY
my values conn l(tln9
i(tlng with
wlth those of the system. Then with increasing personal investment
in that system in terms of my life's energies and resources, I ffoound
und myself
securely locked into a~ structure I had first dissented against. P.s
As an itinerant art teacher 1n
In P.thena
Athena and Weston, Oregon, with no other art teachers
anywhere around, I was the resident expert. No one knew anything
anyth i ng about
ab(lut art
butt me. Yet I existed on the very periphery of the art education universe.
bu
universe .
I could rock the boat
b(lat as much as I wanted because I was the only one in ft
It..
With the move to the more cosmopolitan coast of Oregon came greater restricrestri c tion on what I could teach and how. With each successive
success ive change as I moved
up the hierarchical ladder and closer to the center of the system, I was
was required ttoo accept more and
<lnd more of the values of that system - indeed, to support
po
rt and defend those values
va lues because
beca use of the positions iinn which I f ound myself .
It seems that systems can tolerate considerable deviation from peripheral
perlpherill
figures. Sut
But as one becomes more central to the system less dev iation is acceptable because it has a more profound impact on the system as
a5 a whole.
whele. The
very structure, nature
n<lture , and philosophy of a system can
ca n be affected by those
at its center. Rather than a puppy nipping ineffectually at the hand which
t he dissenter on the inside becomes a full-grown Norweigian Elk feeds it, the
hann unless it i s well trained. O
Off
hound, who can do the owner unalterable ham
course, changes from the inside of a system are not always
a lways negative
nega t ive,, but they
almoH always
almost
a l ways are rather cautious and rather small . That 1s
is the insti
i nstitut
tut ion's
ion ' s
safeguard , It does not select for tthose
safeguard.
hose who will potentially
po te ntially do it ham
hann by
fMking
making sweeping changes. As with biological species, in social systems
small
smal1 changes are developed, tested for a generation or so, and if tthey
hey work,
are iincorporated
ncorporated into the body of that system through its institutions.
ins titu tions. It
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huge
a survival tecMique
t~chniqu~ of
of the Social institution not to allow
~llow for hu
ge
changes. Huge changes could destroy the institution. Small changes wi
will
ll
H
is

not. Dissenters then, are kept out of the institution to the extent they
dissent. Interest
Interestingly,
ingly, however, and
dnd referring back
bdck to the previous
argument, it seems that the strongest institutions accept dissenters into
peripheral
periphe
ral positions, giving
gi ving these dissente
disserlters
rs a~ ch~nce to accept parts of
the system, thus developing a stake in that system. Dissent is tther1!by
hereby
dealt
dedit with through ad co-opting rather
r~ther than confrontdtional
confrontd t iona l technique.
So, it is obvious, if one accepts
dccepts this thesis, t ha
hatt such a large change
as
a5 transfe
transferral
rral from a subliminal, yet rea
real,
l, curriculum of socialization of
students to one of ad content-based
con tent-based locally specific curriculum is
i s very unlikely to come from the central power structure of the educational syster.J.
syster.!.
There is simply too much invested in the system as it now stands to allow
for such d change.
change . Change of
of this nature is also unlikely to come from
outside the central power structure because of the dccepting-of-small-changes
dccepting-of-sma l l - changes
(co -opting),, rejec
(co-opting)
rejecting-of-l
t ing-of-la.rge-changes
arge-ch~nges nature
na ture of the educationa 1l franchise
franchi se
system.
syst~m.
Radica l devldtion
dev i ation by peri
peripheral
phera l figures
f i gures leads to the loss of franchise. Radic~l
Radical deviation by insiders is almost un
unknown,
known, having been bred out
by their advance througn
through tne
the system.
So where does that leave us? Beginning with the assumption
dssumption tha
th att te~ch
te~ch 
ing content would change according to the social and geophysical
geop hysical COn
co~ te
t ext,
xt, it
has been COnceded
conceded that
tndt there is some cnange,
change, but to a greater extent content
remains the same, in spite of local circumstances.
relT'.ains
circumstances . It seems tthat
hat this condit
dition
ion stems from what I have called
ca11ed the educational franchise system. This
is a centralized
central ized system which gives the individu~l
individual and even individual school
districts a franchise
f ranchise based on certain preconditions and the
tne local system's or
individual's willingness to meet those conditionS. Three fdctors have been
analyzed which contribute to the franchise system as it exists. First,
there exists a powerful and centralized ordering of curri
curr ic
culum
ulu~ based on observable behavioral
behdvioral and project-oriented
pr oject -oriented competencies. This centralized
centra li zed submatter curri
culum is ess ential
~ ntial to help students to develop a docile
ject matter
curriculum
attitude toward what they are learning. Specificdlly
5peclflcdlly experimental curriculae
would, iinn their vitality, run counter to the seco
second
nd factor analyzed
analyz~d ..
This
second pO
poin
i ntt sees t he true,
t rue, if subliminal, curriculum In
I n the schools
schoolS as
socialization
social fzation,, not content-specific
content -spec ific education. Socialization
Social ization requires com-
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pliance, not experimentation
experillll'ntation.. TtliN:l
Ttlin:l,, the
t he system perpetrates
perpetra tes Itself IIIiIrvelously
marvelously
ttirough
which co-opt
CO-<lpt i nd
ndividuals
ivi duals and
~nd small
SIIIII ll groups into
In to tthe
he whole
\oIh01e by
tHrough devices . which
"
accepting dissenters only into
Into its outer fringes. Then
Then i n a positively
Pay
lovian system of rrewards
ewards fo r proper behayior
i t adyances
nglyy
Pavlovian
behavior it
advances the i ncreasi
ncreasingl
compli ant former dissenter to the lIliddle
compliant
lI1iddle of the organism. Only when one
reaches the t op of the pyramid does one have considerable flexibility
f le ~ibil1ty once
t ime one reaches that position.
position . however, caution and ~
again. By the time
conseQuences
greater knowledge of the subtletfes
subtl eties of the system and possible consequences
meddling haYe
have replaced the impetuous urges for changes of the outsider
outsider..
of II'leddllng
ists feel that students' locally def1r\ed
defined experlental
Many social activ
activists
uperiental
realities should serve as a stillWJ
stflflJlus
lus and ffoundation
oundation for teach ing
i ng art content.
The concerns of locally meaningful content,
cOntent, however
however,, and those
t hose of socializasocla1iza·
tion as detemi
tlon
determined
ned by the IIIiISS
mass cultur
culturee run counter to each other.
other . Students
who are
lire allowed to explore t heir own concerns to wherever they !My
Ny lead are
not
rn ing the llesson
alization
domi nates the
no t lea
l earning
esson of soci
social
hatlon which apparently dominates
educational structure. In terms of the larger SOciety,
SOCiety, as 1t
H 15 currently
structured, this socialization process must be pre-Iminent
pre-iminent because students
must be tr"ined
trained to accept the authority of the soci",l
soci,,1 insti
ins titut
tutiions
ons which
serve
se
rve them, and which
whi ch , more to the point, they 10111
011111 serve throughout their
t he ir
lives. These students
student s ' survival
su rv ival depends not so Iltlcl!
much on learning
lea rning to wield
a pa
paint
brush effectively or to understand the nature of Ind
Indian
int brush
i an ttotem
ot em IIrt
~rt
SOCIal institutIon
as It does to interact properly within tile
the SOCial
Ins t i tuti on in
In which they
find theaselves.
thealselves. Doctorates are not necessarily given to the most creative
people, bu
butt IIIOre often
ofte n to those who have learned to conduct themselves in
ay as to success
f ully make it through all the required rites
way
successfully
rHes of
such a w
passage . A certain kind of acceptance of the s tatus
passage.
t~tus quo is
Is required
reQuired of
/ldvance through the educational system
sys tem - ei
either
those who would IIdvMce
ther acceptance
or phenomenal cunning "nd
pat ience .
",nd patience.
The educational system
hose of us in positions of some power now serve
system tthose
is the same sys
t em that began to mold us at the tender age of f iive
ve or even
system
younge
r . Some of us who hll
ve moved up and into aII more
younger.
haye
mere central position
posi t ion are
lire
probably the
t he better, or IIIOre
IIIOfe wf1l
wil l 1ng
ing learners
learners.. Others
Ot hers of us - and I suspect
the Bulletin
Bul let in Is
is lfIijinly
ma:inly read by this second kind - are less
l ess wl11in9
willing to accept
accept
the
socialization
l east an occas
occ",s10n",1
t ion process without at least
ion" l question about iI ts
t he SOCializa
meaning and valldHy.
validity. We understand the words O
off Paulo Freire when
whe n he says
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"Choice is illusory to the
"ChOleR
thR degree it represents tthe
he expectations of others"
others "
(p. 7). We are
dre the ones always
dlways on the verge of losing our franchise . Yet,
as evidenced by the fact that most of us are Caucus/NAEA members, we ~now
eitller
Rither consciously or instinctively not to push too hard dt
at the limits.
l imits.
We can
Cdn exchange the pickles for the lettuce, or the mustard f or the mayomayo~
naise, !Jut
tJut we all ~now that 1f
if we try to sl ip a hot dog or a soy burger
buns,, we are going to lose our franchise.
between those buns
frdnchise.
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Cultural Knowledge: The Unrecognfzed
Unrecognized
Responsibilfty of Art Education
•

Mu th
Helen J. Muth
Southwest
Sou thwest Missouri State Universfty
University

Abstract
Abstra ct
Art educators are a subgroup within the larger culture whose role it is
to coornunicate
COIIJIIUnicate infonnatlon
information and sUlls in the visual arts for guiding individu",ls to find greater personal satisfaction in the visual arts
uals
arts,, to gain knowledge of the visual arts as areas of specialized
special1zed interest,
interest , ",nd
and to become
aware of the contribution the visual arts make to their cultural
cul tural heritage.
This paper proposes that the kinds of infonnation
informat ion that future art teachers
gain while training in their special ized area fails to prepare them adequately
for their role. A parallelism discovered in the work
wor~ of cultural geographer,
Yi-Fu Tuan
Tu an (1974) and the recent work of cognitive psychologist, David Feldman (1980, 1984) suggests
sugges ts that
tha t different
di fferent forces or domains
doma i ns of knowl
~nowledge
edge
interact in ways that guide and direct the fOnJl"'tion
format io n of ideas. In the
fo llowi
llowing
fa
ng paper, the work of Tuan and Feldman
Fe I dman are used as a bas
basis
j s for a
greater understanding of the contradictory elements in the education and
role expectancy
expecUlncy of the art educator.
Cultural geographer, Yi - Fu Tuan (1974), states that
th", t an individual's
ideas ar
arce influenced by cultural forces, personal interests, and by idio-

syncratic qualitfes
qualities of personality. To demonstrate the influences on an
individual's ideas
ideas,, Tuan used llandscape
andscape descriptions of the southwe
southwest
st
written during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by travellers from
re jection
Europe and the Atlantic seaboard. These descriptions expressl!d rejection
for the Sickening
sickening colors and the universal sameness of plains ",nd
and mountains,
mou ntains,
plants and living things. For these individuals the southwest was desolate,
offensive
of fen5ive and without aesthetic merit
merit.. Descriptions
Descriptians of the southwest available from the folklore of the native
nati ve Americans whose people had lived far
for
centur ies on the southwest plains show a totally different perception of the
centuries
th e
beauty. richness, ",nd
beauty,
and vitality of the majestic
~jestic mountains and plains.
plains .
Ar t educatars
Art
educators like
lik.e other groups of people can
ca n be identified by their
t heir
values
~alues and beliefs.
Their behaviorial patterns are distinct within cultures .
They own dual ident1ties,
i dent1t ies , one within their special province af
of art education
and
dnd one ~ith
~lt h a respective
respectiv ~ cultural alliance.
Though
ThoU9h rooted 1n
in a culture,
cu l ture, an
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art educator's worldview becomes discipline oriented. Discipline
Discipl1ne know
~now l edge
becomes the tool and
dnd the criteria to address all sorts of issues whether
"tithin
~ithin the pro vince of the discipline or not .
Feldman ((1980)
1980) has developed a theory that
t hat all know l edge can be
divided into five cognitive domains. Though he is not specifically
theorizin
theorizingg about tthe
he visual arts, Feldman's work makes the inevitability
inevi tability
of the art educator's dual
du al position more apparent. Aesthetic behavior is
aII form of valuing . It
tt may be a personal value
value,, a culture valu
value,
e , or both.
both .
On a personal level. aesthetic behavio
behaviorr is
Is a means of prOjecting
prOjec ting bac~
back to
one's self and to others an image that can be matched
mtched or contrasted with
an accepted cultural mOdel. This model may be perceived subconsciously
rather than
th~n self·consciously.
Shared aesthetic values result from shared
cultural experiences. Even when cross cultural similarities in aesthetic
behaviour are found these are the result of special training,
training , such as fonrral
fonnal
artistic study, or the result of cultural conditions Which
which trigger
tr igger the
spontaneous development
dev elopment of simila r rresponses
esponses to a particular
par ticu lar circumstance.
Feldman's t>asic
t>aslc argument Is for an extension of the field of developdevelop~
mental psychology into areas of cognition
cognitlon that address non-universal
non·un iversal
behavior. He believes that the energy spent by most of the people in the
world most of the time is not in trying to reach universal goals (1980).
(1980) .
For e)(ample.
example, swimming
swilTll1ing does not l!1eet
meet deVelopmental
developmental criteria
crHerfa and is
i s not
universal
univer
sal because it requires
reqllires training
t raining and a special environment. Never
Never·theless, there is a sequential
sequentfal progression from lower .to higher skills in
swlrrming. Olympian leve l swimmers share similar
swimming.
s imil ar knowledge regardless of
their cultural background .
TradHional
itiona l theory of cognitive
cognitiVe deve
development
lopment
Trad
TradHional
TradHlonal theory defines four characteristics of developmental behavior.
It 1s
is uni~ersal
universal and spontaneous, requiring
r equiring no special environmen
environmentt or interYention. All normal human environments have sufficient redundancy fo
vention.
f orr unlver·
uni versal goals to be aChieved. Universal gOllls
gO/lls are achieved
~chieved in an invariant
invarian t
seguence, a series of stages which cannot be missed
sequence,
miss ed,, skipped,
skipped , or retraced,
and universa
universall developrnentil
developmentall behavior has
hilS hierarchical integration of lo
lower
... er
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level cognition
cogni t ion into the later systems of cognition.
Proposed theory of cognitive development
th~t IMny
many non-universal
non_universal realms
re~lms of human
hUllWln activity
Feldman has proposed that
deserve the attention of cognitive psychologists
psychol ogists because they have two of
universal learning. They are
a re learned in iInvaria
nt
the four characteristics of unfversal
nvariant
sequenti4l order and the
sequential
tne later levels Of learning
lea rni ng Incorporate learning from
earlier levels.
levelS. He refers to these rea
realms
lms of activity 4S
as non-universal
Oodles of knowledge. Non- Universal
Oodies
unhersal learning is not spontaneous and it does
special environments. At the IIIOst
most advanced levels
l evels , non- universal
require
requ
i re spethl
learning Is ,achil!vl!d
chieved by progressively fewer lndfvlduals.
individua ls . Chess,
Chess , mo re than
swlnnlng
swihllfng , displays the structure Feldna
Feldrlann has set as the II\II!:taphor
JIlE'taphor for
fOr Mnnonuniversal learning. The levels of Rlutery
mastery for chess are
<Ire so articulated thH
that
computers
selecUon of the
compu ters have been
bl!en prograllJllE!d
programmed to allow the selection
thl! appropri,te
appropriate
skill
sk111 level up to seven.
Knowledge domains in
In proposed theory
Feldman sta tes bodies of knowledge can be classified
claSSified Into five
flye groups .
He refers to these as domains and has labeled them as unique knowledge,
discipline- based knowledge
knowl edge . idiosyncratic
Idiosyncratic knowledge, cultural
cul tura l knowledge
and universal knowledge.
know l edge. figure
Fiqure 1 illustrates the non- hie
hierarchical
rarchical strucs t ructura l rel
a tionsllfp Feldcoan
Feldcan perceives bet~en
between and among these groupings.
tural
relationship
figure
Feldlnan's Continuum of Knowledge Domains
Figure 1. Feldman's
UNIVERSAL
CULTURAL
CULTURAL
DISCIPLINEDISCIPLINE-BASED
BASED
IDIOSYNCRATIC
IDIOSVNCRATIC
KNOWLEDGE
KN OWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE

UNIQUE
KNOWLEDGE
KHOWLEOGE

Feldman also believes that through a process
procl!SS of evolution, knowledge which
wh1ch
15
Is presently perceived as universal may ha.~e
ha~e originated with cases of
unique knowledge which moved through the continuum of vario
variOus
us domains to the
po
i ntt where che
the knowledge is
Is spontaneously developed without special
spec ial ·Inter·
·Inter·
poin
vent10n. It is
Is not possible to demonstrate
demons trate tthe
he movement of cultural knowventlan.
ledge to unlYersal
universal knowledge, but in
In order to give a suggestfon
suggestion of the IIlQve·
move·
ment of an idea from uniGue
unique knowledge to cultura.1
cultura) knowledge,
know ledge, le
Le Corbusler's
orbusier's
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purist ' s aesthetic m1ght
might be taken as an example .
As hlstory
his tory shows , a ssimplicity
implf ci t.Y of fonn
form wHh
w1th uncluttered
und uttered 11
lines
nes and fla
flatt
planes is the kind of aesthetic Lit
Le Corbusfer
Corbusier promoted for archHecture. His
idealized Ville Rad1euse 1s the ex&mplar
examplar from which aault1tudes
IllUltftudes of
Of bulldings
build ings
h.ave taken their fonn. His 1deas were both unique lind idiosyncratic for lie
have
he
shared beliefs
bellefs wfth
with othl!r
otller early modernists. The theory Qenerated
generated by the
Shared
indi ~iduals resulted in the International Style which
dus of these few individuals
iide~s
has become thl!
the vernecular design of corporate
corporllte architecture
archi tecture all over
o~ er the
world.
worl
d.
P. V. Turner writing
wrfting IIbout the educat10n
education of le Corbusil!r
CorOOsier (1917)
(1977) sU9Qests
suggests
that the I!J;)nk's
monk 's quarters for which Le Corbusler
Corbusier had a personal affinity could
be described in terms simllar
similar to those used to describe the aesthetic of pure
fcnn that Corbusler
form
Corbusfer and others pushed to re
represent
present the ideal machine aesthetic.
At the ideological level.
le~el, the m4chine
machine aesthetic was meant to be revolutionary.
RUSSia (G1nsburg,
aestheti c was prOlllOted
pror-.Q ted for
fo r palaces of the
tile
In RUssia
(Ginsburg, 1970), the new aesthetic
workers under the assumption that the peasants would want to totally reject
the architecture and other trappings of the bourgeoisfe.
bourgeoisie. The forms of the
we re specifically determined by their abllity
abllfty ttoo break with
new aesthetic were
convent1onalized
archii tectural 1a.agery
IllUcll as to represent the technology
convent1onal1zed arch
illlilgery as roch
of the future.
futu re.
of
fa~orable env i ronment
rorunent for
ge neration of the
Many influences set a favorable
f or the Qeneration
new architecture. Reconstruction and
lind new construction were needed throughFacto ries were needed for product
production.
out Europe after World War I. Factories
ion. Factory
worker5
ce for tthe
war had made a world marketpla
marketplace
he goods
workers needed housing . The Wir
of technology. Technological knowledge was already available to m
meet
eet construction needs i n an effi
structfon
efficient
cfent way. What was needed was an ideology to
m
ake these non-traditional forms
make
fonns acceptable in the culture. Ideas come from
indi
uals and Corbusier and the other modernists lIad
had a~ unique concept
concep t of
fndl vid
~ idua1s
a pure an:hitecture
f or a III)dern
ssl ess world. The need, the
t he abillty,
~bll1ty,
arcllitecture for
mode rn ch
classless
~nd
estate the idea
and the concept all three worked toQether
together to incuba
incu~ te and Q
gestate
of International Styl e. O
Cor bus ier did not do it alone. The
Off course, Corbusier
environmentall situation was right for the development of this ideology
en~;ronmenta
ideology..
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The idea of International Style rapidly moved through the layers of the
architectural profession although it was never the exclusive arChitectural
1deology that some think. It has since also passed through cultural le
l evels
ve l s
to its present place as a symbol of international corporate identity . Some
individuals choose it for reasons of penonal
personal taste; for the most part it
has become an image
ima.ge of corporate architecture. Just as individuals
ind i viduals can
conventioonal
nal church architecture
symbolize conventi
arch i tecture across cultures, they can now
i dentify an international image of corporate architecture.
Other applications of Feldman
FeldTMn ' s model
mode l of knowledge domains
domai nS
is helpful in seeing the re llaative
tive positions
feldman's
Feldman's phylogenetic model 1s
of other art styles
styl es and movements. Some individual artists
artis t s such as Honman
Nonman
Rockwell and Andrew Wyeth have received a wide cultural acceptance. They
are understandable by most people at some level without special
speci al art discipline knowledge
k. nowledge . The Impressioni
Impressionists
sts also painted images that have become
part of general cultural knowledge
knowl edge . The imp
Impressionists
r essionists represent an 1nstance
instance
in which the idiosyncratic
idiosyncra t ic interests
i nterests shared by a few artists resulted in a
style that
t hat people have come to recognize
recogni Ze and value for reasons many of which
are unre
unrelated
h ted to the intent of the creators. People do not necessaril
necessarilyy see
the same painting Monet
Mone t saw, only the same canvas. On the other
other hand,
hand ,
Abstract Expressionism is tmderstood
Abstract
understood by almost no one. Familiarity
F~miliarity al
alone
one
would not
no t make it
i t understandable.
unde rstandable. Many who value it
i t have been taught mismi sinformation
informati on by individuals within tthe
he discipline
dis cipline of art who have based their
interpretations on the visual forms of the styl
stylee.. Even fewer would value it
if the true
t rue information
inforrMti on were known (Quick,
(Quick , 1977) . A knowledge of Abstract
Expressionfsm needs particul
Expression1sm
partfcu lar
ar fn
Instruction
struction not readily available
aVililable to many
iindivldual$
ndividuals within a~ culture.
At
At tthe
he un i que end of the continuum, the artistic
art i stic express io
i ons
ns of most
indiv1duals are
individuals
ilre not iintended
ntended for wide acceptance.
~cceptance.
Most people are not
concerned with the creation or collection
coll ection of objects
object$ which will be valued by
a wide
wi de audience.
audience . Art
Ar t for these iindi
ndivvii duals is not necessaril
necessarily
y prOduced
produced at
at a
self-conscious level.
l evel. Like folk and popular art, it is produced and used in
the environment of values related to social and pe
personal
rsonal identity
identity.. However,
because of the social
art , it may be taken up by 1ndividuals
individuals who
w~,o
socia l value
va l ue of this
th1s art,
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do have
sel f-consci ous need to develop their a~rt
expre~nion.
For a very
hay! a self-conscious
rt expre$sion.
small number of individuals· within tile
the total culture, personal and social
identity is
Is integrated .... ith
Ith artistic
~rtistic expression.
They strive selfconscious ly to reach !ligher
consciously
higher and higher levels of mIIstery.
mastery. These IndividualS may ultimately contribute to art discipline knowledge. A case ....
which
hich
this situation 15
is Roy lichenstein's
lichenstein ' s selfmight be taken aass an example of tIlis
conscious use of popular 111111ge5
flll/lges translated into
in t o "Pop· art.

The relationship of enYiroMlent
kno\rjledse domains
environment to knowledge
charact eris tics
Unlike universa l knowledge wherein it
i t is the invariant charactl!!ristic$
of environment that are essential.
essential, cultural knowledge
kno .... ledge ., discipline-based
knowledge, idiosyncratic knowledge and unique
un iq ue knowledge
knowl edge all
lIll vuy
Yliry In the
degree and
lind kind of environmental
enyfromnental intervention required
~Qui~d for their developdeye'op~
IIIfnt.
ment. No one may choose Whether
whether or not to have universal knowledge. Neither
does· one have
h~ye an
lin option not to have cultural knowledge thoug
thouCjjhh the variety and
level of cultural knowledge
knowledg! attained may vary. An argument could be made that
cultural knowledge particularizes universal knowledge or that univers~l
universa l knowledge 1$
is manifestl!d
manifested in cultural knowledge.
knowl edge. For example, potentiality for
language
l anguage is considered universal by cognitive psychologi
psychologists
sts but language
development is particularized by the culture. The same case can be madr
made
for culturally divergent systems of spatial perspective taking.
Since cultural knowledge 1s
is embedded in various symbol systems,
systems , arti~rti
facts . technology and cultural institutions
facts,
institutions,, it 1s
Is necessary that the
cultural environmen
environmentt provide
proYide instruction
Instruction in media
medi~ skills such as
IS re
read1ng,
adi ng,
writing, computation, and drawing, in order to
t o dlsembed information
i nformation from
its symbol source. Since some kinds of information
infonna t lon are IIIOre
no re easily
acquired or expressed
ex pressed through one media rather than another,
illlDther, the attainment of media skills
5111115 Is IlION important than any specific content. Nevl"rNeve rtheless,
theless , skill and conten
co ntentt are generally
generlilly integrated In the learning process.
proc!!ss.
Uninstructed observation and Imitation provide only a minimal
min i ma l amount
amou nt of
cultural understanding. A prolonged and systematic exposure Is necessary
knowledgee ; therefore, most
for achieving the higher levels of cultural knowledg
cultures provide a formal systeln of education.
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The environment for discipline-based knowledge includes a cultural
display of the opportunity and resources for specialized
specia l ized knowledge,
knowledge.
altho ugh only a small
sm~ll - or even tiny - subset of the members of II cul
cu l ture
will spechlize
specialize in
In anyone discipline.
discip l ine. These are
lire usually adults who have
hllve
~dv~nced
~dvar.ced

to higher levels
leve l s of knowledge in a special area through an intense

period of instruction. This period of instruction
instructi on compacts the acquisition
acqyisltion
of severlll levels of knowledge into a re
relatively
l atively short period of t i me. The
skills and capabilities
capllbilities shared by the members of a discipline in one culture
may overlap with those of the members of the slime
same discipline in another culture.

Specialization in any discipline
diScipline is normally optional within a cu l ture.
Although membership in aII discipline is by choice, once chosen, it has an

o)"9anlzlng effect on an indhidual
organlzing
individual's
' s way of thinking; its distinctive mode of
thinking is not restr
restricted
icted to problems which fall within
wi thin tthe
he discipline itself.
The discipline thus becomes an integrated part of a person's psychological
psycholog i cal
environment. A behaviorial
behaviorilll psychologist's world view or the world view of
of aII
symholist
symbol ist artist 101111 be affected by study in their respective discip l ines.
Enviro nmental conditions which are favorable
Environmental
favor~ble for the development of
idiosyncratic knowledge complement an individual's
idiOSyncratic
individua l 's own intr
intrinsic
insic qualities
Qual ities .
A prodigy is a special case of idiosyncratic IIchievemcnt
II chievemcnt which takes place
when the child's personal interest and abilities are ideally suited
sulted for achievement iinn some particular field of knowledge and the environment provides the
necessary opportunity and instruction. This is why prodigies occur in families
where a high
higM level of
of discipline ~nowledge is available. Musical prodigies
prod i gies
most often occur 1n
in families of musicians.
Contrary to opinion, prodlgles
prodigies spend long periods of time intensely
studying their special discipline. The difference between them and
studylng
~nd an
~n
ordinary learner 15
is the rate at which they IIIIIster
master information in their
par t icular area of interest. Thls
This al lows them to reach the higher levels
of attainment within a discipline at a time when others IIIdY
may still be
diffuse in t heir goals.
Prodigies
Prod
i gies can be compared to those i nd i vi duals at the advanced lleve
e~e l s
of a diScipline
discipl ine who have
hHe developed a singular pre- eminence in a field
f ield . These
experts represent
r epresent the l eadership in a field of knowledge. The environment
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hils
hl!~ mdde
made the opportunity
opportun1ty avallable
avaflable and pro~ided
provided tile
Ule resources for them to
develop their particular interests and abilities to II level not attained
dttained
by most members of the discipline.

The environmental conditions for unique knowledge are set by the
specific requirements of a problem. The development of IIa unique achievement can
carl be parallel
pllral1eled
ed with children IIdvancing
IIdvlIncing through the various stages
of universl!l
universal knowledge
know l edge liS they !lequire
/lequire knowledge already known by others.

At the outer limits of knowledge 1n
in a particular field, an individual
faced w1th
wlth the inability to resolve a problem with present knowledge
creates new knowledge. It is not only new for him or her.
her, as in the (ilse
c"se
of the child
cllll d or the person who has not mastered
mas tered all
a 11 the already
a 1ready known
le~els, but it 15
is new for everyone.
e~eryone.
This new knowledge then becomes
part of the environment required to extend knowledge still further.
Cultural knowledge, discipline
discipl ine knowledge and art education
Art educators, like others who are discipline trained, ha~e gained
ad~anced levels of knowledge in a compressed period of time.
Their
specialized Skills
skills and capabilities phce
place them in a tiny subgroup
su bgroup of any
main stream culture. From the vantage point of their new knowledge ,
they recognize a distinction between what they have come to know and ~alue
because of their intense period of training and
ilnd what most individuals
indi~iduals within the culture perceive as art or value aesthetically. The educators per~
percei~e the chasm to be evidence of a
II compelling need to raise the le~el of
knowledge within the main
matn stream culture. They share an assumption that an
individual's
indi~iduill's life and the general existence of society will be enhanced by
Visual knowledge as they have come to know it.
i t.
Wishing to raise the generill
general level of art experience within the culture,
cul t ure,
art educators strive to develop students' ability to perceive images
illlllges as they
are seen by art experts -~ artists, historians,
historians. and critics. This goal is
usually couched in
In more subtle terms such as
ilS nurturing aesthetic
aestheti c sensitivity,
sensitfvity,
developing creative skills, and drawing from the field of art for curriculum
content. The push to achieve recognition of art
nt as a discip1
discipl ine and as aII
distinct
di stinct body of knowledge 1s
I s iIa reflection of the value art educators pl
place
ace
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on the knowledge
know l edge they have gained
gil.ined through discipline training . The content
of their
th~ir lessons, emphaSizing elements and principles of design , art
~rt processes and
~nd media. ~nd selected exemplars
exempla r s of aesthetic form, indicate
i ndicate the
degree with which they dre
il.re imbued with their own discipline
discip l ine knowledge dS
il.S
criteria for cultu
culturr al knowledge.
Cultural
Cultur~l knowledge is more diverse than discipline
disci pline ~nowledge and
~ll manner of symbols, artifacts, and techbecause it is embedded in all
nologies, It requires the development of mediil.
medi~ skills for its continuous

decoding and tril.nsmission.
transmission. Reading verbal symbols Is a media skill
s kill that
allows access to diverse cultural knowledge embedded in inven t ories,
novels , pl
plays,
ays, company reports,
reports , local newspapers, and other written
materials . What most members of a culture develop in the way of visual
skills comes from
f rom untutored Observation and imi
i mitation
tation of people like
l i ke
themselves or those they aspire
~spire to be li
like.
ke. This is true of the home
home-teenage r weariny
wearing' aft single white glove in
maker shopping at Sears or the teenager
iimit~tion
mitdion of pop star
stil.r Michael Jackson.
The use of culturil.
cultur~ l resources for the development of media skills can
be expected to reinforce or reflect vftlues
values already held
he l d by members of the
culture . The computer has been accepted into the educational system because
becaus@
It enables the rapid collection
collecti on.. manipulation,
manipu l ation, communication,
conrnunication, and storage of
large
lil.rge amounts of information vital to cultural
cultur~l IMinteMnce.
lMinten~nce.
Although visual
decoding is ~ IMjor
major means to access information includ
Including
i ng some computer output , study of the visual arts is not perceived as a br
broad
oad based information
processi ng skill. What is
processing
1s taught fOrTli!llly
formally in the arts
ft rts is content informa
Informa tion . Attention to visual understanding 1s
is lfmlted
limited to decoding
decoding' forms perceived to have significant
signfficant aesthetic value.
Those who study to be art educators and other
ot her art
ar t professionals share
a personal interest i n and creative abllity
ab1lity for ar t knowledge
know l edge that is not
charil.cteristic
ch~racteristic of the respective cultural
culturil.l groups, although general cultural
cultu r al
support for
fo r the
t he visual arts may vary from place to place or time to time.
dist1nctly more socidlly
sociil.l1y oriented
For art educators, who as a group are distinctly
than other art professionftls
professionals (Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi, 1976),
1975), this
personal interest
interes t and ability 1n
in art and its
Its value f or personal development
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I'li!C!Ibers
groop. Characteristic
Characteris t ic
15 projected on other IIlembe
rs of the larger
liIrgi!!r cultural group.
of this
is the developmen
th-is stance 15
developmentt of slogans like "art
Dart f or self expressionexpres s ionM
i n the mainstream" to inform and
fo cus the arts in
i n the direcdi recand. to focus
and "a rt in
tion
consis tent with currently expressed cultural values.
ti
on perceived to be consistent
tile urge to
t o proselytize art knowledge for social
soc ial good
is
It may be said the
good ;s
idiosyncratic to
t o the art educator.
tducator.
The slogans change but what is actually taught in the schools
scllools under
tructio n has changed iilllperceptibly.
mpercep t ibly. Several
Se"era l renons
reasons
Ins truction
the aegis of art ins
related to the preparation
prepar a t ion of art teachers ma.ke
nIlke this inevitable.
ine"i table . The
model f or the
t he art teacher
tea che r 15 pr1marily
primarily the s tudfo
tudio artist. Because of their
the ir
own inclination
incli nation to work with art media and processes, future
f uture art teac
teachers
hers
easily
i dentify w1th
with this
thts IIlOdel_
model. Ni!lrrow-ly
Narrowly educated
edu cated themselves,
themselves , studio
easl1y identify
teache rs reinforce
teachers
re i nforce the separateness of art from
f rom other
ot her life ellperiences_
e ~ pe r iences .
Art 15
is their
t he f r llfe.
life_ They believe tllat
t.hat the making of art 15
is IIIOrally
mo rall y elevating.
GenQrally
Genllrally com.itted
COlllllftttd to Modernism
Mode rn ism and its philosophy
pllilosophy of social
socia l engineering ,
tllty believe art makes better people
people.. It 1s
is only those who are less
l e ss sensisens i they
infer for who are incapable
the, more commerc.ial, materialistic or generally inferior
of
of being transformed
t ransfonned by art. These individuals 1n
in the eyes of the
t he propr ofessional studio artist , do not
not deserve the
t he attenti
attention
on of the studio
s tudi o teacher.
teacher .
The limited
l i mited attention to art historical information
l nforma t lol1 provided for
ror all art
educators
nts , real
15m, the
tl\@
educator s generally results in emphasis on the
t he fine arts,
realism,
Rtnaiuance
ctntury. What
tradition , and the Avant'
Avant ' Garde of the t.wentitth
twent ie t h celltury.
Rellaissallce tradition,
most
mos t future art teachtrs
teache rs learn is a~ narrow
na rrow and prescriptive
prescriptIve kind of disci pline- based knowledge.
know l edge.
In an effort to assure
assu re that these
tllese prescribed attitudes
attftudes are enculturated
through
th ~ugll art experfences,
experi ences , a rt educators have not recognized t.he
t he interre
interr e la t lonal
lona l
aspects of all
al l cultural
cultur al knowledge.
knowl edge . Art tteachers
eachers have tried to tteach
eacll cultural
knowledgt
knowl edge of art
~rt with
wi th the "discipline
-discipline mode
modellss to which
~h ic h they have been ellposed.
ex posed.
f uture adults need ellperience
e~per lellce in decoding cul tural
tura l knowledge of
Children and future
of their own art
fam iliar
art. The study of
ar t and the art most famil
iar to them,
them , whatever
cultur(!l
evel, is iimporta
nt for child
children
its cult
ural llevel,
mportant
ren iIff they
t hey are
~re to develop an under
un de r·standing
standi ng that art has meaning and
alld value
va l ue which
wllich is reflected
ref l ected in the
t he attention
atttntion
and care
ca re i t receives by
oy the person who
~ho prOduced
produced it
i t or by others who have
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similar interests,
interes t s, Ideas, or beliefS. By asking questions.
questions . te~chers of
art can help students think about the purposes of art and the role of the
art is t in various cultural ~nd subcultural groups
groups.. Their questions would
inchrde
include who is an artist?
artlst? Is ft
it hilrd
herd to be an artist? What
~ hat kinds of
things ere
are ilrt?
art? Why do some things have more value than others? Who
~ho
decides what is valuable? Where do artists get their ideas? What
Whilt
role does the audience play? Who
~ho Is the intended audience?
iludience? Teaching
art
ar t as
ilS a cultural knowledge allows children to learn aOaut
ahout themselves
tthrough
hrough the medium
medi urn of art and guides
gui des their
thei r ability
abH i ty to read cultural
cultura 1
ar tifacts for an understanding of the values, beliefs,
beliefs , and behaviors of
a cultural group. To help children
chlldren and future adults understand how
cultural
cultUral knowledge Is related
rehted to everyday activities and interests,
teachers of art wou}d
would need to have knowledge of the visual arts fa mili ar
to those they teach such as the IIIOvies
movies , comics, and television. They
also
il1so need to understand the literature, sports and other forms of play
phy
and work in which the student participates . Most importantly,
importJIntly, they
need to understand the cultur
cultural
al environment - the homes, streets, and
neighborhoods in which the students' activities take place.
It Is not
no t the primary functiOn of public education to ITI/!ke
make better
people in the sense of social strata or morality.
mo rality. Rather,
Rether, its f unc tion
is to better equip them to deal with the world in a useful and pleasurable
manner. Art teaching does allow people some en joyment in the ITI/!nipulation
manipulation
of art media for whatever purpose. The study of art also makes some people
aware of the
the1r
1r own in terests, abilIties,
abilities, and appreciation of art regardless
of ho
howw nurowly ~rt forms
fonns are interpreted. For art
ut knowledge
know ledge to serve as a
decoding system for cultural knowledge, art teaching
teeching must be directed toward
the understilnding
understanding of visuOl!
visual forms as carriers
carr1ers of cultural knowledge
know ledge.. lndivid~
uals need to be better able to organize
org~nize information
info~tion visually.
The various forces or knowled ge domains as suggested by Tuan and Feldman
FeldlTl/!n
provide an inter
interpretive
pret1ve bas1s
basis for the contradiction that seems to function
between the education and the role expectancy of the art educator. Art
educators come from
from a tiny sub-group of the total culture by virtue of their
thefr
particular id
idiosyncrat
f osyncrat1c
ic aptHude
aptitude and skill
sk11l with art media. They are taught
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to become even more estranged from any cultural context by
I>y the kinds of
knowledge they 9ain
gain from discipline training. The limi
limited
ted exposure
e~posure to art
in II11 context other than studio does lHtle
little to eliminate the narrowness of

their interests.
Interests.
Often. IIrt educators were children who discovered that they liked making
Often,
art so they went to college to study making art.
<lrt. Somewhere along the way the
hsue of making 11II l1v1ng caused them to make the decision to become art
teachers. Many
~ny really know little about art in 11d broad sense.
They mostly
know some things about pnticular media. When they begin to
k.now
t o teach, they
find that what they
t hey have leuned
learned to Vdlue
v",lue as art knowledge 1s poorly related
to what children learn 1n
in the contexts of their various cultural and subcultural grollps.
groups. Most art educators take this discrepancy as evidence of a
need for
f or greater cultura
cultllrall resources to bring cultural art knowledge to a
level consistent
COnsistent with that of the discipline rather than as an indication
of ,\:-he
~he narrowness of their own backgrollnd.
background. Another interpretation
interpretation,, the one
proposed by thls paper, is that the discipline education of art educators is
a dfsservice
disservice for the future art educator for as it exists, it is ineffectual
for decoding cultural knowledge. A culturally contextual, culturally cogni·
cogni ·
~ant approach to art education would recognize the significance of llearning
earning
to dlsembed
disembed cultural
cultura l knowledge from visual forms at all levels. learning
to use visual skills ~kes cultural knowledge more accessible. Acquiring
a particular p01nt
point of
Of view about art that is shared by aII relathe
relat ive ly few
members of 0II culture does not make one cultured.
cultured .

•
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Art As a Sodal
Sod a l Study:

Theory IInto
nto Practice

Graeme CMlmers
Chalmers

Columol a
The University of British Columbia
Abstract
The concept of dialogue
dia logue ;s
il; one that Is rarely applied in art education.
what 15 best, that
The lIttitude
lI ttitude prevails that
thal teachers of art know wllat
I gnorant of "real " ..art,
students are Ignorant
rt, that student aesthetic exper i ences
are trivial or worthless,
worthless , and so they, the teachers, settle for a curriculum and teaching
tudents. The
t edchlng approach that reaches less than 5"
5% of the sstudents.
remaining 95"
95% plus are regimented In activities less meaningful than Trivia
knowPursuit or are Ignored altogether. Dialogue Is not one sided. For Imowli!dge to take ph
place,
ce , the learner II'W.Jst
must have access to meaning and meaning
me~n;ng can
not be
handed down
much information.
b'-h~;d;d
doWl1 11lte
l1ke so I1IJch
informatiOn. Knowledge results from dialogue;
it Is not a possession to be bestoWf!d on others.

In a dialogue, the sender ~st receive feedback affirming that the message
~ssage
rece
iver Is res
responsible
f or this
th is feed was the message sent. The re
ceiver
ponsible for
back at
at whatever level and In whatever context the message was received.
The receiver
r eceiver then becomes the sender (or
for the feedb.lcK
feedback is now the new
message. Unless the original message has meaning In context to the receiver,
re<:ei ver,
meaning . A parroted response does not indicate that
the feedback is without me"-ning.
the receiver
recefver has translated information into knowledge.
~cefved
~ce1ved

probleJII of dialogue
In the following paper, the problelll
dfalogue in elerr.entary and secondary
art programs 1$
is addressed. The position argued Is that changes can be made.
Ritualistic ., r ul e - govemed "School Art" at the elementary level and fine
f ine
art oriented studiO
studio processes and dogmatic aesthetic exemplars at the
secondary
seconda
ry level will yield to teachers who care about children, the ir world,
their art, and their learning.
Let me 91ve
give an example of a different approach in
In the art room. One
that approximates dialogue. IInn British Columbia a teacher 1s
is working with a"gr oup of eighth
e i ghth graders. She has been looking at the provincial curriculum
group
l essons around such strategies such
guide and plans some image develo~nt lessons
as Juxtaposition,
magnfflcatfon, fr.I(Jgination,
juxtaposition, distortion, viewpoint, magn1flcatlon,
iNgiMtion, and
visualizatitln.
visualization. AIrong
Among other things
th ings , the guide suggests that the tteacher
eacher might
use Claes O1detlburg
Oldenburg to show that grOupltlg
grouping or placing unlikely
unliKely images creates
a feeling of humour and surprise. The guide suggests that studetlts
students <:lIght
r.light
split and rearrang~
ecord images seen in
relrrang~ photographi
photog raphi c f~ges;
I~ges; observe and r
record
In
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reflective surf aces such ~$
reflectlYe
~s kettles, bumpers,
bumpe rs , and doorknobs; study the work
wo rk
of SalVador {)ali
Cali or K. C. Escller;
Escl\er; use a wonn's eye view
vfew;; discuss
di scuss surrealislll;
s urnalism ;
Disney's Fantasia; or
or imagine and reco
record
rd dredlD
dre~d landscapes.
l andscapes. Certainly
Certafnly
view Walt Oisney's
then
there are some
SOl:\!! good
good things in the gui de , but they represent
n present thi
thfngs
ngs that the
teacher is supposed
su pjXIsed to know
know about
~bout 1n
in order to
t o teach
teilc h kids. What about thi
things
ngs
tl\at the
tllat
t he kids know about?
ilbout? We pay lip serv ice to,
to , and research
res earcl\ (Rump and
SOlJthgate,
Southgate , 1978) supports the notion
notio n that, iInn order t o be a~ successflJ}
successful teacher,
t eacher,
one needs ttoo IJnderstand
understand and probably use the means
n"lt'!ans of cOl1ll1unlcatlon
commlJnfcatlon current
curre nt in
the cuI
culture
t ure iinn wllich
wl\i ch t he teacl\er
te~cher is operating.
Usually
Usuillly this has meant spoken
hnglJage,, and sometfmes
hnguage
some t imes , but not often,
often , we have felt a need to
t o understand the
non- verbal comnunicatlon
cOl!Jl"lJnica ti on of special and not-so-spi!c;~l
not·so-spi!ci~l learners.
lea rners. In tthe
he 1960's
we began to realize
North
real1 ze that fir st
st grade urban No
r th American
Amerfcan and other children
Wf1.o
r , " "Father,"
wtoo reads
r eads words such as ·Oick
"Dick , ·" "Jane,
-Jane , " "Spot
"Spo t , " "Mothe
"Mo t her,
" Father," at school
slJch as "Buick ," "Thunder bird , " Col ga te'
could also
a lso read a nd spell words such
te 'ss ,"
,"
"Peps I - Co 1a,.
1a," "K!lrl
"Ka r l bora,·
bor a," "Pa 11 M51l,"
~ 11 , " "Chickl ets,"
ets , " "Yankees
"Ydnkees , " "Giants,"
"Giants , "
"Mohar.wnad
"Mo ha r.rnad Ali
Al i , " "parking,"
"parking , " "trespass ing , " "slI"()kfng , " "love
"love,, " "kill , " 'shit,"
'shit, "
and other four letter words
words (Kohl,
(Koh l , 1972).
1972) . Surely the same is true with visual
vis ual
images. Can there be dialogue?
dia l ogue? 1I think
th i nk that
tha t there can.
can . Rock videos,
videos , for
examp le , con
example,
contain
ta in outs
outstanding
t anding vis
visual
ual material flllJstrating
Ill ustrating the use of juxtaposition, disto rti
r tion
on , viewpoint,
viewpoint. magnification
magni f1 cation , and other visual
visua1 devices and
image <!evElop!nent
<!evelopment strategies
s t rategies that our B. C. teacher wanted her students to
employ. MY
t'1Y own oplnfon
opinfon of vfdeos has been influenced
Infl uenced by the research
resea r ch of
of one
of my
te s tude nts who worked the switchboard
~ gradua
graduate
switchboa rd when
whe n tteenagers
eenager s and others
called a local T.V. sta
station
ti on to gi
give
ve their
thei r rock video preferences. The
student's
s t ude nt'S research indicated that in terms of the f inal evaluation,
eyaluatlon , the image
seen by teenagers
Important than the ITIJslc
ITIJS l c . Our students
teena gers Is
I s more important
s tudents can tteach
each
us, they can enter into a dialogue
di alogue about the imagery of their
t hei r own world
world and
15 done.
We should explore their wor1d,
and can tell uS how
ho w it
i t 15
world , they should
explore ours.
In a 1969 article
In
ar ticl e titled
t i t l ed "Adolescence and the Apocalypse
Apoca l ypse"" the
t he follo
following
... ing
was w
was
wri
r itten:
tten :
What fascinates me Is that our publiC schools,
schools , designed
des i gned
for adolescents .... educate and "socialize" thei r students
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by depriving tthem
hem of everything the rites bestow.
They manipulate
manipula te them through the repression of
energies; they isolate them and close off
off most
parts of the corrmunity;
cOfl111unity; they categorically
ca tegorically refuse

to make use of the 1ndfvidual
individual's
's private (and social)
experience. The direction of all these tendencies
is towllrd
toward aII cultural "schizophrenia."
"schizophreniil." in which the

student 1s forced to choose between his own rela tion to N!alHy or the one demanded by the institution.
rc organl~ed to W€aken the
t ion. The schools a re
student so that he is forced,
forced , in the absence of
his own energies.
energies, to accept the values and demands
of the instautlon.
instHution. To this end we deprive the
student of mobility and experience; through hw
and custom we I!1il.ke the only
on l y llegal
egal place for him

the sellool
dependent ,
vivid life
It is important
importdnt

- and the
then,
n , to make sure lie
he remains
manipulable,
manipula~le, we empty the school
sellool of all
(Ma rin
ri n pp. 47-49).
47- 49).
that
tllat art teachers
te<l.chers acknowledge popular
popuhr culture .

It is

regrettable
reg
rett<l.ble that the last three issues of the Journal of Popul~r Culture were
probd~ly
probably ignored not just ~y
by tthose
hose teaching art
ar t in the sc
schoo
hools,
ls. but also
dlso by
the majority of university art educators. In Hs recent concern w1th archi
tile
arclll te ctu re. r(lck
tecture,
r<lck music. political themes
tllemes in contemporary
contempo r ary comic bOO
boo K
ksS,, video
games, Japanese
Jdpdnese popular culture, van
Vdn art, television
television,, perspectives for underunder stdnding material culture,
standing
culture , and greeting
gree ting cards, this
thts publication
pu blica tio n deserves
des erves more.
more,
much more.
more, of our collective attention.

This surrmer !I taught in SlIsklltoon.
Silskatoon, where there
t here is II wonderful art gallery,
gal l ery,
"The Mendel."
Mendel.' Sut despite this it seemed to me that the art that
t hat really mattered
ma ttered
to most residents of Saskatoon could be
~e found in the record stores on Third
Avenue, Bourassa's Religious Supplies.
Supplies, in the shopping malls,
malls , and various "gift"
shops. If we are going to use the art
ar t that matters to the kids we te~ch when
we deal with "imagery"
U;magery" or "the
~the elements and principles of design,'
design," then we need
to enter into
i nto a dia
dialogue
l ogue to find out what this art
ut is.
i s. 1I have the students in
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my secondary art education methods class and in my graduate seminn in the
soc
sochl
hl and cultural
cul tura l foundations
founda tions of art educati
education
on M!ad
r1!ad a paper nThe
~The Uses of
Art,
Ar t, "· by a B
British
r itish ar
artt educator, Co11n Painter (Aspects .!!,
18, Spring,
Spring , 1982).
Iga2 ) .
Hr. Pa
Painter
i nte r is the head of the
t he School of
of Cl"t!a
Crt!atfve
the and
a nd Performi
Pe rforming
ng Arts
Ar t s at
at
Poly techni
c. He sent his paper to me after discovering
Newcastle - upen · Tyne Polytech
nic.
discoverin g
!'a1nter
Pa inter did what
m
y paper "Art
my
-Art education as ethno
ethnology
l ogy , " ((Cha
t ha llllers ., 1981).
19SI).
lIlY
ray ~per
p.J per ta1l:::ed
ta l ked about doing, he conducted a survey t o classi fy the objec
obj ects
ts
ilrl<!ges tnat
peo!,1e 11'
differt!nt soc
socie-economic
on the
and visual images
t hat people
in1 dlffel"t!nt
ie- economic groups
greups hung on
walls
hemes . He also looked at the meanings that these objects had
wall s of their homes.
for their owners iinn l"t!iaUon
the i r values and ways of life.
rt!hUon ttoo their
life . He was inter1!sted 11'1 how objec
teM!sted
objects
ts were introduced into the house, why they are li
liked,
k('d,
how lo
long
ng ago tthey
hey were acquir1!d.
acquiM!d, and at
a t what cost.
cost . Painter cautions
caut10ns agains
againstt
drawing
generalizationS and conclusions from hiS
his study,
study. but his survey
su rvey
draWing large generalizations
does provide
SOBle observati
obse rVlltions,
ons •
prf)vide some
. The survey Indicated
Indica t ed a plurality of audiences
'Udiences apparently cor
r esponding
corres
ponding
to d1fferences in socia-economic
rcums ta nces. The audiences
ided
socio-economic ci
circumstances.
aud ie nces also div
divided
ty of images and objects WEre
were to be classifi
classified
along lines
l ines of what pluralI
plural ity
ed as
visual alIrt.
rt . Subs
tanti al differences were
onship to
Substant1al
wert! found iinn people's relati
relat10nship
the art world concept Of
bject s (lrItlite
t he
of irt. Wo r king class su
subjects
(whil e acknowledging the
ex is t ence and
and author
authority
tha t
existence
ity of art) tended no
nott to put their
the i r own posseSSions
possessions in that
bjects tendQd
Pe rh aps, to designate
clItegory . whereas middle class su
category
s ubjects
tended ttoo do so
so.. Perhaps,
objects as art is
Is not only ttoo confer status and
lind value.
also indicates
indicatQs a
value, but aho
wlllingness
cultUI"t!. In this context
prepondera nce
willingness to participate in the culture.
context,, the preponderance
of a fu
nctio na l (more
(mo re significantly,
signi f icant ly , a pseudofunctional
pseudo - functional) dimension
dimens10n in objects
perform1ng
largely visual role in the working class
cularly
performi
ng a la~ely
cloiss homes is parti cul
a rly
interesting.
kely that this
orig
ina ted in earlier
Interes t i ng. It would seem li
likely
th is attitude or
iginated
ea r lier
trad1tions of working class life
possiblee
tradftions
11fe and
ond domestic circumstances. It is possibl
e I"t!ference
refer1!nce t o practical utl1ity
ously valued
thQ
utllit.y is unconsci
unconsciously
va l ued
ttoo speculate that th
disqual ifies an object from
from bei
being
f1ne
precisely because it actually disqualifies
ng seen as fine
art.
lIrt. In this manner possible accusations
accusitior"ls of pre
pretentiOUSness
tenti ousnes s are averted and
lind
pe rha
per
haps
ps denial
den ial of collaboration
col la bora t io n with an allen
alien and hos ti le culture are reinforced.

•
•
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Painter goes on to speculate that
tha t If such conjectures
conjec tures are
lire valid,
vaHd , there
are
a~ still
s.tlll many
Nny object,!;
object:> in
i n work.ing
working class homes of Newcastle
NeW!;utle which clearly
c learly
allude to the high culture of fine art
ar t such as signatures, gold frames, swords
sworos
el di.. H
di d find,
f ind, lIowever,
wo rks
and sh i eldl
Hee did
tlowever, that even In the I'Ilddle
IDlddle class homes, works
fr em the contemporary
con temporary fine arts
a rts world ..wert~
frem
ere rare. H
Hee felt that this showed <1oS
conSi de rable
conside
rab le disjunction
disjunc t ion between
be t ween the concepts
conce pts of art held in
i n the mlddli!
middl e class
clilss
homes and those prevalent In the specialist
sped alist art
a rt world. The survey
s urvey also Indi
I ndi-cited
cated that,
that , for working class people
peopl e in
In particular, visual Images are an
an
integral part
part of their family and connun
cornnunity
i ty life
life.. These
Thes e Images are 10
largely
rgely
val ued f or the i r associationa!
valued
associational con
ton texts
te~ts (particularly
(pa rt icul arly personal . family.
fa mily , and
co~nity rel
co~ni~
re lationships)
ationships) as distinct from being
bei ng valued
val ue d for the i r Intrinsic
I ntri nsi c
qualities
qu a HUes alone.
a lone. Painter
Pai nter concludes
co ncludes his paper by stating
s tati ng that this
t his would seem
to be fn
In stark
s tark contrast to many dOlliinant
dOlllna nt attft
attitudes
udes in the contemporary
contempor ary art
ar t
world.
As the rresult
esu l t of rreading
eading Painter's paper
pape r., an elementary teacher in
In my
class decided to do a survey of her own students.
fo 11 owi ng
5 tud ents. She developed the following
f orma t:
format:
Pi ck one thing
thf ng in your house tha
t you think
th l nk 1Iss art ,
Pick
th~t
and
~ nd answer
answer all the questions USing
uS ing just that
t ha t one thing.
What is the art object
objec t you picked?

In what country
cou ntry was it made? (loo
(lookk on the back or the
bottom , guess if
If you aren ' t sure.)
bottom,
sure. )
Ho.... did i t come
COOle to be In your house?
Ho .... long has it been fn
How
fn your family?
far.JIly?

Who fn
In your house likes it bes
best?
t?

it? If you aren't
aren ' t the
person who likes it best
best,, do you like i t ? ' Yes?
Yes ?
No
WhY?
No?? Why?

Why does
do es tthat
hat person
perSon like

I f you had to JIIOve
move fnt
If
intoo aII smaller place and couldn't
take everythi
eve rything
ng with you, would you take this object
....
with
lth you?
Give

W
~~
2

your reasons
reas ons ....why
hy you think its
i ts art?
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puttfng an actual
prfce on the
actua l pric.e
tile object, would
WI thout putting
is not worth IllUch
much !!IOney
III:lney at all?
say that the object fs
not very expens
upens five?
ve?
reasonably expensive?
worth aII ~t of money?

YQu
)'Qu

Does the object have any special significance
signiffcance of worth
to your family?
f amily?
Describe the object
objec t for !lie.
me. Hake a drawing if you can.
can .
Descrfbe
Another student did a sil111ar
teaching
Mother
s fllfl ar study with twenty
blenty members of t he teachIng
staff at her school, another
anoth@ rwith
with eighth and ninth grade students,
students , another
made IIa survey of thlngs
things on the wall
wallss in principals' offices, and anothe
anotherr
In1 el el!lentary
ementary schools in the east and ...west
est
surveyed school hallway art 11'
sfdes
sides of the city 11'
in1 wllfch
which she taught. In this last study, the student
student
found
und that
t ha t the culture of school art was so strong that
t hat dlffer-ences were
fo
very
economi c and ethnic differences iinn the
minimal despite
despi te ve
ry significant economic
poi nt 15
is that we art educators need to attend to
sstudent
tudent populations. The pofnt
to
the values prevalent 11'
In1 the environments from which students come. Some
S()'!Ie may
see this approach as merely
merely a stntegy
strategy to engage the interests
Interests of students
enroute to t he ach
achievement
ievement of so - called more worthy alms.
aims. There
nere will e.lso
also
be those who are con
content
te nt to perpetuate school art for IIa varie
variety
ty of
Of reasons.
But surely t here 101111
~nt to engage fn
dfalogue and
al'ld to
Sut
w111 Iw
be those who want
in genuine dialogue
iinclude
nc lude the study of all art, <In<!
and particularly the study of the why aspects of
art.
Artistic understandin9 takes place
phce within a cultural context. In
plura l Artistfc
11'1 a pluralconcer ned with the
meanIng of art for
ist culture we need to be concerned
t he lllE!anfng
f or a~ variety of
participators
tn more
more places
phces people seem to be
viewers and cultural part
icipators.. fn
mo re ond
Gnd ClOre
without the need ttoo be exposed to honored aesthetic
exemp·
living their lives
I f ves wfthout
aes thetlc exempJars. They have become what we IIIlght
lIIight call "artfst1c:ally
ar tistically secuhrized.lars.
secularized.- The
social
r.lJst address such questions
study of art as a soc
ial study GlJst
questiOllS as: How does
socie
ty lnfluellce
influence whGt
what individuals and groups perceiVe
perceive as ar
art?
t ? 00 peo~le
people
soc i ety
fInd differe
different
objects?
How
mem~rs of
nt meanings in
In the same visual art obj
ects ? Ho
.... do
do members
find
different groups determine their standards ffor
or judging art forms? We in
In art
ar t
education need to
t o do more to recognize the Significance of the rol
rolee of
of art
8
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AS a socia
soci~ll phenOOleI'lil
phenOOleI'ld and we need to leern
learn to ask
ask: questions such as these
proposed for
f or a socia
soth l studies class:
chss : What can be learned
lea rned (rom
f roll t he work about
the level
l evel of economic
econOlllic and te
technological
chnological development of tthe
he artist's society?
socif!ty?
Judging
Juctging (rom
from the I!Ia
ma teri
terl als and craftmanship,
craftmansl\ip . ....
what
hat econoPlic
econollllc resources
resoul'Ces and
<lnd technolog iical
cal eJ(pertise
tll pertise did th e society place at
a t t ile
ne dis
disposition
pos iti on of the artist?
If, as a piece of art.
art . the work ap pears primarily deco
decor~ttve,
rat ive, ....
what
hat addit
addi tiiona
onall
uses might i t have had In the 11ves
l ives of its original
or iginal users ? Was it fun
functional,
ct ional,
l ike furniture and architecture,
Di d it preserve
like
arch1tecture. or a status symbol, or both? Did
the memory of some important
import;.,nt event
event or person? Do its decorative aspects make
it less functional?
functi onal? Was the work
wo r k produced with some
soml! specifi
specificc pu bl1c
bl ic 1n
In mind?
What clues does the wo r k give about the identity of its
nce? C
an this
Its audie
audience?
Can
audience
audi
ence be identi
identified
fied n
as a social
soci al class
class,, iIns
nstitution
t i tution (e.g.,
(e.g. , the Church), or
or
some other
o ther segment of society? Why was the subject impo
imporrt..!lnt
tant enough to be
portrayed
po
rtrayed in
i n art? "l1at
\rollat does the
th e wo rk
r k tell
t ell us about the interests.
Interests , preQ(cupatlons
occupat ions , and values of its
i t s sponsors
sponsors?? How mig ht its
Its sstylIO
t yle and subjec t
appeal
appIOal to tthem?
hem? Have other artis
artists
ts us
used
ed tllis
tills theme
then1l< or subject
5ubjlOCt ffor
or different
purpo ses? Would
purposes?
~ould a member of till s original
orig inal audience likel
likelyy ffeel
eel that the work
W()r~
reinforced
reinforcetl or cr1tici
criticized
zetl accepted sochl
soc1o1 values? Does tile
the work communicate
COllVllunicate
the personal viewpoint of the artist or t he vi ewpo
ewpoint
in t of the
th e society? Was
~a5
the wor
workk first
f i rst r eeehed
eceived well? Old
Did variOUS
va ri ous segments of the publ
public
i c have different reactions?
reac tions? How have later periods rea
ructed
cted to t his work? Has 1t
ft ever fallen
into disfavour or neglect? What feeling
fee li ng do
does
es the work produce in vil!Wers
vil!Wt!rs t oday ?
(Car
(Carrr,, 19S3)
19S1)..
(1969 ) . an art hfstor
Moffat (1969).
historian,
fan. devised a s fmlla
imila r ch«kll
chKkll st for llooking
ooking at
works of art.
ort. His questions could be used ttoo examine s pray painted pa nel vans ,
Billy Idol,
Idol , or Duran Ouran
Duran posters. They apply equally t o paintings iinn shopping
mall s, hallway decoration,
malls,
decorat io n, motel art, rock videos, and cl
clothing.
ot hing.
Moffat ' s checkllst
Moffat'
checkl ist ha
hass two majo
majorr categories, content aand
nd environment.
Content iI nc ludes the idea expressed, th
thee ffonn.
orm, and the inage
image as the veh
ve hiicl
cl e to
ex press
prIOss t he idea.
Idea . Thl!
The sub-catl!goril!s
sub-ca t egori es are;
are:
{a)
(al The aesthetic respons e
di sllk@
It?)
(Why do you 11ke or dl
s1 fk@ ft?)
( b) Charactcrilation
Characterizati on
(H
(How
ow does the ar t1st
t is t achfeve
achfev@ this qu~lity?)
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Ie)
1'1

Milteri<l.]s

5pecHic form
IIdd)I SpecHic
texture , and mass)
m/lss)
(Use of space, texture,
Color

I, I
If) Composition

Environment
Envi ronment includes
incl~des historical background
bdckground dnd comprehension, sense of
period.

(al
(a)
(b)

The sub-categories are:

The artist's
artist 's art historical placement
Cultural background
backgrOllnd

(National or ethnic characteristics; philosophic
or religious currents; and physical, social, political.
political,

(el
(c)

and economic contexts)
Interpretlve keys
Interpretive
(Contemporary documents as collaboration with

consideration given t o the "distorting
"dis torting mir
mirror"
ror"
of hi
history.)
story.)
We need to make it abundantly clear that the art of a culture (including
its popular forms)
f orms) not only expresses the aVdilable
il.vailable tools,
t oo ls, materials,
ma terials, and
technology, it also shows the values of that
tMt culture. Art
Ar t derives from the
environmental, psychologic"'l,
environment4l,
psycholog;ca.l, ",nd
a.nd historica.l
historic",l components of
of human
huma n existence.
ex1stence.
By isolating
isolat1ng art from social factors,
f;Jctor,>, we isolate
isola te it from life.
l ife. We need to
discuss with students
5tudents the role and function of the arts
a.rts in society.
society . and we
might start with dialogue about the visual forms found in the student's
student ' s own
bedroom. For exa
example,
mpl e, among
alllOng ;Jd tenth gr~de
gr~d e class we found the following:
follow1ng:
a pottery bunny,
Teddy bears,
Ooddle
Doddle art,
ar t,
An ima ls from rocks,
Animals
da drawing of
of ad bunny rabbit.
d 1920 Vanfty
Van fty cover,
Pictures of
of dogs, cats, and
dnd da mon key,
Pi ctures of hockey teams,
Pictures
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Sl ke posters.
Sike
Posters of John Stamos , Matt Dl110n
Dl1 10n , Tom Cruise, Rob Lowe,
Lowe.
Posters
Pos
ters of Billy Idol, Duran Duran
Duran,, Clash
Clash,, Sexpistols
Se~p ;stols ,. Cindy laupe
lauper.
!",
St r1ng
Str
ing pictures,
Photographs,

charging
chl!rglng bull poster,
poster ,
II~ landscape pa
painting
i nt ing .
s.ma 11 119ur;
Soma
Hguri nes .
an
an Oil
Oi l painting of IIa mountain, stream
stream,, and trees ,
Model cars
ca r s and phnes
I10del
planes ,
Or~wln9 S done by tthe
he student of IIa filwn
face,
Drawings
hwn and
arid a eat's fate,
Print
Pr1nt ffrom
rom Hong Kong,
8eer
Beer aarid
l\d girl poste
posters,
r s,
woodcarving
aoS woodcarvi
ng of aII polar bear,

iI
II

•
I

I
I
I
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Madness,, seagulls,
Posters of Madness
sculpture
horse,,
aII brass scu
lpt ure of aII horse
painting
a black velvet pa
in ting of a dog and aII cat,
cat ,
a pi
pictures
ctures of Paris,
Pa r is ,
•

of Chr ist ,,·a Cross on the
t he wall,
Hoff~n's
~Image
Ho ff~n's MI~ge

Statue of
t he Virgin Mary,
a SUtue
Of the
Ma ry,

paintings
Student pai
ntings and drawings,
drawings ,
an Artex moonlight
moonli ght scene
HUlllllel gif
gi f ts,
t s,
IIa Photo of Ezra Pound

a Slack li
light
ght poster
poster,,
Tr
ophies and pennants
Trophies
pennants,,
aII blac
unfcorn ,
blackk velvet painting of a unfcorn,
Scul ptures of Arabi
ans and Clydesdales,
Sculptures
Arabians
a watercolor
wate r color of flow@
flo~rs
rs done by student's sister.
W
When
hen ki
kids
ds were
we re asked why
wh y they had these th
things,
i ngs, we find
find 1n
in their aanswers
nswers the
th e
s tart ing points for
start
fo r tremendous and riCh
rich dial
dialogue
og ue on the funct
fu nct ion and rol
rolee of

48.
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....
"r-tt

in
soc1ety.
i n society.

The foll
following
lndlc~tion of their enswers;
owing glYe an 1ndication
answers;

Jus t for decorUfon
decor-Ufon .

Some arl!
50 people who gave them won't be hurt.
are up so
I like
l He my self-portrait best -- I'm really proud of how good
Qood it is
1s .
Everything is tfed
t fe d up with my faml1y
family and religion.
reli gion .
Ny parents
pare nts 11k!!
l1ke thllfll.
them.
My parents loved ..
~y
y nephew and he died, they feel
fee l close with the picture.

Pictures
homeland remind us of tthe
Pict
ures of our nomeland
he people we left behind.
I love animals.
I don't know.

Right now I just value my stereo.
I just love all the posters in
i n I\Y
lIy room,
roOln, I 'd never give any away.
aWlIy .
Everything
Eve
rything hu
has been passed down fron
from generation to
t o generaUon
gene ra Uon .
My friends are jjealous
ea lous of Illy
my pasters.
posters.
In sunnary,
slIr.r.lary, let's listen R)
n:l re.
re . Let's use ellef:lplars
exctlpla rs that Idds
kids can under_
understand -- not just to fBl
llustrHe
ustrdte poi
points
nts that have to do with them developing
images and learn
imagcs
learning
ing about
abou t the
t he eler.1E!nts
ele~ent5 lind
~nd principles
pr inciples of design, but al
also
so to
help
earn about the function
functi on and role of art 1n soci
society
ety..
hel p us all llearn
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Thought on Social Contextual1sm
Contextual ism
in Art and Art Education

Tom Anderson
Fl orida State Univers
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The Florida
University

Abstract

reflect ion of culture
cul ture hlls
has been clearly establhhed.
establ;sh~.
Art as a manifestation and reflection
Oiscussfons
i n many general
Oiscussions of various depth on the subject are available 1n
genera l art
education texts
U!xts (Chll~n
(Cha~n , 1978j
1978; feldman,
Feldman. 1970; McFee,
McFee . 1970, McFee
~Fee and
lind 0e9ge,
De9ge,
BS a reflect10n
reflection of cul ture may take many
1977). However , the concept of art 8S
forms
fonns and thus
thuS has the potential for ambiguity.
dmblgulty.
ences , is
edge,,
Culture, as defined by the social sci
sciences,
h the complex of knowl edge
be1fefs.
beliefs. aIOres
IIOres,, customs, laws , and social institutions held by human
hUllWln beings
as a part of society.
socie ty. Culture,
in this
Cultu re, 1n
thiS sense, does not refer to what 15
cOnTnOnly
im;luded
cOnTllOnly known as high culture, except itS
as high culture is frlclu
ded in the
larger complex
cOlllpleK de fined above.
<lbove. Thus, art as a refle<::tlon
reflection of culture
cul ture does
not refer to the state of understanding , apprecia
appreciating,
t ing, and collecting art
as a manifestation of good taste
taste,, aesthetic educ;!ltion
ed uc;!lti on ., social position
position., or
hu~n condition as this
wealth. Rather, it refer s to the mirroring of the human
condition is formed
fanned through its social institutions.
Art when broadly viewed as a reflection of cul ture creates opportun iti es to
understand our world.
world, to understand oneself,
oneself. and to understand tile
the qualities
inherent
Inherent In an artwork. A socially defined art curriculum can serve as a
ca ta lyse
I yst for tthe
he development
developl'llent of students'
students ' sensf b1lft
bflft 1f es. Till
TM s requi rement
Is most fully met when all aspects of making,
making. talking abo ut
ut,, and appreciating
art are incorporated fnto
into an organically structured integrally
Integrally rehted
related proQram.
program.

Artworks IIIlrror
mi rror the
tile culture of a society not necessa
necessarily
rfly because arthts
artists
set out
out to illuminate
il1uminat~ soci
sod al
a! cOncerns,
concems, but simply because artworks rreflect
eflect
tne specific conce
rns of the artists who produced them. Artists,
th!!
concerns
Artists , like other
people, live
Each artist
Interl1ve in
In a~ largely
I~rgely socially-defined environment.
<lrtist interacts within and i nterpre
t s his society
w111
nterprets
soci e ty In a uni que fashion. Thus, each
ea.ch 10111
perceive and
anl1 inte
i nterpret
dIffe rently than any
rpret reality differently
<lny other artIst.
artiSt. However,
th i s does not altH
alter the fact thn
thH every i ndiv
ndh il dua l artist 's personal development has taken place in a specific
specfffc place and at a specific time
t ime ., and
<lnd therefore is subject to the customs , mores, and institutions
institution$ which are the modus
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operandii of that
operand
tha t pl~ce
place and
Bnd time.
time . The artist's
Brtist's pOint
polnt of view
viel'l cannot be
separated
sepa rated from
f~ the ton
tonted
ted of its formation.
f0l"lll4t101'l. The expression of tillit
that point
of view, no matter wtHIt
what 1s
1$ propilgated.
propagated, referred to,
to , or even denied, in illumi
illum; nilting the artist's position , al
also
so illuminates
l11umil\ates aspects of the culture which
whlch

helped to define the artist.
art1st .
It follows,
follow5. then, that the varying
va rying concerns
concer ns of
of individual artists ....
will
ill
reflect a cross-section
cross-sectlon of the concerns of a society.
society . Through exacninirlg
eXi!\mfnlrlg artworks w1th an underlying concern for the cultural and
a nd societal nature of their
ge nesis,
genesi
s, one may 9,,;0
gain signif
slgnlflcant
icant insight not only about
alX>ut art, but about the
nature of the society from which
.... hlch i t arose.
arosE". For example, if one
One were to
critically
criticallY e"amlne
uamlne the works of the c.ontelllporllry
contemporllry American artists Andy Warhol,
Frank Stella and muralist Wflliam
Wfllhm Walker one wolild
would find
fInd 'lastly
vastly different
visions of rreality
eality repres
represented.
ented. In criticallY
critically examining their works one
On!! would
also find that each of the artists exhibits an Internal verity
veri~ in his or her
works. That is, each
e.,ch of the artists understands and utillus
utili zes wllat
what Dewey
(1985) would call a pervasive quality or unifying emotive element which ITI<In(19aS)
mandates
da tes form. Thus one must assume that the
t he differences in
i n fform
orm between the
th r ee artists are
three
a re not qualitative In nature.
natu re . Each has exhibited a unifying
sensibility I nd the technical
technIcal and fonnal
fonna1 expertise
expert ise ttoo validate that senslbl11ty.
bll1ty. Diff
Differences
e rences iinn fom,
fonn, then, IllUst
IIlUst be attributed to tthe
he different
sensibilities
sensibiliti es of the artists
ar tists - sensibilities which reflect varying points of
repres ents
view in relation ttoo the la rrger
ger culture. The work of each artist represents
a point
poInt of view honed within the context of American society. Together
Together,, they
reflect a more complete Image of American culture than anyone of them
t hem alone.
indivi dual aspect of the contemporary American
Yet each of them reflects some individual
senSi
bility, and removed
remo ved from the $oclal
e.,ch work loses much of its
senSibility,
social context, each
Its
potenti.,l meaning.
potential

It is Ironic,
lronfc, then , that the II'(ldern
n'(ldern approach
ap proach t o vlewln9
viewin9 art tendS
tends to
remove the aartwork
rtwork from the context of its making and fonnelly
formally intellectualize
its content. This process of fonnal
f ormal lntellectualiz<l.tion
intellectualiz<l.tion is
Is encouraged by the
gallery and museum sys
system
tem,, and by the reproduction of artworks together In <lrt
art
history, art appreciation, and like volumes. In Voices of Silence, Malraux
Mdlraux
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d~scr;bes
d~scribes

now
hOW

t~e

separat10n
separation of art ffrom
rom the context
conte)(t of its making
mak1ng

a very recent phenomenon. corresponding
co rresponding wfth the rise of the art museums two
hundred yC!ars
yC! ars ago. Indeed, the idea that art is lin enti
entity
ty COfl'lp1eu
complete unto itself
and
from any
funct10n - an
iln idta
idea t""ken
t<ll:en for granted by many
<lnd separate frcm
allY other
othe r function
NIIY artists
ar.d critics
c:rltics today - was unknown before the advent of museums. How is it that
bc.th museums and volumes of art reproduct1ons, which ai
bLth
aimm to disseminate art
ut to
the widest possi
possible
ble popUlation, are
ilre also responsible for dlluting
dil uting art's power
through fonnal intellectualizat
intellectualization?
ion? How does tills
this dlsoiutioll
dlsolution of power funcf unc tion,
tion , arising as it does from an apparently lIone5t
honest attempt simply ttoo dissemidissem inate images?
The proximity
proximfty of one
Onl! artwork to another in both the museum and the book
of reproductions gives the unwary percetver
perceiver a false iflpression
impression of connectedness between works rather than empha
emphilsi~ing
siz ing the mo rree natural connection
connect 1on between the ar
a rtwork
t he context of 1ts
a s making. The human perception and
t work and the
Interpretation process natu
rally follows a pattern of connection making
~king,, the
interpretation
naturally
underlying ai m being catagorization
ca tagorizat ion , with
w1th the end goal
goa l of understanding
understandln9 the
world and one's place
pl ace in it. This has been necessary not only for intellecin tellectual advancen:ent
advancerr.ent , but for survival, and so is deeply ingrai
Ingrained.
ned. Thus , because of a propensity for IIlaking
making connections 1n
in order
ord er to ma
make
te sense of thi
things,
ngs,
asSUlles all co.nents
components included
Included in a frame lire part of the piece - that
one assumes
they are all related. When artworks are displayed or reproduced together the
natural human quest for 1llE'1Ining
meaning Uk
ta~es
es tthe
he most cccessible
accessible path - comparison
compa rison
and contrast.
contras t. In the absence
absen(:e of t he artwork's f onnattve
onnatlve context the quest for
meaning is referred
refer~d to an examination
e:w:aJl ination of a work
work's
's f onna
O'MDol l qualitits.
qualities. What 1s
1$
lost in
I n this process of f0rm.11
fOrm.l.l intellectualiza
intellectualizat10n
t 10n 15
is the social meaning of
the ar
artwor
th e work aarose
tworkk as the
rose and functioned in the context of its making.
RelIMJved,, either physically or intellectually , from
frolll the social context
RenJved
context,, an art
art-work loses aII substantial pa
r t of its rais on d' etre _ the Ill
umination
part
illumi
nation of the
human condition
condition..
foregOing should be thought to imply that aesthetic
None of the fOrelloing
aestheti c concerns
stlould
.. lnated
nated from the eumination
examination of art. It
I t Is, afte r all,
all , the aes should be el iimi
sociology,
thetic component which differentiates art from anthropol ogy . sociology.
history . psychology and
history,
~nd the other humani
humaniss tic disciplines. But rather tthan
hlln

II
II

II

15
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consideri
consi
deri ng forma 1 qua 1 ii ties as ends in themse 1ves, it
j t seems more product1
producti ve
to analyze style in an artwork as
~s a conduit of deeper meaning.
Feldman ( 1967)
states that style
leads us to look
loo k for meaning beneath the subject matter
and apparent purpose of a work of art. Just as hand
hand-writing conveys meanings which are not in the W(lrds
words
alone, style reveals much about an artist's way of
thi
thinking,
nking, about his
hls environment,
envlronment, and about the society
and culture in which his work is rooted . Archaeologists
use style to reconstruct past cultures. They put pieces
of stylistic evidence together like a mosaic, to fform
orm an
idea of culture or civilization as a whole. Similarly,
we study the styles of art - to assemble in our minds an
idea of the changing condition of man. (p. 130)
Thus', 1t
it becoJl'es
becorres apparent that the aesthetic quality
quali t.y - the fOnl1al
fOnl1a l makeup and
Thus·,
the style of an artwork - is cruchl
crucial to its overall significance dnd
<lnd meaning;
but the consideration
cons1deration of formal qualities divorced from culturally contextual
concerns inevitably leads the v1ewer
viewer to an incomplete or even false understanding of the W<lrk.
work. Judgments will be incomplete
incOl!lplete or false to the extent
they are based on incomplete or fdulty
faulty information.
Information. As stated by Chapman
(1979), "There is a direct relationship
relationsh1p between visual forms and social
values; indeed, a jjudgment
udgment of one implies aII judgment of the other" (p. 109).
intellectua11zation, a second factor
In addition to the process of formal intellectudlization,
tends to separate the modern v1ewer
viewer from an awareness of the artwork as a
reflection of culture. This factor
hoctor resides in the fact that the contemporary
ma~jn9 and viewing art 1s
is overwhelmingly psychological, and thus,
t hus,
approach
dpprodch to
t o ffid~ing
individually oriented. Feldman (1957) states: "In
''In the modern world this
personal function of art may seem to constitute the
t he very essence of art for
artBt and viewer" (p. 17). This propensity may be direct
artist
directly
l y 1l in
inked
ked to modern
art's
art ' s general
gene r al separation from any socially instrumentalist function.
f unction.
The separation of art from direct social functions is uniquely aII product
of modern times and western culture. Traditionally, the personal psychological
psychologica l
component of the artwork was subservient to the social
socia1 component in de
determining
te rmining
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the final
Hna] aes thet
fDrIIl .
the t ic form

Pr1mi
tive man
~n us
ed art as a form of 1111191e
Myic to insure
Insure
Pr1 mitive
used

the suc
cess of the hunt
hunt.. Ancient Egyptian artists were employed to develop
success
nts and goods meant to
In their afterlives.
iImages
mages of serva
servants
t o serve the pharoahs in
afterl ives .
th e Hedi ds I!IIIployed
prOlllJlga te their
The pope and the
I!II\Ployed Ita lian a r t is ts to prOll'lllga
thei r reli~1f
gious and pol
political
the social directive came
glous
itlcal ends. But with the demhe
demise of tne
the rriise
pr imary IIIOde
In making and viewing
se of the personal lIS the primary
mde in
vi ewing .rt.

I
I
I

I
I
I
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I
I
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It IIss often e~pressed
e~pre ssed that the rise of personal and Idiosyncratic
aestheti c expression negates the validity
r efl ecti on of culture.
aesthetic
validi ty of art as a reflecti
cul tu re.
In countering this view, however , one must simply
si~ply understand that the contempersona' creativity
Is a tlltitl
tacitlyy or even expressly
porary emphasis
elTlJ)hash on personal
c reat lvfty is
exp ressly agreed
upon sochl premise. Indhlduals
Individuals 'fIM
who I115ke
make 'WOrks
works of art
a r t do not live i n a
sochl
emphas
phasis
is in art
a rt tod
t oday
ay 1s
Is on personal expre$sion,
expression, It
soc ial vacuum, If the em
is
Is sure
surell y a result of a soci ally agreed
agreed upon I115nner
manner of behav
behavIng.
Ing. Personal.
Personal ,
even idiosyncratic
idiosync ratic,, pre ·emlnence
- e-mlnence within wo r ks of art
ar t signifi
slgnifl es
e s not a lack
of socia
sociall context
con t ex t in t heir making, bu t rather, aII socially agreed upon acceptance of personal expression
expression as culturall
culturallyy predominant
predom inant iinn th
tllis
is society
socie ty at
this time
time.,
General Impli
Implica
ca ti
t ions
ons for Teaching
Teachi ng Art
Jlajo r func ti on of educatlon
educlJtlon is the transmission
transmfssion of culture. It
I t is the
A lllajo
beliefs,, and
kno'flledg@ of the eons
o f generations 'fI!I1
ch Mve
MV@ come
experi ence , beliefs
experience
and knowledge
eo ns of
which
befo re us whfch
which separ
atE! us as a speci
es from all
al l others on t his phnet.
planet . Unbefore
separate
spe cies
Un~
11Ke
IUe t he other
oth er animals,
animah, 'who
11110 transmit only the most r udi m
mentary
enta r y inf
information
OnlWltion
from generati
on to
t o generation, we do
do not have to start over,
over , discovering
di$covering know
know-gene r ation
ou r reco r ds we can dr
draa'fl
.... on the accumu
accumu-l edge anew with @ach lifetime. Through our
lative
lat
h @ human ....wisdom
isdom of the ages.
ages . Art, as one of
of tt.ese
tllese records, is
h the
t he aestheti ca lly fframed
cally
ra med transm
transmissIo
iSSionn of human e)(perience.
experience . Art serves as a record of
cul ture iinn a way that
tllat i5
Is often inaccessible
inaccess i ble to language . for whil e language
g@n@rally
g@l'I@ral1y t ells what has happened,
happ@ned, art addresses th
thee iss
i ssue
ue of ~ that
tha t
phenomenon appea
appeared
con te )( t ((langer
langer , 1958 ).
l ogists
red and felt, in
In context
) . An th ropo
ropologists
hav@ long unders t ood this and hav!':
artwo
rks as a ma tter
t ter of course,
lIave
have examined ar
tworks
along
i t h ot
he r societal art
H acts , 11'
or der to come to an understanding
unde rs tanding of
alo
ng ....
with
other
art1facts
In1 onler
past sode t i e s.
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The most obvious implication
Implication for the
t~e art teacher,
teac~er, whether ooe's
one's
specialty be studio art, art criticism and theory, or art history. is to
conscious 1lyy 1incorporate
ncarpora te a C(lltllra1
cuI t(lra 1 perspective
perspecti VI! on art into the curr1
curriculum.
cui urn.
This WQuld
would entail
ent",il helping students to become aware
<lware of artworks as culturally
symboHc and socially definitive In all their aspects. Like the anthropolosymbol1c
gist, the art teacher should
shou ld develop and transmit to students a consciousness of the artwork as an artifact reflective of sochl
social conditions. The art
teacher Should
should also
diSC Jlldke
make students aware that the students' personal development and the process of making thoughts and feelings concrete has a social
and
lind cultural validity that justifies their expression.
expression . In short, an understanding of the social conte;.:;t
context of the processes and products of art could
and should be m.J:de
made intrinsic
intrinsic,, at the conscious rather than SUbliminal
subliminal level,
In all phases of making end
and perceiving art.
The incorporation of a socially defined art curriculum necessarily
mandates a strong experiential
expe riential component when ma
ma~ing
~ ing and perceiving contemporary
poraryart.
art. Students most
must draw upon thefr own experiences to define and
val idate the forms they make.
make . as well as to interpret the forms they see.
This experiential
e;.:;perientfal component
componen t must, of course, be supplem
supplemented,
ented, defined , and
put in conte;.:;t
context by the introduction of experiences
e;.:;periences and forms from tthe
he larger
artistic and social conte;.:;t.
context. These experiences and forms might consist of
written records, including fiction and poetry, as well as non-fictional
non-fictiona l
description; supporting visual materials; or even oral substantiation drawn
from personal or vicarious e;.:;perience.
experience. The teacher's role. in addition to
the introduction of these materials is one of prompting
prompting,, questioning (about
forms, processes.
processes, motives, connections, meanings ... ), and constructive
cons truct i ve
critiCism and feedbac~.
If artworks
artwor~s being perceived are from a time or culture different than
t he studenh',
the
students', the examination
e;.:;aminatfon of the culture will have to come largely from
the written rrecord
ecord or through vicarious experience from people who have
experienced the culture. Although this condition Is not experientially ideal,
at least
l east it will make the student aware that a cultural contex
contextt does exist
exis t 1n
In
connection with an image. Undoubtedly,
Undoubtedly, knowledge of that context will increase understanding
understanding.. thus appreciation, of the
t he work:
worK being
bein9 examined. For a
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mort total contex
more
contextual
tual experience,
experi ence. the art teacher might develop a unit
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around the understanding of cross- cultural images
il!l/lges._
. • This approach
app r oach to art
is an e)lertise
e)lerc:ise not only in the fOnllll
fOrnl/l l qualities of design , but in cultuN
cultura l
1i ttracy.
teracy .
Ii
Another
A
nother loIa1
way ad t eacher migh
mightt approach cultur
culturaall liter acy through the
tuching
teaching of art
a r t Is
I s to use cOl1'll1unally Significa
slgn;f;Cll nt current e~ents
I!!~en t s and man! :'
fe
t ess tations
tat ions of con temporary culture as motiva
mo t iva tional sti
stilll(Jll
muli for both studio
stud i o
and apprech
apprec1iltl
tlve
ve assigrvnents.
assigrments. While th is
i s may . at f irst,
i r st , appear t o be

simply an
an elabora ttiion
on of the old holiday art syndrome.
syndrome . there
there is a Quali
quali-tative di
difference
ffere nce In
tn the context of sociall y defined curriculum. That
diffe
rence arises from
lI!Xamination
d1fferel'lCe
f rom the students' examinat
ion and understanding
understand ing of the
sochl
social significance of the event or phenomenon befng
being treated.
t reated. Thue
These comIDUnally
meaningfu l phenomena which serve to s tti~~
irr.ulate
lat e art need not
no t be
munally meaningful
national or internati
Internat iona
onall holidays such as Chri
Chrls~s
stmds or
or the Fourth
Fourt h of July.
Jul y .
/r.ay just
jus t as well be locally
spec ific . Every
They "".IIy
l ocally specffic.
Eyery cOll1llunity
corr.rnuni t y has its own
sig
signf
nifi
f ican
cantt loca
locall e~e nts . I'Iost people In a given conmunity
corrmunity haYl!
have at least
l east
a pa
paSSing
ssing interest
Interest in the f ootball team going
goi ng to the
t he state
s ta te champions hi
hipp
racing contest
In the local rodeo ., crab racing
conte st ., or ope ra season
season..
ttournament.
ournament, or in
thee sort of communally
wh ich not only can be
These a re th
COllll1Unally meaningful events which
addressed by the art prog
proqra
program fro,..
from a
ra ...
m. but which will bring that pr1lgram
peripheral
pe
r fpheral fnto
Into a central position
posi t ion iI n tJ1e
the coornunity's lffe
life and consciousconsc i ousness.
Thus, In tenns of curr
cur r iculum design
des1gn , the IIIiIndate
mandate of the socially
defin~ approach Is two-fol
Il8ke themselves
defined
t wo- fol d . First, art teachers must alake
cul tural values embedded
tmbed ded in
yls ua l images and
th is knowaware of the cultural
i n visual
and pass this
t heir students. Th is dou
does no t mean that teachers must be aware
ledge on to their
of all facets and
and subtleti
suhtl eties
es of tht
the plu
pluralistic
ra llstic American culture
culture,, and of all
cultures,
cul t ures , through all of time.
t ime. What
Wha t i t does mean is that teachers shoul
shouldd be
cul turdl embed
embedding
ding e:dsts and
dnd is
Is present In all
>!Ill aartworks.
r tworks. As
Ascerce raware that
t hat cultur>!ll
mean i ng cannot begin un t 11
there
Is a conscious knowledge
its
ttaining
a ining meani
il th
ere is
knowledgt of its
t he
existence. Class assignments should
sho ul d be devised
devis ed with d>!I consciousness of the
fact that
tilat both content
conte nt and style refl
reflect
ect social
socia l bel
beliefs
iefs and values. Fn)III
this concern
thts
conctrn arises
ari ses the second facet
fa cet of the socia
soci ally-defined
lly-defined alandat.e
Il8ndate - that
t ha t

'''''
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content be considered dS
~s integrdl
integr~l to tile visyal
visual fom
fonn as style. Thls
This premise 'mdndates
'mandates tllat tile teaclllng
teaclling of fonnal
fonna l elements and
olnd principles of design
as an end in themselves, and for their own sake,
sake , be abandoned. Ratller
Rather it
requi res tlld
thd t these tool s of styl
st,yl e serve some func ttion
ion beyond forma 1 exce 1iated
ted with
witll other meaning. This 1s
is not to deny formalism,
lence disassoc ia
because formalism
becayse
fOrm<l lism 1s
is a statement of values. It is ..,.(I recognition that
tllat students
must be taught
taugllt wllat
what the values of pure form and
dnd color are, beyond the fact
that tlley
they are form and
dnd color . In teaching only fonn and color for their own
silke
sake the potential for art content 1s lost. The potential for tile
the ddded
dimension of deeper meaning in art lies in a full realization of drt content, wile
whether
tiler that
tllat be figurative, abstract,
dbstract, or non-objecti
non-objective.
ve. That content.
which
\oiIhich reflects the mores, values, and
dnd identity of a group and/or society
must be consc
consciously
iously e)(amined
examined within the socially-defined curriculum.
Conclusions
There can be little
lfttle doubt that art is, indeed, a reflection of culture.
It has been established that artworks take on points of view in relation
re lation to
the social conditions, media, and individual
individudl concerns of t he context from
from
which they arise.
ari se. That
Thot ldrry
lorry Rivers
Rivers'' and Rembrilndt
Rembr<lndt's
' s styles did not develop
together in South
Sou th AmeriCd
America in the 1850's ;s no accident. (Art styles
st,yles and the
v<llues wh ich determine art content
values
co ntent do not magically appear as
<IS gifts from the
art gods, but are the result of an interaction
interactioll between an individual and the
individual's cultura
culturall milieu. Aesthetic forms reflect the cultural content
contellt
of their arigill.)
origin.)
Thus, it has also been determined that
thdt the qualities of an artwork may
ollly be ascertained within the context of its making
only
~king ~nd in
ill relation to the
t he
criteria it sets for itself. To the extent
extellt that
th~t artworks
drtworks are approached
from outside their conte)(t,
context, or with incompl
incomplete
ete iinformation,
nformation, or wfth
w1th a
comparative and evaluative attitude,
att1tude, the experience of viewing
~iewlng or making
~king
art
dr t will be incDmplete
incomplete and/or fa llacious.
It has been drgued
ilrgued that as a reflection
reflectioll of cuI ture - dS
~s a way
WdY of
understanding our wor
world
l d - art Should
should be used not as an end 1n
in itself.
itself , but
c<lulyst for the development of students' sensibilities. It should
as a catalyst
be used to promote personal development and an unders
unde rstanding
tanding of individual
indivi dual
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Thh does not negate
thee
This
neg ate th
Quest for aes
~esthetic
art , but
but ss;mpl~
; mpl~ gives added dimens
ion
di mension
excel lence fn art,
t hetic excellence
and meaning to fonns and medh
and
medi a from both the making
makfng and perceiv1ng
percefvfng ends.
ends,
It has a lso
l so been argued that a socially defhted
de f fned art cur
curriculum
riculum III/Iy
may be
utll1zed In
utilized
III 1111
all the tradit
traditional
io nal aspects
aspec t s of an art prog
progrram
am : s ttud
udio
io , art
history , and ttheory
heory and criticism.
cr1tlcl$m. IIndeed,
ndeed, it should
sho uld be emphasized
emphasi zed that a
soci ally defined curriculum ffunctions
socially
unctio ns best when it incorporates
incor porates all aspec
aspects
ts
of making, talking
ta lk ing about.
about , and app
appreciating
reciating art
ar t into an organi
organically
cally struct
structured,
ured.
integrally
in tegrally related
related prcgram.
The end goa
goall of the socially
soc1ally defined art curr iculum is
i s the understandfnQ
understanding
of human nature - onesel f included - i n the societal context ., through the
processes of IIId:
making.
in9. ellillllining.
exalliin i ng. and
iJnd talking
t iJlk l ng a bou
boutt art. It 1$
15 th rough
r ough values
v~lues
that
thiJt humanfty
humanity defines Hself
1tself and sep.arates
sep.arltes itself from the other
o ther c rreatures
eiJtures
of the earth. It is our cultures
cul tures,, JI'Issed
passed on from
f rom generation , whfch
which make
human social and technological evolution possibl e. And it 1s
Is the arts which
personify the values and ultima
ne a culture
ult ima tely def1
define
culture., a people, and
lind hUrMnity
humanity..
The end resul
resultt of a socially def
defined
ined art
~rt curriculum dispells
dispel1s the myth
~th of art
as
H an extra,
extra , ar t as superficiiJl,
superf icial. art
iJrt as mere adornment. IOfth1n
\OHMn a socially
def
defined
i ned context
context art takes its r1
rightful
ghtful place as a pri~4ry
prf!T'.ar y means
means of human
expression. 1n
expressfon.
In this context
context,, ert
art 1s
is revitalized t hrough consciously
realized connections
realized
connec tions with the vital events of the society.
socfety. When socfally
socially
defined. 1t
defined,
I t becomes
becoroes aapp.lrent
pparent that art
ar t canllOt
cannot be sep.lrate
sep.lra te frcr.l
from life.
Iffe.

students'
studen ts' places iinn tthe
he la
larger
rger cultural
tultural context
context .

I

I
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Art Education in Soc
Soc;al
ial Context
Dan Nadaner
Unive
niversity
rsity
Simon Fraser U

Abstract
Discourse
Discou
rse about art,
a rt, like
I ike other
othe r discourse,
discourse , contains li
limits
mits as well as
possibili t ies for creating meaning about human
possibilities
huma n experience. The follow·
fol low·
i ng essay raises a series of questions about the difference bet~en
between tthe
he
discourse of most art education,
education , and the discourse
di scourse of contemporary art
a rt
criti
critics
cS and artists.
art is ts. Why are
a r e these subcultures of tthe
he art IrIOrld
world differ·
different , and what is the Significance
significanc/! of their
thei r separation? Is art
a rt education
sys tematically los
systematically
losing
ing its capacity to make contact at the level
\eve I of
of hunan
hUOlln
experience?
i!!Xper1ence? lias
Kas it
i t alienated
a l 1enated itself
Itself f rom larger
l arger social concernS?
concerns? These
I ssues are explored through general review of art education discourse and
issues
through
specific. example of photagraphy
th
rough the specific
photcgraphy study 1n
in art education
educati on and
art criticism.
The la nguage used to talk
tillk about art ls
is 11ke
like a door
doo r both because
because;t
i t opens
up SOI'le
SOr!le realms of meaning and because iitt shuts off others.
other s. Formal
Formalist
ist criticcism
ism,, for example, traces the contours of aII world of expressive meaning
meaning,, but
keep
~eep the social
soc ial context of meaning
meani ng hidden ffrom
rom view. Wittgenstein
Wittgcns teln (1963)
eencour4
ncouraged
words , 11
like
"gaCll!, ·
ged us ttoo see that
tha t language contained
conta 1ned words.
ke the word "gtele,
the meaning of which depends on the particular
particul ar game being played.
requires
imagina t ion to see the signi
fi cance
It requ
i res only a short leap of t he imagination
significance
i n a social
soctal context.
context . Different social groups eengage
of language games in
ngage in
dlfferclnt games.
games . and are the
thereby
parated ffrom
rom tthe
mean ing-wo
r lds
differ!!nt
reby possibly se
separated
he meanlng
· worlds
Is this
socholl cond
conditio
thl$ 1IIOfE!
mo re of an actual
actua l socia
i tionn than
Ulan
of other groups. Nowhere is
in art. From the ritua
ls and crafts
popularr
r ituals
c r afts of Yillage
village society to tthe
he popula
expressionism
expressi onism of suburbia.
suburbia, lind
~nd from the conventfons of catrrnerclal
cOtl'r.'lercial illustraillus tration to the criticism
crlt1c1sm of Hodernism
discourse
Hodernlsm and Post- Io\odernism,
Modernism , disco
urse ;n
in art is
charac
terIzed by the exi
existence
cha r acterized
s t ence of numerou
numerouss distinct a rt meanings
me~ n in9S reflecting
the diversity
divers i ty of subcultu
5ubcultures.
ete
res. The art meaning of each subculture Is compl
complete
Its own
rs of "good a rt ," (ach
subcul ture
...with
lth its
own values, crite ria, and exempla
exempl ars
Each subculture
has its
Its own rules
rul es for 110'"
how tc
to play its art o;alrE,
game , either by unspok.en
unspoken adnll
adJnfratlon,
ratl on ,
by the
t he use of appropriate
dPpropriate catch·phrases
catch - phrases ("lovely,
("lovely , ·" "c~atlve,"
·c~a tlve, " "matches
"IIIiI tc hes the
couch"),, through
<lrt fa irs aand
nd gallery
gall ery shows, or by inc;uiry
inl:lui ry into the criteria
cri t eria
couch")
throu gh art
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of aestllet1c
aesthetic value.
~alue.
The
-game" as used lIere
here 1s
Tile concept of "game"
is of course
cour~e a cynical one , as it
suggests that
game,~ an aest
hetically
tllat our inquiries into art are "only a game,"
aesthetically
collerent preoccupation
preoccupa t ion that lacks
hcks convincing connection t o the real subs tance
coherent
tills cynical view it would be nonsense to say that one
of life itsel f. In this
game 15
is better than another
anothe r -- that t he ln~est1gatlons
Investigations of the Post- Modernist
sculptor are IIIOre
more important
imporUlnt than tthose
hose of the amateur portrait
port rait painter, for
example.
example . If each game is equally coherent and
arid each systematfcally
systematically relates
procedures and products to meanings , then each is an equally satisfactory
occupation
thatt game.
occupation for the subclJlture
subculture that chooses to play tha
Sut
But the cynical view 15
is e xtreme
~treme .
Games not only ttake
Gilmes
ake us in circl es ,
but elso
also take us through
~eaning tha
t hro ugh the ci rcle of the game into
il'lto a level of !r.eaning
thatt
is eI:IOtfonal
social . In sports, for example: football takes us to
emotional or
or social.
milita
mil
itarisll.
r ism, long distance running to a consciousness consuming trance,
arthery to its
archery
Its celebrated zen awareness.
aware ness. To appreciate LeRoy Nieman'S CQl!1c~
puter generated football 111ustrations
f11ustrations is simply t o get in
i n touch with the
same
itself::
from televised football itself
ume kinds of meanings as are obtainable from
conventionali zed.
homage to the brutal, raw, garishly
gar ishly colorful and totally
t ota.lly conventfonal1
il'l the life-world itself
itself..
The referents of art games are to be found in
Through aesthetic
games each subculture reaches fnto
Into those core emot1ons
efIIOUons and
usthetic gaines
areM4 of life decisfons
decisions and
acti ons.
soc i al attitudes that guide the wider areM
sochl
arid life actlons.
exclusion
matte r s is not an
The reason why the mutual
~tual exclus
ion of artistic subculturts
subculturt!s matters
el1tist fear that
thll t the wider public wil
wll1l miss out on
on a more cultivated aesthetic
ae5thetic,,
butt a pl uralist'
bu
uralist ' s desire
desi re to make oVllllab]e
cVllilllble those comprehensions of r1!~I1ty
re~l;ty to
which more adequate art
ar t meanings open the door. "World views ," Panofsky
art. Dlffer1!n
Differentt art
games present the world
(1955) told us, are the content of art,
Ht 9ames
activis t s . idolators or skeptics,
skepti cs, wardens or liberators,
views of voyeurs or activists.
killers or
v1ews prov1de
makes boundaries
or saints.
saints . World views
provide critical
cr itical choices
choice~ that Mkes
of di
discourse
scourse IrOre
Ir() re tilan
than a sociological curiosity.
curios ity.
It is only within th is century that publiC
public education has systematically
sought
sou ght to make the artistic discourse of the avant-ga rde ",vai1able
available to the
widerr public. Today we have become used to the educator's efforts to diswide
sQ!llinate
sQ1IIinate high culture, and to create a homogenized rrespect
espect for eI!lc.uso
l casso or
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Pollod in the schools.
schoo ls.

In the nineteenth century,
century. however , this was not

the case. Art education was founded amidst the same contradictions that
weighed down illl
<Ill aspects
ilspects of the new egill1tarli1nlsm
eg<lIH<lri<lnism in ~orth Americil,
AmeriC<l, iI<I contradiction
trildiction betweerl
between democratic rhetoric and oppressive pr~ctice. While
Whil e the
Impressionists were opening the boundaries of sensory experlence.
experlence, art lessons
in Boston consisted of copying mechanical design patternS.
patterns. Whi l e Picasso
Plcilsso ilnd
an d
irIYenting Cubist space
sp<lce suited to twent1eth
t wentieth century expression,
Braque were il'IVenting
school girls in Mew York
Yo rk were memorizing the moral lessons of selected genre
p~intings
paintings

from the eighteenth century. I·lost
I~ost of art education was not yet
ye t
about
ab ou t either art or free inquiry , but about an acce
acceptance
ptance of the industrial
world and the right kind of moral chilNcter.
ch<lracter.
Earlier
Ea rlier in this century a new cadre of art educators worked for a closer
iin~oIYerr,ent
nvolvement of tthe
he public with contemi/orary movements in art. Two movements
movements
in t he art world spurred t hese educators'
educ<ltors' hopeS
hopes that
th<lt a much closer rapport
between art and public involvement with art was possible. Ex pres s ionism
and the
t he design movement,
movement. as exemplified by the Bauhaus, were each seen as
movements away from the esoteric and towardS a pre - existing consensus of
popular aesthetics. Expressionism found itself compa t ible wfth an especially
wide consensus of in
i nterests:
terests:

the expressive forms of non-Western
nan-Western sculpture,

the theories of
of unconscious exaggerations and devia
de~fations
tions of form put forth by
Freud and Jung, and the art of young children. Artists, psychologists, and
educators each recognized
recogn ized this consensus and each
e~ch group was electrified by it.
For educators the consensus both confirmed the
t he importa
impor ta nce of "free sel fexpressicn"
expressi(]n" by children, and linked children's art closely to the highest
concerns of the art world.
world . Children in school and
~nd artists in society were
seen to be lfnked
l1nked not by special
specfal tutoring available to the few but
bllt by scmething
something
universally in nate.
n~te.
Whereas expressionism emerged from a democracy cf
of the
th e psychological, tthe
he
Bauhaus proposed a democracy of the tech
technological.
nological . I-Jith the redefinition of
an art academy as a design academy, notice was served that s ty l es, genres, and
acad emic traditions i n Western
Western art were now subser~ient to basic principles of
design. Further, these deslgn
design principles would be emplcyed
employed with any and all
~ll
of the materia ls that had functiona l slgnlficance
s1gn i f lcance in
In contemporary technological
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society. Thus the
socfety.
UIE! aesthetics of the
tile a rth
rtis t/des
t/designer
i\lner were <It one ....1th
ith those
of the builder, the architect,
~rchitect . and the craftsperson.
traftsperson. Conm.Inion
COImIunlon with the
t he
Renaissance
Renais sance tradition 'floss
W4S broken ott,
of f. but COI!IIIUnfon
coomunl on with
wi t h a
II IIJJch
much wider tradi-

tion
ti
on of woodwork , stonework, and texti
textiles
les ....was
as establ
establ1sllec
ishec,, as well as aII
corrmltment to the
corrmftment
tile continuing exploration
e)lploration of the new 1ndustrial
industria l technologies.
America n education
The design r.IOvement did not make contact with North American
edu cation

lind fiftfes,
fifties , but when 1t did its influence W
U ovel"'fjhelmovel"'ojhelmuntil the forties and
was
lng
I"g.. The Art Institute of Chicago and Carpentl!r
Carpenter Center at Harvard wer!!;
were
dfrect
di rect descendants of the Bauhaus. Today,
Toda.)', the design el
elements
ement s lllake
make up the
II'oOst
most comnon
common course content in studio
studi o art programs and the studio component
componen t
il r t education. It is not difficu
difficult
iinn art
l t to ferret out
out the conditions that
t hat
support this popu1arHy.
suppOrt
popularHy. The deslgll
desi gn movement
movemen t gives its first
firs t allegiance to
technology, and fits
f its its
i ts aestheti
aesthetics
cs within
wi th in technological 111l1ts.
lllllHs. In any
cultu re that values technology for its
Its own
own sake, this concepti
conception
on of the
relatively
relat
ively subservient status of aesthetic interests is bound to
to be perce1Yed as a favorable one.
ceIVed
While expressionism
e~pressionism and design in art curricula have suggested a harmony
between art and popular aesthetics,
aesthetics , social
soc ial conditions have continued to
to change;
and art in
In the larger world has changed wi th
t h them.
t hem . The mandate
m"ndate of a universal
ex
exp~sslon1s11
p ~ss lon1s111 lias
has been modified by a les
lesss rOlllantic
romantic view of non-Western art and
child art,
art , a view which is more
cu ltural and
mo re aware
awa~ of the diverse effects of cultural
social contexts on artistic
a r tistic fol"'ll. Post-Hodernlslll
Post-Hodernl$1I art lias
has token
taken the divergent
course of pattern,
pattern , rftual
ritual and iconography.
Iconography, rathe
ratherr than
t han solidifying the convergent aesthetics of expressionism. The utopi
an vision of the Bauhaus, too
utopian
too,,
has been Challenged
hllS
challenged on all fronts: ea rly on,
on , by its uncomfortable proximity
to the clean but Inhuman fascist aesthetic,
aesthetic , and later by the failu
fai lu re of
modern1$m to meet human needs. Typical derivaties of technological mode rnis
modernism
r nismm
are buildings that no one wants to live in
In , forns that have Internal coherence
but no
no reference to either natur"l
natural or spiritual
spi ritual orders. The "design
"design elements
elements""
!lave been applied i'r.:lst
II'JOs t energetically In the creati
creation
on of adve
advertising,
rtis ing , more
morC! for
t he benefit of sponsors than for the improvement
improvl!mQnt of basic life
li fe functions
funct i ons as
~s
theorized by Grop;us,
Gropius, ltten,
Itten , and Le Corbusler.
Corbusfer.
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The evant
ilvilnt garde in ~rt has quite clearly
c1e~rly changed its work and its dis course 1n response to changing social condftions
cond1tlons.. Public art education has
done so more slowly
slowly,, if at all. Today there are sharp discontinuities between aesthetic discourse in school programs
pr ograms and
<lnd aesthetic
aes thet ic discourse among
artists.
ilrtists. The nature
n<lture of those discontinuities deserves careful investigation.
If langU<lge
hnguage games do make a difference 1n the life-world of those who participar ticip<lte 1n
pate
in them
th em,, then the disjunction between school art
<lrt gilmes,
games , art games, and
society itself
i tself ought to be clearly identified.
identified .
One of the most pervasive themes in contemporary discours
di scoursee in art, but
not in art education,
educa t ion . is the emergence and function of the image-world.
Artists are aware
aware that art images
Images are not just 11a reflection
re f lection of
of social
reality, but are also entities in themselves which actively
active ly condition the
social
soci<ll construction
construc t ion of reality. The twotwo-pronged
pronged col l aboration
aboratio n of art with
industry,
indus try, in product design and 1n
in advertising, has succeeded in a way that
t he founders of the Bauhaus could have foreseen
fo r eseen only in their nightmares.
Children think
thin k in
i n advertised images; adolescents dream in them;
t hem; adults
construct
constr uct the
t heir
ir 1 ives
i ves to
t o measure up to them.
them . Perception of the real is so
effectively co-opted by the pre-structured, mass-broa
mass-brolldcasted
dcasted image that the
perceiver is alienated
alienll t ed even from pe rsonal
r sonal ex~erience. I t is
Is imposs
impossIbl
ibl e for
the artist to produce more images in this image-world wi
without
t hout first considering the impact
impllct or,
or. as
liS Sontag (1978) suggests, the ecology
of the pervasive
corpus of images that already exists. Thus some artists choose not to create
more images, but to provoke an investigation of experience
expe r ience through performance.
pe r formance .
Others use iimages
mllges in a/I conf rontational
r ontational manner, like Acconci with his video , to
Question the nature of
of the imdge
image experience itself. Those who choose to paint
and sculpt do so with a new burden of responsibility, a responsibility to
reveal and restore realms of experience that are no longer felt
fe l t in the
t he illusory
image-wo rl d. Feminist and minority art ists
image-world.
i sts convey what ha5
has never been conveyed
in Western culture and challenge the conditions
condiUons that preserve the status quo
view of reality. Criticism comes to the forefront of the art world as it
becomes essential to iden t ify the position of eac
eachh art act in the battle
between involveme
in volvement
nt and alienation
alienation,, and to bring out
ou t the kind of experiential
involvement that the eff
effective
ective art wor~ provokes .
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I
Criticism
Criticism 1n
11'1 photographY
photography exemplifies the k:ind
~ind of contextual awareness
that seems to be growing within the arts.
arts . Susan Sontag, Roland
Rol~nd Barthes,
and John Berger represent different ideological orientations, yet have much
in corrrnon
COITlTlOn iinn thefr
t heir views of pho
photography.
t ography. Each has an affection for
f or the
medium: Barthes
B<lrthes a "love" of certain photographs, Sontag an "obsession" with
all
al l photographic images, end
and Berger II.II direct involvement as screenwriter and
photo-essayist. Yet ea.ch
each is willing
will ing to break through the surface of their
affection to uncover the reasons why the culture of the photograph is so
distu
distUrbing.
rbing. Each breaks
brea ks through the language games
gllmes of te
t echnical
chnical and formal ist
i st criticism ttoo create
cr eilte new terms capable of tracing their e)(perlence
experience of the
t he
photograph . Sontag lIncovers
photograph.
ttncovers fts
its innate voyeurIsm.
voyettrlsm. For Sontag (1978) the
photograph appropriates
appropria tes the real
rea 1 to the extent that
tha t rea
reali~
1 i ty becomes something
someth ing
to be turned into
i nto an image rather than something to be lived . In this
t his world
of pure
pttre appearance t here Is na
no Understanding, as understanding is always the
ques"t1on in g of appeaNnces,
ques"tioning
appearances, not the acceptance of them. Berger (1980)
(1980 ) highlights the function of this artifice in a capitalist society,
society , where the
stranger ' s view
Vlew of our exper
experience
ience is not only taken to
t o be a va
~a1id
l id compre
compre-hension
henSion of that experience, but where those image- views are systematical llyy
marketed
ma rketed to us as articles worthy of consumption .
The disjUnction between this
t his kind of contextual inquiry into photog raphy and the teaching of photography
photograp hy in
i n the
t he school and college
col l ege is a broad
one,
one , perhaps as broad as any disjunctions that have preceded it in art
education. The Center for Understanding
Understanding .....edia
oedia (1978), aII f oundation
ounddtion supported
agency In New York which develops medIa
med1a programs in
In ed
education,
ucation, expresses the
sta.ndard view t hat photography captures
standard
captu res the inaccessible. provides peak
experiences, gives a feelin
feelingg of success, and realizes an "int
"in tu
uitIve
it!~e philosophy
phil osophy
in the flash of a photographiC moment." While this group does have aII humanistic concern with the impact of television
te l evi sion and
lind advertising on children.
child ren. it
assumes that t his probl em can be best averted
~verted by making chi l dren into teletele vi
vision
sion producers themselves, a symmet
symmetrical
rical but probab
probably
l y self defea
defeating
tIng
solution . Photog
Photogr~phy
raphy is prorroted by the Center not with reference to
t o its
ubiquitous PN!SenCe
ublquHous
presence and impact in society , but in the usual formal
f onnalis
is t way,
with refere nce to the tr
with
traditions
ad1tions of form and design 1n
in painting. At a time
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when there is an urgent need for students to decode meaning in photographs,
the school uses photography onl y for the simple technological
technol ogical reason that
it is a quicker way than painting to create formally appealing and sentiment
satisfying compositions.
Compare this attutude of evangelism
evangel ism for photography to the tone taken by
Roland Barthes in his critical
critica l writing on photography. For Barthes (1981),
the odd detail of clothing or gesture in the photograph can stir the emotions
of the inquiring viewer because of photography's undeniable link with the real,
been."1I But for Barthes the value of the
IIthis has been.
its link with a sense of the "this
is needed, the
photograph stops there. In an era when critique of experience ;s
photograph offers none
none.. It iiss flat, certain, and cannot be penetrated. It is
violent in that it fills the sight by force. The image-world of the photograph is thus the negation, not the real ;zation,
\'1orld of mental
ization, of the world
imagery !,ole know. There are no transfonnations of thought instigated by it,
only a definite, untransformable
untransformabl e impression of reality fixed on the mind.
Barthes links photography to the mask of death in the theater. The
photographer is the agent of deat
deathh as she/
she/he
he makes reality flat and certain,
without a sense of duration and thus
t hus without connection to life and love.
Barthes sees the paradigm of the photography world in the New York porn shop,
where the image dehumanizes the world of conflicts and desires, under cover
of illustrating it. In a world of images, as Barthes sees the contemporary
scene, we come to consume images rather than beliefs.
It would be absurd, of course, to expect no disjunction in content bebe publ ic school program, or to ask that public
publ ic aNarea\'laretween Roland Barthes and a public
ness anticipate, parallel, or even closely follow Barthes' thinking. It is
the particular contribution of a critic like Sontag or Barthes to synthesize
and suggest patterns of meaning where the normal vie
viev'
. ., of reality would miss
those patterns. Yet, is it too much to expect that popular discourse at
critics ' inquiries?
least be moved by the same forces that motivate these critics'
and its system of educaIs it absurd to ask, in other words, why the public and
tion should not be in closer contact with its own social rea
reall iity?
ty? What is
clearl y needed in education is a habi
habitt of criticism that would
clearly
wo ul d examine how
visual
nculcate a superficiality of
visua l forms are connected "'/ith
with life rather than iinculcate
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thoughtless decora
d ~corat1veness
tive ness of the fashionable
fashionab le , the corwent10nal,
corwentional , or the
theideologically
ideoologl cally safe .
All levels
leve ls of
of art educat
education
ion are un1nfornaed
un1nfon=ed about socially re
re1evar;lt
levar:- t
cr itical
i t ical systems. The photography example is no t an isol ated one. School
scllool programs alike
pa rti cipate 1n
one-upsa'lansll1p
art and art school
a1fke participate
in the oneupslllanship of the
stri
striking
king design, the layering of color and fonn
form that w
wil
111l sstand
tand out fr om
the others and make its creator
thl!
crelltor a s tar on the horizon of the arts. Jus t
shiinier
nier piece of plastic ttoo make one
as it requires aII bolder color and sh
s1gn
s1 gn on
on a subur
suburban
ban str
strip
1p stand out from another , school programs expe
e)lperlment
rime nt
with materials and designs that will create
crea te the impressive obj ect . "Awe"AWi! some-e)lcel1ent- are t he high
some" and
and "excellent"
hi gh schooler's
school er 's current synonyms
synon~s for
fo r the
something
us , capable
ca pabl e of reducing us to
good that
t hat so".eth
lng beyond each of us, above
abOve us,
our I:n!!s.
knees. Stereot
Stereotypes
yPl!s of physica l and material beau
beauty
ty are not quesUoned
question! d.,
but are systeMtlcally
systematica11y incor porated as comfortabl
comfortablee end-points
end- point s of the crea
cre~t1ve
tive
process. As tthe
ile result, what
wild iIss being
be ing transformed is not
not jjus
ustt the look
l ook of
t he w
orl d,, not even the
t he 1001:
look of popul
popular
ar aesthetics,
aes thetics, but the very capacity of
world
the individual
I ndividua l to invoke
Invoke experience as a guide to purposeful action. It
becomes inc
increasing
renlngly
l y diff
difficult
icult for a society
soci ety t ha t thi
thlnks
nks in
In media images,
Images,
that sees joy as a CocaCoca - Cola corrrnercia
cOlm'lerclall or friendship as a Michelob
cortmercia
corrmercia l.
l , to be objective about its
Its own
own culture of medi
mediaa imagery . Through
Tllrough
iI ts systematic intrus
Intrusiveness
iveness the image-wo
Image- wo r ld replaces
re places the possibility
poss ibi l ity of
crltl
c riti clSIll.
cism. In sum , tile
the status quo of the iIWgc-wor
image-world
ld is r eprodu ced and proliferated,
liferated . not probed.
Horth American
American society needs t he 1nqulry
inqu1ry that discourse on
on art can proyide
provide .
Many sochl
soc1al and pSychologi
psychological
cal crises
cr1ses are shared history ( the effects of
i nc r-eilS1ng
reasing concentrations
concentr~tion s of wealth,
wea l th, pressure on the famil
f amilyy un
unit,
it , fear of the
future
futu re , and standuization
s tandarilation of culture iinn general).
gene ra l). With1n
Within the context
contl!)(t of this
greater
grea ter social and
and h1s
his torical
t or1cal reality,
real1ty, It
1t would seem useful to encourage mo re
approac hess to critically
criticall y e)lploring
exploring all tthe
forms which
which contri
bu te to
diye r se approache
dive
he fonns
contribute
the understanding
unde rs tanding of this reality
real ity i nclUding
ncluding viSual
visual art f orms. Should the
scllools, academies, col
college
l ege and university
un1yersi ty art
ar t department
departmen t s as wel l as the
art schools,
programs be e)lPl!cted
expected to examine the art
a rt games
g<l_s they pronlte? Are
school art progralllS
ro duce contextual
contextua l awareness,
awareness. humanism.
h umanls~, and hea
healey
lty skepticism
skepti cisra
there
the
re ways to in ttroduce
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into the study of art ~t all levels.
leve l s. Art gallles
games can
Cdn bt!
be used to play high
stakes. The greatest loss ult;Jllalely
ultimately lillY
may be the
t he contillued
continued mental attitude
att1tude
which accepts any UIIl!ll4mined
unexamined aesthetic
aesthet1c or social position.

Note:: This paper f s a revfsed "'-,
Note
vers ',.
ion of an essay publ ished under the
title;
t i tle: A Irolltter of life
and
death.
In vanguard , 12 {lO
l , December!
!...!~~~
(TO).
December!
January, 1983/l984.
January.
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Playing in Public

"

Creatively Expressing the
t he
Aesthetic Dimension in Social Life
Duke Madenfort
Art Consultant
Greenville, North Carolina
Abstract
This philosophical study is in part a critical
cr1tical examination
exami na tion of Richard
Sennett's sociological account of what it means to be out in public in
the company of strangers and expressing oneself aesthetically in a playful, self-distanced encounter with them. His urging for a rediscovery of
the classic mid-eighteenth century connection between actors on the stage
and persons on the street in order to make social life aesthetic once
again is seen as having significant implications for art educators concerned with putting into practice
prilctfce the ilesthetlc
<lesthetic ilnd
<lnd social
50ciill function of
art and art education. The arguments developed in the paper take issue
less with Sennett's calling for a rebirth of the aesthetic in sociill
social
ifI". and IllOre
more with his one-s
one-sided
ided view of aesthetics
aesthetics,, art, and theatre
1life
and his notion of what it is that actors do as well as what society 1s
and what public
public,, self-distanced encounters should be. A view of art and
art education which goes beyond the traditional narrow and limi
limiting
ting maini<jestern
t ern concept of art as a "thing" framed and set apart from the
stream !<jes
ordinary
ordfnilry everydilY
everyd<lY immediate and sensuous encounters of persons in public
1s
is presented.
In The fall of public man, Richard Sennett (1977), an American sociologist , traces an interesting development in the rise of public man in the
cities of london
London and Paris dur1ng
during the middle of tthe
he ei ghteenth century.
According to Sennett, because of its size, the capital city was where one
had the opportunity to come in coniact
contact with a wide diversity of people
peopl!" and
share the sort of knowledge and information
in formatio n which could not
no t be found among
one's family and close friends (p. 17). Thus, when one was out in public,
one was thought of as
a5 being outside the private domain of family and friends
friend s
and removed from the expression of personal thoug
thoughts
hts and feelin
feelings
gs .

•
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In order to facilitate civility
clYlllty and give order to an lmr;ersonal
illl~ersonal
s trangers, modes of speech and dres5
exchange between strangers,
dress were adopted
similar
simi lar to the acting and costuming of actors In the theat re (p. 64).
The street became
tage upon which persons could perfo,..,
becarr.e a sstage
perfol'l1 their roles
bl!llevably
bI!!\levably In society and keep their personal selves at a distance. A
code of dress signified the ro
le , r.ot the
role,
t he person;
person ; attention was not
he person behind the role. The elite
wealthy, for
dra
wn to tthe
drawn
el ite and the wealthy.
example ., decked their heads with monstrous
monstrous., ornate powdered wigs and
a nd
painted their
the fr faces red or white,
white. with "beauty marks· smeared on the
chin.
chfn, nose,
nose. or forehead; masks were also
al so worn . At home ., in
In private,
private. however,
fashion
since
ever , the simple natural look was the fashi
on si
nce no role was
wa s being
he self did not have to be kept at ita distance.
played and tthe
Public
con-Publ
ic speech, following
fol1owlng speech in the theatre.
thea tre, consisted of con
patterns., IIXIvements,
movements. and gestures) composed
ventional signs (general patterns
cOlJlposed and
in the Ihtener
I1stener and
and., likewise, keep the
calculated to arouse emotions In
speaker's (actor
(actor'' s) personality at a distance. Sennett makes the point
artifici ality of such performed or posed expressions
expres sions evoked a
that the artificiality
spontaneity of emotional response every bit
blt as great asas--but
unlike---but unlikeSpontaneity
natural expression (p.
(p . 73). The listener was re
released
leased from being vul
vul-nerable to the accidental In tthe
he natural expression of persona l and
th us be more at ease.
use.
pr
priva
iva te feeling and could thus
Sennett then goes on to show now
how this image
Image of public man as actor
changed drastically
dr astica lly in the nineteenth century in London and Paris
Pa r is . Where
public IIIiIn
man was ollce
once free to go Ul)
up to ita stranger and talk to hilll
him through
the mediation of social conventions
conventions,. he Is now silent
s11ent and amazed.
amazed , a passive
spectator to the feverish pitch of select,
select. exciting,
exciting. charismatic
ch~rismatlc personali ties in the s t reets. Sennett explains
eII,plalns how,
how. as a w
world
orld view,
vie..... individual
Individual and
particular phenomena were gradually emerging from behind their
t hefr genera l and
Bnd
universal catego
categories
r ies and becoming concrete ., sensuous and ilmledlate
l~dlate th ings
i n themselves to be apprehended and given categor i es of their own (pp. 150 151). Such phenomena 1n
in peopie
people were taken to
t o be
bI!! their personalities,
personalities. and it
It
was to personal
persona l ity that attention was now being paid in social situations
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rather than to the impersonality of the
t he role being played.
Personality revealed itself 1n
11'1 the way people
peopl e spoke, dressed, and
behaved.
be
haved. The self was no longer at a distance in public life; it was inin voluntarl1y out there in the open for all to see. As a result. the tKIundary
voluntarlly
between private and
lind public
public. WIIS
was becoming confused.
confused . Peopl
Peoplee were unprepared
for the confusion and became p~ranoid
paranoid about t heir
he ir inner selves being lnvol
invol untarlly exposed in public and went to great lengths to hide the illTl1ediate
illTllediate
impressions their personalities made by suppressing their feelings, remain
remain-ing silent. and dressing pl<l.inly
pl"-inly (by contrast to the costuming of the
previous century)
prev10us
century).. These defensive
defens1ve measures, however, were to no avail;
f or they merely prompted a more refined scrutiny of personality and
lind
invi ted a closer decoding of more intricate
invited
i ntricate details of dress, speech, and
behavior by the onlooker.
onlooker .
The ability that people had in the previous
prev ious century to perform a role
in public and interact impersonally W<l.S
was lost. The people were left t o
become noth1ng
nothing but spectators, voyeurs. They rationalized their
the ir fears
and insecurities and their new public role with the bel
belief
ief that the
development of one's persona
personality
1 i ty profi
profited
ted by bei
being
ng a<I. silent
s i 1ent spectator 11nn
public 1l ife ; in isolation from others one W<l.S
was free to th
thin
in k and
~nd hntasize
f~ntasize
and
<l.nd daydream while watching life go by on the streets. Sennett (1977)
chancter
chancterized
ized the
t he loss of the abIlity
ability to perform in public as Uartists"
~a rti sts~
H
deprived of an art ~ (p. 29).
Interestingly enough. actors in the theatre (as well as dancers,
musicians, and visual artists)
artists ) did not suffer t he problem
pro blem with persona l ity.
ity .
By contrast, they were encGuraged
encouraged to brin9
bring it out in their
t he ir art and become
those persons who could express themselves openly !nrl
and clearly and
a nd be
b" free.
The theatre,
the a t re, concert hall
hall,, and gallery became the places where audiences
could see other persons express the sort of freedom and spontaneity of
feeling they were
we re fearful of exhibiting in the street. Any attempt
~ttempt at
being uninhibited or nonconforming
nonCOnform in g in public was considered deviant bebe havior, and deviant meant abnormal. Few perso
persons
ns were willing to risk being
identified
Identified with
wi th such labels; only
~nly those super beings with the confidence.
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skills,
skills , and
lind talent
talen t to ctlntinue
continue the ;lll4gery
illldgery of man - as -actor were exempt .

The "star" personality , as we conceive of it today
today,. was being born.
Artists in all the arts were "elevated" above the audience ., and
dnd the stage
of the t heatre,
he4tre , concert hall , and gallery took on aII vibrant life
l1fe of its

own separate and distinct from ordinary 11fe
Iffe 1n the streets; public man

sat silently before both,
both , dOybtfng
doubting his own expressive powers.
Sennett
Senne tt convincingly makes the point that for all our efforts today
to liberate
libera te ourselves from dlienation
dli enation . self-doubt, and Victorian repres-

sion , we have only succeeded 1n adding to psychic distress by burdening
our social relations with problems of intimacy.
intimacy . self-expression , authenticity. and identity (pp . 259-261)
259-261 ) . We have failed to see that
thdt ft
it W<lS
WdS the
t he
intrusion of person<llity
persondlity 1n
in public in
tn the
t he last century which brought about
repression, alienation, and selfself-doubt
doubt in the first place.
place . He claims
cldims that
any attemp t to rid ourselves of repression
re pression , alienation, and
dnd self- doubt which
is not at the same t ime an attempt to put aside
aS i de our personality
personal1ty in public is
no attempt. In the eighteenth century, it was understood that one is free to
relate in public only when personality i s kept at a dis t ance . It was taken
for granted
grdnted that public life was impersonal.
So, Sennett urges us to put aside personality
persondlfty and rediscover the classic
connection between the stage and the street,
street. between aesthetic life and social
life; rediscover
redlscover the tradition which SdYS
says we are
dre all artis t s because we can
dCt. He ·admits
-admits that an aesthetic dimension intrinsic to social
soci~l processes is
not easy
edSY to imagine; for whenever we link up art
a r t and
dnd soc
sociiety,
e ty, we usually
talk
talk. about how social
soc1al conditions effect the artist's work or how the
t he artist
expresses these conditions in his work.
work rather than how social processes
themselves are
dre artistic (p
(p.. 313) . In our rehtions
rela t ions to others , we have lost
contact with the power of exp
expression
ression as a force unto itself, separate from
persond
persona 1lii ty.
For Sen
Sennett,
nett, this power has its beginnings in childhood
chi l dhood experiences of
play . He cites Piaget (1951) to support his vi
view
ew of our coming to know express 10n as early as "the later months of the first
preSSion
f i rst year of 1 ife" when,
when. as
a5
infants , we found
infants,
fo und plea
pleasure
sure and satisfaction in toying with objects
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(Sennett, 1977, II.
p. 317).

He then sees this pl<l.Y
pl",y ",ppearing
<l.ppearing in a sign1fi519n;fi-

C<l.l)tly developed form at
c"'l)tly
<l.t our fourth year in our ability
abil1ty to toy with
symbolic images
images.. At this age, we are no longer merely delighting in
immediately sensuous images, but finding pleasure and s",tisf",ction
illrr.ediately
s<l.tisf<l.ction in per-

forming the art of play",cting--taking
playacting--taking on the role of adults, "dressi
"dressing
ng up,"
and acting out situations of adult life--and interacting with othe r children
1n formal games.
Sennett (1977) makes the point that in these forms of symbolic play
we "focused on the express
expressive
i ve quality of a convention" and learned to
believe
bel ieve 1n
in conventions, 1n
in the rules for
fo r behavior which kept our desires
for instant
ins ta nt self-gratification at a distance and enabled
en",bled us to control and
manipulate
~nipulate our expressions in order
orde r to communicate whatever we w<l.nted
wanted to
with them (p . 321). We learned that conventions
conventions,, or rules, h",d
had aII real
reality
ity
of their own too, that they were not absolutely given, that they could be
"played" with, and that we could change them and improve upon them in order
to bring ",bout
about better social
sod",l rehtions.
relations. We also learned,
l earned, in the face of
fear and frustration, to risk the Unknown
unknown and carry the play to a satisfying conclusion; in games, the motivation was to win.
unfortunately,
ly , as Sennett ",150
<l.150 observes,
observes , children have to repress
But, unfortunate
all thls
this knowledge
knowl edge and ability
abil1ty as they grow ull
up today end
and become adults; for
fo r
in adult society self-distanced phy is not the name of the game.
game. Revealing
oneself voluntarily and openly to others is now all important for improving
improving
social relations;
re l ations; intimacy and authenticity are the
th~ moral imperatives.
What
goes by the n<l.me
n",me of pl<l.y
pl",y is ",ctually
<l.ctually amusement--forms
amusement-- forms of fantasy
fdntdsy to pro
provide
vide
escd
pe from the tyrdnnOUS
tyrannous reality
r ed l1ty of imposed self-expression
self- expression and the 1nescape
civility reSUlting
resulting from the lifting of the barriers of artifici<l.lity
~rti f ici",lity between
people.
Oddly enough, 1n the midst of this increasingly open self-liberated
society, the self-doubting, aliena
a1ienat~d,
ted, passive spectator
s~ctdtor of the last century
is still
st111 very much wit
withh us, sitting in
In sldvish,
slavish, uncri
uncrHica
tica l admiration before
a spectacle of "star" performers, being entertained by them, yet wishing to
like
ke them, wishing to have their freedom of action and expression
expression.. And,
be li
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needless to say, ttle
the skilled
sk;111ed charismatic perfonners of the l~st century are
still very much with us too, and they are still the
t he only persons e){hibiting
e:<hibiting
personality in public wfthout
without having to remove the artificial ba rr i ers between

themselves and other persons, without having to give up the art
/Irt of selfdistanced play, the art
II r t of theatrical illusion to arouse emotion in an
audience..
audience
What Sennett does not tell us, however.
however, is that there life
ue ",rtists today
1n
in all the
t he arts who
who are not interested in being stars
stdrs and exhibHi
exh ibiting
ng their
person1l1ities lind
li nd keepin
keepingg the artificial barriers of theatrical
theatr1cal illusion be-

tween themselves and their audiences to arouse their emotions. They do not
want to be amusers or to merely entertain. They have no desire whatsoever to
provide fantasies for people.
people, They believe that art is something other than
t han
craft
cr~ft and representation, something more than contriving generalized malo:e
ma~e
believe situations and calculating words, gestures,
gestures , costumes , sounds, colors,
lighting, shapes,
shapes , and body movements to arouse certain kinds
~inds of emotions in
people so that they can discharge them harmlessly in the unreality of the
t he
make believe situations. For them,
Uern, art is a process of creatively and
imaginatively express1ng
e~presslng aesthetic feelings and emotions which are not private or personal to the one imagining them (Collingwood, 1958). As artists,
wi th deep concerns for the aesthetic, moral, and social responsibility of art,
w1th
they are interested in showing their audiences what it is like for
f or persons to
be freely and expressively
e~pressively intimate and authentic ....
with
ith one another in pu
public
blic
without
....
ithout their intimacy and authenticity having to be a disclosure of private
feelings or a means of satisfying unfulfilled personal needs and desires.
desires .
They would like
lfke their audiences to become familiar ....
with
ith those feelings
that can be warmly expressed
e~pressed without their expression having to be a threat
or a burden to anyone. They would like all
~ll persons in society to know that
the potential for selfself-distanced
distanced closeness, contact, and famflfarity
familiarity among
alOOn9
strangers in public is right there, already given, in th
t hee simultaneity of
their illTl\ediate
irrmediate and sensuous presence to one another, in the sensuous and
ilflTlediate
irrmediate interpenetrating
interpenet rating of their bodily spaces. The power
po .... er of the
t he aesthetic
is already given 1n
;n that brief moment ....when
hen their
t heir eyes meet and
a nd they are seeing
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one another
anot her from the underlyin9
underlying level of wholeness where their living
bodies
oodies and minds are unified with the world. It is
Is where the dichotomies
of se
sellff and other, public and private, personal and impersonal, and stranger
and close
clo~e acquaint
acquain tance
ance are not yet present to consciousness and determi
determining
ning
their responses to one another (Madenfort
(~denfor t,, 1975).
By simply focusing
f ocusing upon and giving their undivided attention to the
sensuousness of their seeing,
seeing . sounding, touching,
touching. and moving experiences
movi ng in and about other per
persons
sons and touching them
when freely and openly IIDving
and bursting forth with vocal sounds and creatively expressing in an immedf~
ate manner tthe
he intertwining unifyfng
unifying presence of one another's live sensuous
beings, the artists allow their private and personal selves, with all their
compulsive needs and desires and their frightening unresolved sense of
separation pervading their experiences since early childhood to fall into
Into
significant ways of not only being
the background and show us new and vitally Significant
close,
close , ma king contact,
cont act, and becoming familiar with other persons but coming to
know and experience
eXperience t he underlying sensuous and immediate wholeness existing
between all persons.
Of course, Sennett would not encourage this particular aesthetic of artis tic creation and expression among persons in pub
public
lic beca
because
use he regards with
distinction
on between self and other.
other .
suspicion any level of mind which makes no distincti
Taking a view
~lew similar
slmllar to Lasch (1979) , he sees any
~ny a tt~mpt at being whole
with other persons in immediate
iJlmediate and sensuous intimacy
Intimacy as narcissIstic
narcissistic and
destructive to conventional
conventi onal tools of culture. To him , it is nothing more
than another attempt
attemp t at erasing boundaries between people and doing
do ing away
with roles and games simply to become llm1ersed
IlMIersed ....
wHh
ithln
l n one's own feelings
fe elings
and come to know oneself
onesel f more intimately and authentica l ly. It;s to experl ~
ence oneself 1n the other rathe
ratherr than to experience the other as other, as
separate and
sepante
and external to oneself. Sennett
Sennet t sees this n<lrcissism,
narcissism, of not
experiencing the other as other, as reducing the desire to produce the con ~
ventional tools of culture
cul t ure that permit one to play at a distance
dis t ance from the
self , the play that he conS iders
i ders necessary
necess<lry for beln9
being sociable
socl<lble in pub l ic life
(p.
(po 325).
325 ) .
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conventional roles and games 1$
Whlle it
It may be that the playing of convel'\tionll.l
is
necessary for tthe
neces.sary
he practical warkings
wrklngs out
out of certain aspect
aspectss of public life
life,,
and that per
per~oMlity
~olWlli ty should be kept
kept out of them
them,, it
It !r.ay
may also be that t he
play ing with others
ate and sensuous Wholeness
wholeness is needed just as
ot hers In immedi
i!llllE'diate
much for the practical workings.
work.i ngs out of certain other
ath!! r aspects of public li fe.
fe .

Sennett 1s
Is correct In poi
pointing
nti ng out the negative effects of
Of narcissism on
on
the self-distanced
s el f~dfstanced playing of roles and games in
In public; but he fal ls to see
that the reason
reas on many persons are
af e not able
abl e to put tlle!llSelves
the!ll5elves at a distance
and
lind ph)'
play roles and
dnd games In public is not so much because they are narcis
narcis-sis t i cally desiring
sistically
desf ring to be their true selves ;n
In public as It Is because thei
theirr
true selves have bec~
beCOIIIe all tthe
he roles and games tthey
hey have been pl~yin9
playing
throughout the rr.any
many years
ye~rs of their
thefr lives.
l iYes. W
Withou
i thoutt rrealizing
ealizing it, In growing
up, t hey haye
have imagined
Imagined themselves into
i nto being the roles and games th
they
ey played;
t hey came ttoo believe
bel ieve ttle
the play to be real, to be what 11fe
life w
was
as all about.
abo ut.
they
They never learned to know or devel
Ttley
develop
op their
the i r i ndividualities,
ndivldual1ties, tth~
ha tt part of
themselves which Is undivided and
~nd fundamenta
fundame nta ll
llyy whole with th
thee world.
When Sl!nnett
Sennett tells us that,
t ha t, at four to seven yea.rs
yeus of age
age,, children
learned
lea
rned to believe In tthe
he magic of conventi ons and rules for beh~vi
betlav ior
o r when
pretending to be adults and playi
playing
ng fonnal
formal games
galll@s , he is as r.Nch
r.lUch as say
saying
ing
that chfldren
children illl4gl
imagined
ned themselves
themselyes into
Into being the roles and games ttley
they played.
But
But he does no t take
tak:e the posi
position
ti on that
ttlat children, during these years
years,, ere
are
still
inflluence
uence of imagination
IIfld not ye
yett able to
stll1 by and large under the inf
Imagination and
c1euly
d l fferenti~te
playing
clearly differen
t iate when they a"
are pl
ay ing and playacting on the one hand
end
and living so-called
so-cal l ed rreality
ea lity on the other. He (joes
oaes not see that everything
t hey do Is an exp"sslon
ex pression of their illaglnatfons
irnlglnations and assumed to
t o be real.
When pl
playing
ayin g and
~nd playact
playacting
ing , they do no t self-consc i ously choose to put
rreality
eality at
~t a dlstance
distance and t hen pretend to liye
live it.
i t. If they did, they
pro
bably would never learn
probably
harn to belleye
believe in the rreality,
eality , t he llag!c,
IIlag1c , of conYentions and rules for behayior
behavior and
~nd become the roles and games they we
were
re
ventions
playing. They probably would neyer
never learn
lea r n to sit sil
silently
ently In isolation
I solation
before the fantasies
a~s er5 and belieye
fantas I es of amusers
bel i eve thenl
then! to be the rea li
II t y they
al'1!: no
Childre n are never
growing
aroe
nott able to live In public. Children
neve r ttoold
l d while growi
ng up
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that
t~at the sochl
social

re~lity
re~l
ity

they are
lire imagining
Imagining I15s actually a fantasy, a sub -

stitute dre<lm for the indIvidual
individual which was lost when conventions and rules
for beh<lvior became necessary. Everyone is undoubtedly too busy trying to
successfully be and become the roles and g<lmes
g<l!fles maUng up the social
soc1a l reality of the culture being imagined .
But, when children become adults and possess the power of under st<lnding and reason, they can know the difference between magic and
st<lnd1ng
fantasy on the one hand and
~nd rea l ity on the other.
With the help of artists
rather than magicIans
magicians or amusers
amusers,, they can come to know their indiv
Indlv 1dual
ld u<ll fi ties and get in touc
tot.lc h with What
what they fundallH'ntally
furu:1amenta lly are and what they
secretly desire to be. They can dis-identify
dis - identify with their self-distanced
pl~ying
playing

of roles and games.
g~ITK!S. the selves they have
h~ve become, and identHy
Identify
wlth the sensuous images
wah
Images that are
<Ire fmredhtely
imredhtely given as
<IS the unity of their
livi
living
ng bodies and the world, wltl10ut
witl10ut thinking
tl1inking tllat they are narcissistically
regressing to the self-distanced playing of infancy or fantasizing
fa.ntasizing tthemhemselves to be the realHy they are not.
When toying with objects in our infancy,
Infancy, it was not a matter of having
to put ounelves
ours elves at a distance in order ttoo imaginatively be and become
sensuous images and bring them forth in new and meaningfu
eaningfull ways, for we
were already imaginatively being and becoming sensuous images by virtue
vi rtue of
our being t he unity of our living
Jjving bodies and the world . lie
We were not
nat yet a
self separate from sensuous
sensuOUS ima:ges
Images (Wilber,
(WIlber, 1980) . J...ctually,
hctually, 1t
it W<lS
was in
In our
toying with objects that ourselves ana the world were being creatively and
expr~ssively br~1.l2r.t
brol.lg r. t forth
f~rth

as two separate entities. And it was
w~s or.ly l ater
Wilen
w,'1en Vie
~Ie ima
Imaginatively
ginatively and playfl.llly
playfully learned to talk
taU that sensuous images
gradually
gr~dually became symbolic images, that
tha t ourselves and the objects became the
words
~rds and
dnd terms we were speaking, and that we became the roles and games we
were playing. It was then that sensuous images in their i!TlTlediacy
immedidcy finally
became lost to us and that,
t ha t, In turn, our ab1Jlty
abl11ty to be 1mmediately
Immediately and
sensuously whole with the world was forgotten or repressed (Schac htel, 1959).
19S9 ) .
The point is;
is: we do not
nat have to wait unti
untill the WIlrld
world becomes a
stra
stranger
nger to rediscover that
tllat we are fund<lmenta
fundamentally
lly whole with it.
I t. We can
c<ln
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encou r age chl1dren
chl1ttren to continue
co ntinue believing in their
the ir ability to
t o play with
with the
tile
&I\courage
ItIholeness at the
world In i_d1ate
lnoedlau and sensuous wholeness
till! same tire
time that they are
taking on the
t he playing of roles ud gimes
games and
an d lea rni ng to believe
beli eve in con·
conventions and rules f ar
(Hadenfort,, 1982). We can
a r behav io
iorr (Hadenfort
can show them that
t llat
do not have ttoo lose consciousness of
they do
of being whole with the world
wo r ld and
other persons anc
and come to believe tllat
that the sepilra
sepllra tions between themselves,
themselves ,
th e world, and other persons are there
the
th ere as a buntbullt- in
In feature of
Of reality
and only
on ly bri
briilged
dged by reaching out and making the sort of canuct
contacl that comes
comes

through words and concepts and conventi onal Syst~s
syst~s of communication.
Up to seve
sevenn years of age,
age , children experience
e~perience words and concepts and
of symbolic intera
i ntera c ti
tion
aga inst the sensuous and
conventional systems of
on against
end
ng bodies and the world,
illlllediate
living
imll!dfete background of the unity of their 1fvl
anyway; they are not even separate from the words
wo rds they utter.
ut te r. They conundivided
connec tion between words sounded as
tinue to experience the und
ivided connection
express ions unto themselves
themsehes separate ffrom
rom the objects they
t hey name and their
thei r
expressions
gestural and
and sensuous content (Werner, 1961) . W
Words
ords are heard by them as
sensuous and moving wholes possessi ng their own color , shape , texture,
te xture, taste
tas te ,
and kinaesthetic
kinaes the tic flow ; and the children afe
lfe even
eve n creatively and ilMginaimagina tively bringing
br inging forth words and names of their own to vocally express in a
immedia te way the sensuous and moving qualities
qual iti es of their
thei r experiexper i concrete and IlrI!Iedia
ences . When rubbing their hands over the bark of a tree and feeling
ences.
f eel ing the
tree's roughly textured surface,
surfa ce, they say things li
like
ke,, "The
-The tree has scruggles
on It.~
it.~ or,
Or , as they finish eating a chocolate
chocola t e ice cream
crea .. cone, tthey
hey smack
their
t heir lips and utter something l ike
i ke,, M80y! That
Tha t tasted op tayunder! "
Of cour se
se,, when thed1lldren
thechlld ren come forth with words like scruggles and
optay under, they are not self-consciously att!!fl1lting
optayunder,
attempting to foolishly
fooli s hl y make
ma ~ e up
words that have never be
been
en heard before, nor are they attempting ttoo form
word concepts of sensuous
s ensuous and IOOving
moving experiences.
experi ences. Rather
Rather,, they are spontaneousl
taneouslyy and creatively expressing
expressi ng their
t heir ability
abil ity ttoo ex
experience
perience with
wi th the
the ir living bodies !nd
and the world and live the similariti
similar1t1 es
wholeness of their
between the sensuous and iOOv
moving
ing qualities
qua liti es of their
the1r touching
to uchi ng and tasting
experi ences of sounding vocally. Children
experiences
Children can imagine for themselves and
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create their oown
.... n meaningful forms
fonns of exp
expressions.
ressions . They do not have to be
always
alwayS taking on
on predeterllined,
predete nained, readymade conventions
convent i on~ and rules for behavi or.
havior.
In
tn art educa
education,
ti on, it is important
importan t (or
for us t o take
Ukl! a broader and
and more
mo re
general
ge
neral vie
view
.... on
on ....
what
hat constitutes art and a rt teaching. We can no longer
longl!r
afford ttoo remain
rema in bound to the narrow
narro .... and limiting traditional
tr~ditional mainstream
Western concept
concl!pt of art as a "thing"
·thin9 ~ framed and set apart from life
(Kaprow, 1983). It is not enough to ml!rely
merely think of art as capable
ca pable of
ex pressing
pressing life , but not being and becoming life.
lifl!. IInn a manner
~nner similar
simi la r
to perfOrtnllnce
performance artists,
ar t is ts, we need to ex
express
press ourselves
oursel ves poetically, musically,
and aesthe
aesthetically
t fca lly before
beforl! the children
chf1dren and be mo
rro re whole wit
withh our speaking .,
In order to give the children
chfldren the
touching, Seein9
seeing ., and body movements in
confidence tthey
hey need to continue doing the same (Madenfor
(Madl!nfortt,. 1977).
1911). We
need to help the!ll
them break the boundaries of sepa ration
rati on and d
d1Yldedness
hfdedness
built into the syntaxical struc
structure
ture of ordina
ordi na ry verbal language. We need
I!xistence and other ways
to show them that there are other realities ttoo existence
expresSing themselves wholly to the world.
of expressing
In order for the child
children
ren to feel their
thei r talking and vocal soundings
floowing
.... ing ttoo the world and fus
fusing
ing with It
I t and ghlng
gi ving verbal and vocal meanmeMfl
ing
wiithin
thin their
the i r gaze, we can take
In9 to all that almes
comes ....
uke them
theJl1 out of doors
and have them lie down with
wi t h us on the
thl! grass with their backs
onto the lawn and
and heads against the ground and their eyes looking up to the sky. And,
And .
once tthey
hey art' all quiet
quil!t and comfortabl
comfortably
y lying there on the grass and lookwith It,
It , feel
feeling
ing that there is
Is
ing up into the sky and feeling all alone wah
nothing
In tthe
he world but themselves and the sky,
no t hing 1n
skY, we can suddenl,Y
suddenly and expressively
vely start talking to
to the sky and poetically say
s~y hello tto
o its
i ts clear
cle~r
pressi
deep
f t s imedlacy
immediacy
deep iridescent blue and pour forth
f orth whatever is moving us of fts
sensuousness .
and sensuousness.
children
mightt snicker and giggle a littl
littlee by Our
our sudden outbu
outburst
Some chil
dren migh
rst
of imaginative vocal soundings and expressions, but it would no t be long
the.'11 were talking
ulkfng end
and sound1ng
sounding lNg
iNg li nat
thl!
before all of the."II
na t fvely
ively with us to the
togl!ther. all of us were becoming
beco~fng a full chorus of
Of many voices
sky and, together,
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resounding and speakinq
sp('illkim~ within
withi n the spaces where
wheM! the sounds of our voices
and tthe
he blue of the sky intermfngle
Intermingle and blend together, 'ilhere
where the sk,y 1$

enveloped by our voices and creatively gfven
given meillning
~~an;ng by our
ou r votces'
voices'
sensuous power, out of our lliv1ng
i ving bodies' Wholeness
wholeness with
w1th tthe
he sky. And it
It
would not be 10llg before the sky itself
itsel f !<las
lias sudd
suddenly
enly speaking and singing
iIInd
and giving new
new meaning to our speaking and singin
s1 ng1ngg iIInd
and we iIInd
and the sky

were Singing
s1ng 1ng a duet glo
glorifying
rifying our
ou r being Whole
whole together.
From tthls
his expertence
expe ri ence we can
ca n allow
a110 w th
thee children the sensuous freedom
fnedom
to go on to speakfng
speaking iIInd
and singing
singi ng and being famedfately
lamed i a t e ly whole
whol e with
w1th flowers,
trees , buildings, rock.s.
rocks. gnss.
gn.ss. and
lnd ell
i1111 the
t he obje<:ts
obj e<:ts of the world
wo r l d (Maden(Made nfort . 1972, 1973 , 1979; 8ersson , 1982 ). We can encourage
fort.
encou r age them to move in
and abOut
about other
other chlldren
children and sound vocally with them and all
allow
ow their anns
and ha
hands
nds and the whole of
of their bod1ts
bodies to flow in
In abandonmen
abandonmentt and II!)(prestxpresshely
si~ely "si
"sing
ng and dance" the
t he sensuous and lIll1J1ediate
l1JJ11!d1ate wholeness between themt hemselves,
selves , the world,
world , and other
othe r persons. We can teach
t each them that art
a rt and 11fe
li fe
can
Cll" be one.
It 15 important
Impo rtant for chlldren
children to discover the individuality of their
the ir
own bodily movements and to express
expr ess in thefr
their own ways the aesthetfc
aesthetic wholeness exist
existing
Ing between themselves and other
ot her persons. They 1I'MJ5t
rros t I'IOt
not be made
to feel that they are ultimately
ult imatel y or basically
baSically separate
sepa ra. t e and divided frolll
from
cultura l patterns
patter ns and
other persons and having to follow predetermined cultural
fo r behavior in order
orde r to be whol
who l e with thefll.
rules for
thl!fll. They are to have confldence
fidence in the lnd1vldual1ty
individua li t y (undfvldedness
(undl videdness)) of their
th e ir movements and to be
guided by it
It as they move among other persons. They IIII,Is
mustt discover for
tthemselves
hems e lves the
th e value and significance that
tha t playing with other persons in
immediate
sensuous
wh oleness has for
lffe and bring
immed i ate and se
ns uous wholeness
f or bettering public
publ ic life
bring-ing abou
aboutt a creative rrenewal
enewal to
t o the
t he meaning
mea ning of being an individual
indivi dual among
individuals.
indiv iduals. By being able
ab le to
t o go beyond th e dichotomy
dicho tomy of the individual
i nd ivid ual
and Society,
society, t hey w111
w1l1 create for themselves
thems elves a view of the
t he W'Orld
world and a
11 fe wi til
th othe
otherr persons 1f n public grounded on the truth.
truth . c lari
larf ty.
ty, openness, and moral
~ral significance of imediate
i~iate and sensuous wholeness, the
necessary being of aesthetic express
expressions
ions in
i n socia l lffe
li fe .
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Nicaragua,, Art and
Nicaragua
aod Social Change;

Interviews with Three Artists
Ar t ists
by

Betty LaDuke

Oregon State University
Universi ty
Abstract
Five yens after their participation in the successful 1979 revolutionary
struggle against tile
the Sorooza
SomoZI! dictatorship.
dictatorship, the
t he artists of NicHagUIl
Nicaragua con-

ti
tinue
nue to
t o be an effective force in redefining,
redefi ning, shaping and defending tthe
he i r
country's cultural heritage.
he r i ta ge. In these years it
i t has als
alsoo become evident
evi de nt
that the government continues to value and support all
al l of the arts
a rts as 11
significant component In the formation
forma t ion of 11 national consciousness and
identity_
iden tity. The data for the following paper
pa pe r Is based on the author's
personal experiences in Nicaragua . Shrting
Start ing in 1981,
1981 . four surrmers
summers were
spent intervi
interviewing
ewing artists, visiting
visi ting the pl
places
aces W
Where
here they
t hey worked,
wor~ed, and
talking
Ullking to individuals
IndiViduals in
In the governmental institutions that
th~t are responsible
ibl e for tthe
he promotion of the arts in Nlcaragl,/a.
Nicaraglla. In this country of
~pproxima te l y 2.5 million people,
~pproxlmately
peopl e, 19:
191 e~rn their
the ir livelihood
livel ihood ~s artists
art ists
or artisans, of which 90~ are women whose commitment to personal artistic
development is matChed by their
the ir coorn1ment
coornl t1!lent to
t o the revolution. The situation 1n
In Nicaragua exemplifies the relationship
re l ati onship of art
a rt to
t o the process of
social
soc ia l change.
One cannot discuss Nicaragua's artists without some understanding of
the present govl':rnmental
goverrHllentdl institutions
ins t itutions that
t hat are responsible
responsib le for the promotion of culture in general and more specifically the promotion of the
visual arts,
a rts, crafts and art education . The Ministry of Culture, directed
by the priest
pr i est and
a nd poet Ernesto Cardenal, Wi!.S
w~s established
establ ished irrmediately after
the revolution with
wi t h the objective of implementing programs to
t o make a broad
variety of cultural experiences
experie nces available to all segments of the popu l ation
(LaDuke,
(LaDu ke, 1984b).
1984b) . One of the Ministry's
Ministry 's first projects was
was the
t he establiShment of Culture
Cul t ure Centers which now number 23. These centers are in all
the major population
popu1<ltfon areas with
wi t h outreach programs for the rural
rurdl population. They provide a variety
vdriety of classes, for children and adults, that
tha t
inc
l ude drawing and
Include
a nd painting, ceram
ceramics,
i cs, sewing, poetry workshops,
worKshops, guita
gu i tar,
r,
ffolk
ol k dancing and theater
t heater .
The national
na t ional coord1nator
coord i na t or of all the
t he Cultu
Culture
r e Centers' art and craft
cra ft
programs 1s
15 the painter
pai nter Maria
Mari~ Gallo (LaDuke, 1982c)
198Zc) whom I Interv
I ntervii ewed i n
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1982
1982,, 1983 and 1984. Since
Sinc!! each Culture
Cultu re Center also has an u.Mblt spacI!
space,,
for the first time 1n ttheir
heir lives
l i ves many students,
students , housewives,
housewives . hctory
h .ctory workers
tnd fanners now have t he opportunity to
t o create
c r eate as well as to
t o vl
vfew
ew art.
and
The Sandinista
Sandlnista Association
Associ ati on of Cultural Workers esublished
establhhed in 1982, Is
the supportive IJlechanfsm
mechanism that nurtures and encourages
encourag es all
a ll of the arthts
artists..
The tota
toU lI ASTC membership comprises
cOIIIprises 900 diverse
cliverse artfsts that are organized
se parate unions consisting of dancers, musici
mus ici ans,
ans , choral groups ,
lnto seven separate
actors , circus perfonners and photogr
photographers
poet,
poets, theate
t heaterr actors,
aphers.. The poe
t,

Rosarl110
Murillo, was
Korales
Rosarl11o Hurll'o,
~s elected dlrettor of ASTC and the artist Luis Koral
es
Of the Artists' Union.
tthe
he director of
Uni on. These are the two
t~ key people who implement
me nt the cultural programs with active
activ!! inpu t from most of the artists.
ar t is t s.
The Artists' Union. consisting only of the visual
visu~ l artists,
a rt ists. painters
and sculp tors
t ors,, grew from 60 in
In 1982 to 90
gO iInn 1984.
1984 . New membership
members hip appll
appl1 ca ·
tions
t ions are recelYed
retehed each week f or evaluati
evaluation
on by LuiS Herales
Morales and a committee
cOllfllittee
of artists.
monthly
a rtists. Meetings are held IIIO
nthl y ., or IIOre
IOOre frequently, based on the
artist's current needs and issues. For example
exampl e,, sometimes thtre
there are paint·
ln9
ng of workshops
t ive
i n9 critiques,
critique s , or the planni
planning
workshops,, conferences and collec
col lective
e~hlbits
e~hibits , or discussions relat i ng to the
t he frequent shortages of art supplies .
More recently,
recent ly , the fonnatl
formati on of Culture Brigades
Br igades that visi
vis itt the
tile war zones
Here
has been a key issue.
tile Artists'
Artis ts ' Union and the country's
country 's primary
The physical heart of the
e)lh
i bition center is tthe
Casa Fernando Gordillo, located in I".a
~.a nagua's
n8 gua's
e~ hibition
he Can
is responsible for
exhib ition
Pa rrgue
gue Cannen. Luis Morales Is
fo r its active exhibition
prilM rily focuses
f ocuses upon collective rather than on individual
ind ividual
schedule whlc~ prilll!lrily
exhibits
eJll!ibits of Nicaraguan professional and primitive painters and sculptors.
The i r work is also seen In Nny Inte
I nterna
rnatt ional exhibits
e~hibfts , and many artists
art is t s
can lhe
live on the
t he income received from sales. ASTC only ttakes
akes a 20: cOrmlls
corrrnls ·
slon
sion which Is utilized toward the packing and shipping of th e art,
art. as well
wel l
as for furth er promotion
promoti on of all
a ll arts.
Many
foreign visito r s and ddiplomatic
iplomati c re presentatives
presenutives througllout
th e
MallY foreign
througnou t the
world
have recogni
wo r l d that come to Nicaragua lIave
rec og nI zed the exuherance,
e)lullerance, aest/letlc
aes thetic
quali
ty and significance of contemporary Nicaraguan
cr~fts
qua l ity
Nicara guan painting and crafts
and have heen
buyIng then in quantity.
quant1ty. Nicaragua has two
tW(l distinct
gro ups
been buying
distinct groups
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plIi llte:rs.
of paillters.

label ed as "prlm1the
taught.
havi ng
Those labeled
" prlm1the -~ are bas1cally
basically self
sel f ta
ught. hav1ng

developed a detailed
deta il ed style of
of imagery,
imagery , focusing on
developed
on landscape and descriptive
events,, as discussed
dis cuss ed 1n
In the
t he article , "Nicna9ua,
Pil ln tteerrscenes and events
"Nicaragua, the Pilln
Pea sants
(LaDuk e , 19S4b).
ot her gro
up co
nsists of pro Peau
nts of $olentiname,·
$olentin>llme , " (LaDuke,
1984b). The other
group
cOllsists
fessional
who have
r ained at Nicaragua's
ts
fes sional artists
drt ists 'fjho
h"ve been ttrained
Nicaragua ' s Na
Natt ional
iO nal Fine Ar
Arts
Sct'lool (LaDuke
(La Duke.. 19824
1982a,, 1983ab)
abroad . They
Th ey pain t in
Scnool
198Jab) or have swdied abroad.
hn1ques that include impressionism, surrealism and
diverse styles and tec
techniques
all(!
abstrac t expressionism.
ex pre ssionism. Both prfllft1ve
prll11ft1ve and professional
pro fess ional artists
art is t s participartici_
abstract
pate In
in the Artists'
Art is t s' Union,
Un i on, PIIrt
part of the
th e Sandfnista
Sandinis t a Association
Associa t ion of Cultural

Workers
Workers or ASTC.
ASTC .
Surprisingly, even with Hs
Its pr
present
esent military and
lind defense
defen se concerns , t he
NIcaraguan
Nicaraguan government through
thro ugh the Ministry of th
t hee Interior continues
cont inues to purpur chase ~intlngs
i ngs. The person in
In charge
paintings for exhibit in government build
buildings.
of selecting
sel ecti ng the /lrt for publ1c display is Orlando
Or la ndo Sob/llv/lrro,
Sobalvarro , a pl"Oll1fnent
pl"Ofl1lnent
~inter.
~fth the Sofnou.
~hen
painter. All tthts
h15 activity
ac t ivi t y contrasts sharply wfth
Somou era
e ra whe
n tiler/!
there
was minimal
minima l government support
support for
f or the
th e arts, no large
l arge public exhibition
exhIbitIon
center s , and artists could only depend upon a few
centers
f ew coornercial
cOlJlTlercia l galleri
gall eries
es for
surViva l..
surVIval
In general
ge ne ra l the leve
l evell of cultural concern under NIcaragua's
Nicarag ua ' s 45-year
45 -ye~r
Sanna
Son:>za family
fam1\y dlcbtorship
dlctatorsllip by the SootIoza
~za fi
falll1ly
.. lly can be eXeJIplifled
ex~pl ified by the
llliterarc
iltiterarcyy rate which
~hlch averaged
iveraged 50s
501 ffoorr the urban population and 801
SO% for the
t he
"campesinos
"campes inos-· or peasants (Randall
(R.lnda ll , 1981 ) . An
An illiter
illi t er ate, passive populat1on
populat10n
cou ld IOOre
could
IIIOre easily
ea sily be exploited for
f or th
thee Interes
Interests
t s of th
thee wealthy , one percent
which controlled
control led more
mo re tUllin
han hal
halff of the land. The SamOIl
Somoza family
h.mily al one owned
five
fIve m
mill
illion
io n acres of land, the SI
sIze
ze of
of El Salvador
Sal vado r (lernoux.
(lernoux, p. S3).
83).
BesIdes
eform programs and the establishment of numerous medical
Besides lland
and rrefonn
centers tllroughout
throughout the country
country.. II massive
mass I ve and intensive
in tens Ive 11terarcy
11 tera rcy campaign
campa i gn
~as one
onll! of the IIIOst
was
mos t popular and
a nd successful events that
t hat occu rred ir.mediately
immedia tely
after the revolution
ar t ists participated. In 19S0,
reyolut ion in
i n which many artists
1980, during a
six-month
ganized
six·month period of time
t ime , a voluntary
vo lunta ry 11tera/ey
l11era/cy brigade was or
orga
ni zed that
e . Volunteers from the United States , Europe and
iIncluded
nCl uded over 100,000
100 , 000 peopl e.
Latin America fanned out across the cou
country
ntry to tteach
each basic
b/lsfe rl!adlng
reading and writing
Skills.
slr,l11s . Illiteracy In "Nicaragua
i caragull hu
has now been reduced
reduc@<! to a pproximately
pproxi mately 15:.
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During 1981
1'181 and 1982 I was primarl1y
prlmarlly concerned w1th
with the personal
development of the artists and the style and theme of their work in
In the
period prior to the revolution , as
dS well ~s their creativity during this
almost calm post- revolutionary era of progress and gro .... th.
t h. However, by
1983 and 1984, the pol1tical situation
situat10n had changed. Nicaraguans were
being attacked "'long
",10ng their Costa Rican and Honduranean border lones by
contras or ex- Somocistas
SomocisUis in an escalating war. How some of the artists
participated 1n tthe
he defense
cle fense of their country during t his post-revolutloniHY
era through their creative wo r K
k 1s
Is 11a significant aspect of my interviews
during 1983 and 1984.
During my July, 1983 , visit, as the esc41ation
e51:4111t;on of the covert war

conti nlled along
continued
~long Nic~r~glla's
Ni caraglla' s borders.
borders, I learned from LlIls
Lliis Morales that
tha t over
100 artis t s,
s . lnclllding
inclllding 13 pai nters
nte r s , had
h~d volunteered to participate in the
fOllr Culture
four
Clilture Brigades t hat
ha t were organized by the Artists ' Union to visa
vis1t
the w
war
ar zones for three-W€ek
three -wee ~ periods of time (LaDuke, 1984a).
The purpose
of the Culture
ClIltlire Br igades was to give all artists-poets, musicians, dance r s.
s,
and Singers
singers , as well as visual artists
ar tists an
~n opportunity
opport unity to in
inter~ct
t eract with
soldi e rs through planned and innovative cultural activities. Thus, with
first - hand awareness of the
t he danger and horror of war the artists interpret
this aspect of Nicaragua's current reality through their own means and
style of expression.
Most often the arti
artists
s ts t r aveled to the w
war
ar zones during periods of
relatiVe calm. They wore uniforms ., carri
carried
ed rifles for self
sel f protecti on and
many visual artists brought their sketchbooks along which t hey fllled
filled with
drawings of their comrades (Fig. 1). However, some of the paintings which
have been developed as a rresult
esult of this experience are abstracted
abstrac t ed symbolic
symbol ic
interpretations of aggression whereas others take a more literal approach.
What Is slgnfficant
signfficant is t hat
ha t there is no demand upon the
t he artists to create in
anyone styl
stylee (Ferlinghettl, 1984).
1984) .
Aguirre, a mural painter whom I first interv
i ewed in
i n 1981.
1981, told
Julie Aguirre.
interviewed
me at our
ou r 1984 meeting that
t ha t she also participated in a Culture Brigade which
visi t ed a town f requently under attad near the Honduran border. There she
visited
and two other artists were requested
reques t ed by the people of the to,;m
town to paint a
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FI GURE 1.
FIGURE

Orrawing
awing s of com rades 1n
In the war zone .
Artis t : Arnaldo Gui lle
llenn
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FIGURE 2.

L1teracy Campa 19n:
Literacy
ign: ""ra
Mural.
1 . lu is Alfonso Velazquez
Elementa
Elementary
ry Schaol
School , l-lanlgua.
Managua. Nica.ragua.
Nicaragua.

Artist:

Julie
Ju lie A
Aguirre.
guirre.
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mu:"al on the theme af the !TIIIrketphce.
mario:etph.ce.

Thl! artists painted in a primitive

stYle',, similar to Julie's earlier mural at the Luis Alfonso Velazquez
stYle"
Elementdry Schoo l 1n Managua (Fig, Z).
Elementary
Julie told me that she was also IIa member of the militia and participated annually
annudlly in aII one -month program of m1THary
miTftary training
tra1n ing in order to
<

,

l earn how to organize and defend her neighborhood in
In case of atuct.
atuell', Other
Othe r
militia members are
a re required to travel to the agricultural zones in order
to defend the workers wlll1e
wllne they h<!.rvest
hdrvest the Coufltry's
courltry ' s Vitd
vitd11 economic crops

of cotton and
lind COffee.

Under constant tension dnd
and threat of war, 1ffe
life must

go on, and Julie's life rEf
reflected
lec ted this for she was preparing for
fo r aII two-

woman exhibit that would focus on the theme of women.
In 1983 and 1984, preparation for the July 19th celebration
celebr~tion of the
revolution included selecting a general theme reflecting the current
political si tu<l.tion
politic<l.l
t uation for the collective art exhibit of Nicara9uan
Nicaraguan artists at
the Casa Fernando Gordillo . "Art,
"Art. a Weapon of the People in Defense
Defense of the
Revolution " was the 1983 slogan. The 1984 slogan also emphasized the
reality of war: "Everyting for the Battle Front, Everyt~ng for the Combatants." However,
However , not all of the exhibited work .reflected this theme. For
Fo r
example, the t1tle
tftle of Nfger
Niger Medina
Medina's
's painting was landscape
Landscape wi
with
th Three Nudes.
prm;ess of followi
following
ng the persona
personall develolXflent
development of Nicaraguan
In the process
artists over a four year period of ti me, I remain
r ema in astonished at their consistent production, on going creative development
developw.:!nt and commitment
corrmltment to their art
while they continue to participate in the defense of their country. Many have
suffered again and again the tragedy
t rag edy of fa mily and comrades wounded and kill
killed
ed
in this current three year war
wa r of aggression as ~l
~ 11l as suffering from prior
personal experiences of inc<l.rceration,
i ncarceration, torture and exile.
exile .
IInn 1984 I had the opportunity of interviewing two artists whom I had
no t met in previous years , although I was already fami
familliiar
ar with some of
their work. I had long admired tthe
he decorative murals of Alejandro Canales
Canal es
and the sensual, surrea1.istic
surreal.ist'!c femal
femalee nudes pain
painted
ted by Niger Medina . In
contrast
contr~st to these artists Cecilia Rojas, currently a student and teacher
teaCher at
the N~tional
Nationa l Fine Arts School, offer
offered
ed a unique woman's perspective. While
each of these artists' work 1s
is stylistically
styl1stically and thematically
thematical l y diverse, their
t he ir

89.

personal stories reflect the shared pride of all
a ll of Nicaragua's artists
in their cultural heritage 4nd revolution .

Alejandro canales
Canales
After Alejandro Canales experienced the dynamic power of his decorative
figurative images on
On Ydrds
Yilrds rather than on inches of space, it 1s not sur~
prising that he has since created a very few easel paintings "as my mind 1s
now primarily focused on murals
murals."
. " Before the 1979 Revolution he had never
painted a rnul"al,
mural, but "necessity forces one ttoo learn." To COiTmemorate
COll'memorate the
first anniversary of the revolution,
revolution , he was one of the first artists
drtists who
was asked to try his hand at painting a mural at the Luis Alfonso Vela
Velazquez
zquez
Elementary School,
School , located in the 1972 earthquake destroyed district of
Managua. Now thousands of international
internatiolllli tourists annually visit this

reconstructed, tree planted sHe 1n
in order to attend cultural activities and
murals .
to admire
admi re the murals.
The theme of Canales's mural is the literacy Campaign (Fig. J) which
it symbolically portrays through stylized,
stylized , multi-colored forms of women and
children, against a stark white bacl<ground
children.
background of the 70 by 14 foot
fo ot school wall.
What is Pdrtlcularly
particularly pleasing is Canales's personal, lyrical vision of
of the
women whose full
f ull forms are portrayed wah dignity and tenderness as they
embrace a child or reach downward toward a bird or outward 1n
In space.
Details such as fingers and hair are often rhythmically
r hythmically elongated. Rather
than conforming to a stereotypical concept of form, each of his figures is a
personal portNyal
portrayal of the Nicdraguan
Nicaraguan people. Although he had six assistants,
Canales considers the compositional challenge of such lmmense space
Cdoales
sp~ce as
~s
"dlfflcult," but now,
"difflcult,"
now , after five years of experience,
e)(perience, "the process is much
easier."
Canales was
w~s born ;n
in 1945, and at 12 years
yea rs of "-ge
age he was apprenticed

to a carpenter, but continued to draw
dr aw dod
<lnd paint on his own. His fOrTlldl
fOTTll<lI
training began when he received aII scholarship to the National
Nation<ll Fine Arts
School where he was then able to study dnwing,
drawing, painting and sculpture
from 1961 until 1970.
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FIGURE 3.

Literacy Campaign:
Campaign : HuraT
Hurat Detail.
literacy

Luis Alfonso
Al f onso Velazquez
Velazque z
Elementary School, Managua ,I Nicaragua
Nfcaragua ,. 70'
70 ' It)( 14
14'.
',

Artist:
Artfst:

Alejanaro
Al ejandro Canal es.
es .

91.
91 .

In the years that
t hat followed,
f ollowed , Canales stru\l91ed
stnu;lgled to M iinnta1n
ta!n himself
through sales
sal es of his art work. In 1977,
1977. after becoming involved
Involved In the
revolutionary II1Ovement
~vemen t . he began to demonstrate his abilities on wa
~l lls
11s
or large sheets of paper by creating
creat1ng quick drawings, cadeaturn
caricatures or
graffiti
graffit i for street
stN!et audiences that portrayed
portrllyed political
politica l Idus
Ideas and events.
MtJral ~lntfng
Myra1
palntlng followed as illa logical activity except that now his lmagery
imagery
is designed with more
mo r e permanence and has greater aesthe
aesthetic
t ic appeal.
At the time I met
me t wah
with Canales,
Canales , he was work
working
ing on an enormous
vert1cal mural, 30 by 14 meters on the facade
vertical
hude of the Telcor Building
near the PhzlI
Plaza of the Revolution.
Revo l ution . Based on the theme of CCHmIIlnlcatfon
COIl'DIlnlcatlon
Past and Present ( Fig. 4)
4 ) . this Tel
Te lcor
cor I*Ira1
JlJJ ral Is scheduled
sclledu1ed for completion
by the SUI
5th annual July 19th celebratlon
celebrat10n of the revolution.
revolu t ion. Unlike
Unlike his
earlhr
earller work.
work, the foms
fonns and background SPlice
space will be completely
compl etely fl1led
f1l1 ed
wi th subtle mixtures of wanD
with
warm and cool colors which he prepares for his
asshtants
as s1s ta nts to apply flat
flat.. withOut
w1thout shading.
shading . within his compositional
composit ional outlines.
The compl ex design
de sign of th
t his
is Immense mural begins at the top edge wi
with
th
a rural
rlJral farm
fann scene
scene.. Horizontal
Ho r izontal lines dissect
dissec t the lower landscape area
which conta ins
i ns II~ satellite dish.
dish . A vertical pole with the red and black
l eads downward to the heroic revolutionary
revolu tionary portraits
por traits of Fonseca
Fons!!clI
FSLN flag leads
and Sandi no.
no . The organization FSLN
FSl N or Frente Sandinista
~ndinista Liberacion
Li ber ac lon
Nadonal was founded
National
fou nded in 1961 in the revolutionary
r evol utionary struggle to o,,!!anize
organi ze
aga inst SoIIon.
SoIIoza. Carlos
f OlJndthe people to fight
fi!lht a!lainst
carlos Fonseca was one of the foundsandi no W<lS
Feber . p. 163 ;
ln9 members. Genera l Sandi
ing
was killed by Somoza
SOlllOza in 1934 (la
(laFeber
Randall.
1978, p. 8).
Randall, 1918.
A black silhouetted profile of a soldier with aII rif
rifle
l e who is
I s using
usi n9 a
telephone pole
pol e for an observation
obser~ation post leads the eye to the bottom righthand corner of Canales ' celebration
celebra t ion mural. Even
Eve n in this incomple te
t e stage
the IllUral's color coordination
y revealed.
coor dination are impressivel
i mpressively
r evealed.
In these past few years Canal
Canales
es has been kept bUsy
busy with opportunities
to paint murals
mu ra ls 1n
i n ""'-nagua's
IoIanagua's Ruben Dario
Dari o Theater and the Sochl
Social Securl
Secur i ty
8ulldlng.
8ufld
i ng. He has also painted ..urals
IlUrals in
In Mozambique , Africa; Eugene.
Eugene,
Oregon;
Oregon ; and Seattle,
Sell ttle. Washington. tits
His work offers a personal perspective
perspectIve
of
of the integration
l nt~ 9 rat fon of art,
art. politics and
and the
th~ reality
realfty of war
war..
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FIGURE 4.
4.

COlmlUnicatfon
Commun1catfon Past and Present
Present..
ra gua , 1984.
Managua, Nica
Nitara9ua,

Artist;
A
rt ist;

Al ejandro Cana
Canales.
l es.

•
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Buflding,
Tel cor 6ufld1n9,

Niger Med1na

Whether
Whe the r the theme 1s a typical
typica l portrait
por trai t of the he
her0
roic
1c general
genera l Sandina
with hls
his red ned:erchief
nel;k.en:hief and sombrero (Fig.
( Fi g. 5) or a picture of a female
parti all y clothed,
partially
clothe d. one is drawn into the atJJIIsphere
atnDs pliere of Niger Medina
Medina's
's
lMinting5
pdintings less for the1r
the i r subjects
subject s than tor
for his all
al l painting
j)afntfng techni
t echnique.
que.
In his predominOiltely
predominately surreal1st1c
surrea l1stfc: paintings,
pa int i ngs , he surrounds the
t he smooth con·
con ·
tou rs of exposed flesh,
tours
f l esh , whether
whe ther 1t 1s tile
the hands and
lind face
f ace of Sandfno,
Sandina, or
tthe
he voluptuous curves of 1Ia female tor
torso
so , w
wHh
f th deep
deep folds
f olds of styli
stylized
zed
clothing
clo
th ing text
textUN!S.
ures. lie
He creates an intr1gu1ng ldbyrinth
labyr inth of li
light
ght and
shadow ., sha
sharp
rp and soft edges that
tha t have a li
life
fe of their
the i r own apart
apa rt from
the painting's
pain t ing's theme.
Stimulated
Stimu lated by hls two older brothers
brothers,, Santos and Efrfn
Efr f n Medina, who
are among
amo ng Nicaragua ' s prominently exhibited
e~h lbl te d painters,
painters. Ni
Niger
ge r at age 25
has sought
sought to develop his own
own dis t inctive
lnctfve style
styl e . Though fn
influenced
fl uenced by
his brothers
brothers,, who paint very differentl Y from one another,
another , Niger 15
is
essenti all y self taugh
essentially
taught,
t . and for
f or the
t he past four years he has been e)(hibite)(hlbltin9
Ing at the
t he Cas
Casa.. FernandO
Fernando Gord1110,
Go rd1l10. supporting himself through the sale
of his
hi s paintings.
pa1nt1ngs.
consistent ly and believes
be li evts that a "harftln,y
"ha rllOny of color and
Niger works consistently
form
fona should penlltate
pel"!lleate ellch
each painting ..and
nd that
tha t artists should
should. be equally
content. ·" He also realizes that " the artists
artfsts of Nicaragua have to take
a pol1tical
political stand because of our cur~nt reality of war,
wa r, but we sshould
hould
not lower our aesthetic qulllity
quality 1n
In our need for nlltional
nati onal unIty
unity and
<Jnd the
t he
fOMnil t ion of
of our cultural heritage
he r itage . " Instead
In$te<Jd of war, Niger would prefer
to have
hne cultural e~cha
e)(change
n ge with artists ffrol:!
rol:l the UnHed
United States.
SUtes. He also
speaks of the
t he significance
sign ificance of
Of -internat
-int erna t io nal
na l solidarity for Nicaragua's
Nica ragua ' s
revolution man1fested
man1fested by many nations
nat1 0ns and people throughout
t hroug hout the world."
worl d."
N
iger views
vi ews himself
In the process of dev
elopi ng and
h1 mself as "still 1n
developing
Niger
breaking with
wHh my past
pllSt influences as I hate to stagnate within
w1 t h1n one single
styli! or fonn
Niger ' s credit.
wHh
style
form of Pdintfng.·
Pdlntlng.· However, 1t
I t Is to Niger's
credH, with
Ni caragua ' s abundan
pply of
no portrai
portra f ts silllouetted
s i 1houetted on doors and
Nicaragua's
abundantt su
supply
of Sandi
Sandlno
walls,
ted on posters,
billboards, that
his portrllit
....
alls. or pain
paInted
posters. banners and bl11boar4s,
th .. t llis
portrai t
is not lost
los t in
In the crowd. Beyond the famniar
famfllar pose and features, the
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RE 5.
FIGURE

Sandirlo.
40~ x 52:", 1933
Sandino. Oil on canvas.
canvdS. 40·
1983..
Artist:
Art ist: N1ger
NIger Medina.
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aesthetic
desthetic richness of vibrant dark and light pattern, textural detail
and cumpositional
compositional elements compel one's eyes to 1linger
inger on this par.ticupll.r:ticu-

lar
1ar Sandi no portrait.
Since he is worried about becoming too fixed within a certain style
and theme, Niger plans
phns to move soon to a11. cOdstal
l:o<l.5ta1 town and develop new
painting themes based upon the lives of the fhhermen.
f ishermen . Due to his slow
meticulolls
meticulous technique and the fairly la
ldrge
rge scale of many of his canvases
canVil.Ses ,
he produces less than a11. dozen paintings a year. Although mlJch
m\Jch of his work.
work
is not
no t political, he still fech
feels totally accepted and 1ntegrated
in tegrated within
the Artists' Union. The artists respect his personal integrity as well

as the quality of his work.
All of the ",rtists
",rtist5 are
lire proud that Nicaragua ha
hass plans for the
tile future
construction of a major national art m
museum
useum.. Many
M".ny world famous artists
have donated their pa
paintings
in tings to the museum which has been postponed
because of the war. Ni
Niger
ge r believes that "all kinds of art exper
experience
ience
should be available
avafJable for the people, including abstract, surrealistic
surre~listic and
primitive styles of painting rather than only in the possession of priva
pr ivate
te
famn
fa
mll ies."
i e5."
In contrast ttoo his portrait of Sandino, Niger's elegant
elegant,, brO'oln-toned
brown-toned
time l ess and classical vie'ol
view of a stable,
female nudes confront us with a timeless
'oIar-free
war-free reality for Which
wh ich people everywhere long. In this sense his
imagery is a refreshing respite and departure from the real
reality
fty that does
exist.

Cecilia Rojas
Cecllia
Since the 1979 revolution WOOllen
'oI~n have begun to appear in greater numbers
both as students and as faculty members of Nicaragua's historically male dominated National Fine Arts School. After 12 years of teaching element.!.ry
element.J.ry
school and raising two children, Cecilia Rojas decided in 1978 to re-enter
school as an art student. Now
Now,, while
while in her final yea
yearr of study and prepara tion for her thesis exhibit, she also teaches two painting classes
c lasses at the
Fine Arts School.
Schoo l . Rojas explains
exp lains that "even since the revolution, with
tuition
tui t ion and art supplies provided free by tthe
he government,
government , it still is not
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easy for women
\OOQ!n

~nd

especially
especiall y women
wome n with chlldren to study art as tlle i r

economic
econ~ic maintenance is a problem,problem.Using
Usi
ng the facade Of masks as the ffocus
ocus of lIer
he r 1ll<!gery,
ll11i1gery, Rojas penl!penetrates
troa tes benea
beneath
til the surface to revea
reveal1 the use of masks
maslo:s fo
forr traditional
trad i tiona',,
symbolic as well as contemporary revolutionary roles. She has choun
chosen to
paint I114sks
masks ins
Instead
tead of people's fac
faceS
es because at ege
age 35 she considers
he r self "too old to develop the tectmical
herself
t ectmica l capacities
capac1tles for rrealistic
eal istic por
por-_
traiture." However
However,, masks have provided her with aII s t ylistic
ylis tic and th
tt!elMtic
ema ti c

bas is for developing her self expression,
The painting,
paln t in!!. LIT
LITERACY
ERACY CAMPAIGN
CAMPA IGN (Fig.
(Fig . 6), was
w.J;S inspired by documentary
documenta ry
photographs of Nicaragua's postpost-revoluti
revo l utionary
onary literacy
lHeracy program
prog ram 11'
1n1 which
she aho
elsa partfcipated.
part1clp.!.ted. She considers tMs
t ilts event as ·one of "I)'
~ !!Ost
IIOst fonMf ortnll tlve ~rsonal
p@rsona l experiences.exper iences.- For
Fo r the first
f i rst time
t ime thousands of young students
and teachers, or ganized in brigades, left
l eft the cHies
c H ies to teach basic
b.lsic reodlny
re~d in\j
and writing
writing skills for six mnths
mn t hs In the countryside to hmilies
hmil ies of
campeslnos. This was the first
campeSlnos.
firs t time
t ime that
tha t many
~ny niddle
ni ddle class women had ever
left their
thefr p.,rental
p,lrental homes
homes and
lind e~perle
e ~ perlenced
nce d the
tile hardships of life 1n
In tthe
he
countryside.
In he
herr painting Rojas shows a tender relationship
r elationship between the teacher
and the learner port
portrayed
r<l.yed with IIllsks
R1asks •- one
One sunbl"Onzed,
sunbronzed , one fair
f air -_ tloverin9
~verin9
over a book.
book.. A stl"Ong
s t rong linear rhyUw!l
rhytlwn as well
we ll as three-dimensional
t hr ee -d i mensional or scul
sculpp·
qual1ty Is created by the dark outer
outer edge of the s$ implified
tured quality
f~l1fled forms
of the sombrero,
sombrero. torso,
tor so, book and !IllSII'.
~sk as each color I15
s blended
bl ended smoothly
smoo t hly
from
fl'1)lll dark tto
o lfght.
l1gh t. The
Tile drama of her themes Is amplified
a~pl1fled by her use of
pa rt ially visible
partially
visl~le body forms that support the huge lllasks
illi!.sks which
wh ictl dominate
canva s.
the canvas.
In her bri
brief
ef few years of dedication
dedi cation and m
maturation,
a turat io n, R
Rojas
ojas lias
has deliber·
deliberlltely opted to
developp her individual
Individual style
Reellying
ately
t o develo
s ty le and color sensithlty.
sensitivity. R
y ing
less on heul1y
ed and tte~tured
heavily appli
applied
extured pigments
pigme nts utilized
ut ll1 zed by lllany
many of the propro·
fessional artists,
slle carefully blends warm yellow
fusional
a r tists , she
~l1ow and red
r ed ochres and
juxtaposes them with the deliberately
domirwlOt tones of grey blue and
delibe rately cool dDlnillilnt
blue- greens. The
Ttle sll\Pliclty
s l~ llclty of tier
her careful
carefullY
ly selected and designed fonns
fo~s
sefllS
seel!lS well in
Integrated
tegrated with her color selection and application. In selecting
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LIteracy
Lf teracy Campaign:
Campaign: 011
011 on
on Masonite,
I"dson1te , 42"
42- xx 48",
48",
Artist:
Artist: Cecllh
Ceci lia Rojas.
Rojas.
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JMsks
masks i\S
as her means of symbolizing 11fe, Rojas Is able to portray the

continuity between Nicaragua's past and present.
Masks have been worn by the revolutionary participants to obscure their
identity during times of armed conflict as in the town of Masaya in their

1978-79 insurrection against
dgdinst the Somoza
SomoZd dictatorship. These revolutionary
fighters were afraid of reprisals upon their families by Somoza's National
Guard If their identities wefe
were known.

TradHional masks which portray the

Spanish conquest, the forces of good and evi
evill , dnd the various folk tales
and myths are
afe donned annually during innumerable festivals
festiva l s and
lind Saints' Days
celebrations throughout Nicaragua, such liS
as the 1994 Saint's Day
Ddy celebration
in the town of Jinotepe .
At present Rojas is also a member of the Artists' Union of the Sandinista
Association of Cultural Workers. She participates in group exhiblts
exhibits but 1s
15
working hard to complete
comp l et~ 20 plIintings
paintings for her first One-perSOn
one-per50n exhibit
exh ibi t at

the Casa Fernando Gordillo in conjunction w1th
with her Master's thesis. Since
the Revolution Cecilia Rojas will be only the second woman to graduate
from the National Fine Arts School , where she hopes to
t o continue
continu~ teach
teaching
ing
and developing as a painter. As Rojas continues to challenge herself
thematically, to probe beneath the surface and to express her perSOMl
persoMl and
national
nation~l identity.
identity, one wonders
wanders ....
what
hat Pllinting
painting themes she , as well as the
other artists,
ar t ists, will develop in the futu
future,
r e, ....
when
hen there is peace.
The Director of the Sandinista
Sandlnlsta Association of Cultural Workers, poet
Rosario Murillo, summarizes the role of Nicaraguan artists:
.... our fundamental purpose is to create art of high
quality that ref
reflects
l ects the reality of our people.
For this gOil1
gO<!ll there ilre
<!Ire no limitiltions
limitations of established
fonnulas
fonnu
las or styles. All the
t he doors of the imagination
are open to the artist's creative capacity, knowing that
it is the revo l utionary spirit of the ar t is t s that
detennines the capabilities
determines
capabl1fties of transmitting or
recreating rreality
eality in aesthetic terms, and it is
their work thilt
th<!lt provides us with revolutionary art.
and
lind that this
th is revolutionary art is be
being
ing created by
artists who are making and
~ nd not just observing the
Revohltion. (Ferlinghetti,1984
(Ferllnghetti, 1984))
Revcllltion.
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Who Needs It: A Review
of
Of Instant
Ins tant Art Insunt Culture
Cul ture
David H. Quick
isso uri State Unive rsi
rsity
ty
Southwes t M
Southwest
Missouri
Laura Chapman's
thallllllln's bool::
book,. Instant
InsUnt Art Instan
I nstantt Culture:
Culture; The Unspokl!n
Unspoken Pol
Policy
icy
f or American Schools , Teachers College Press, New York , 1982,
19a2 , was
w.!IS difficult
ttoo review.
revieH. I found that while I generally agreed with what was written
wrItten at
the same time
t ime I had an uncomf
uncomfortable
ortable feel
feeling.
i ng. I came ttoo the conclusion
that Chapman
Cha pman dealt
de alt with the symptoms well but those symPtoms together
indicate a different
review
di ff erent disease than the one she diagnosed. This rev
iew will
be from
from the standpoint of tthe
he visual arts alone.
alone . it will be critical of an
important
l~r tant and usefu
usefull bOok, and also of a profession which is
Is more important
impo rtant
than it see!lls to know.
Chapm!.n
Chilpmo!.n has a big
bIg subject; how art 15
is taugh
taughtt in the public schools,
what is
Is wrong with that tteaching
eaching,, the myths about art and
dnd art teachi
teaching
ng ,
why art is not gi ven greater support In public schools, and finally what
whilt
could
cou1l1 be done to alter tthe
he teaching of art and ttoo rrilal$e
lse public awan!ness
and support
support ffor
or art.
a rt . If iinn some places this
t his review seems about other than
What
wtla t is
Is In the bool::
book , or what
wllat is
Is not said
safd strongly enough.
enough, it is because of
the largeness
largenes s of the subject and because the specific contents hdve
have already
dl r eady
been well docume
documented
nted in
i n prior reviews. ~~.~
.•..\,
., '
There are childre
childrenn and some serious teachers being hu rt ultimately not
because of llack
becduse
ack of support from tile
the outside
ou t side but because of the prac ti
t1ces,
ces,
attitudes, and Iideas
deas of
Of those in the art professions. Chdpman's
Chapman's is a good
and useful book,
book , but I t does no
nott forcefully enou
enough
gh reconmend
recl)llmtnd a solution
which goes
goe s ttoo the root of the problem.
Serious support for
f or the visual
vi sual arts
erts will not, and should not come
COl!te until
the root
roo t cause of the problem , the
t he lack
lack: of congruence between our r~al
r~~l and
existing
e~istlng culture and tthe
he 'visual drts,"
arts,' is
i s ac
acknowledged
knowledged and to Some
som~ degree
lessened by those of us who are profess ionally involved
Involved 1n
In the arts. There
is
cultuN*wlde
· wide support fo
forr tile
the v1sual
v1su~1 arts
~rts fi n education because
i s no need for culture
do not have
h~ve cul
cuI tUN-wide
ture·",ide meaning or function
functlon as they are no
now
.... often
they do
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conceived and taught.
tau ght. Chapman r ecognizes that current tteachl
eachi n!l
ng in th e
a rts does
do es not serve
ser ve a wide enough need but what she re
corrmends would
visua l arts
recommends
wou ld
no t solve the major problem.
ilrts form
Chapman suggests the visual arts
fonn a majo r part of aII t r1ad
ri ad of
subj ec t areas
a r eas which
whi ch together
tll coornunicatlon
subjec
t o!lethe r wi
w1th
COOlTlunicatlon and calculation skills
sl<.111s
should
nt of all public:
stlould fOrll
fol"l1 the major conte
content
public school curriculum, she
herr iintroduction:
writes In he
ntroduction:
Ht have cited t he arts,
"I
arts , sci ences , and humanities (referring
t o soci
sociaa l studies)
stud i es) as broad fields
field s of study which, IInn
addition to IMthema
mathema ti
t ics
cs and the practical use of language,
ought t o be rC!qu
requ ired In the general
genC! r al education
educa tion of all
a ll
students
s tude nts in
In elemenury
element3ry and ssecondary
econdary school."
This wou ld seem to place tthe
he visual arts on at leas
leu t an equa l basis with
other e l emen
ements
ts in education:
educa t ion: indeed it
It WO\Ild
would to t he minds of tthe
he IIIOdern
modern
libera l middle cl
liberal
clas
uss.. Thi s Is
I s deceptive for ....
whil
hllee the libe
liberal
ra l middle cl as s
still
st111 has a modern my
rny tthos
hos we are
a r-e now in
In a pos t-mode rn
r-n world. "Modern"
-Mode rn" now
re
r-efe
fe rs to
t o a period and a period style. The truth tha t alIr-rtt is
i s e>:presslve
exp ressive of
....what
hat is valued by ind
Individuals
ividual s and cultur-es
cultu r es ....was transformed
tranSformed in the
t he myth of
modernism to mean that
modernism
tha t art iists
sts (and art teachers) are value
val ue l eaders ., that
they have a unique capaci
capacity
ty and responslbll
responslbl1lty
lty (or
for what Is
is good
good.. I can't
can ' t
he lp but feel
help
f eel l aura
aur a Chdpmlln
Chapmlln belf
beli eves this
th is her-self
herself at some level. The
art
ar tii st- te ac
acher
her- assumes t he role of tea ching
ch ing ....whit
hdt is good (for you)
you ) oror
he good from
f rom tthe
ba d (whether
it Is art or students
f il te ring tthe
he bad
(whe ther It
studen ts ). This
t he art teach
te acher
squllr'i!ly in
In the role
ro l e of identifying,
pu t s the art ist and the
er- squlIl"i!ly
nurtur
ing and eleva
elevating
artifacts,, and a fe
.... people.
nur
tu ring
t ing a narrow
narr-ow range of artifacts
f ew
Everyone'S
Eve
r-YOM!' s needs as Indica
I ndiea ted by everyone ' s des I res
res,, cuI
cu I ture, and the
need s o(
neei:ls
of function
functi onii ng groups are not
no t uniforml
uniformlyy conSide
conslder'i!d.
red. Myth
My t h serv
ser-ves
es to
jusUfy
justffy t he cilltegorlzatfon
categorization ali nd degr-adatfon
degradatio n of peopl e.
A IIOre
IIIQre us
useful
eful view
vie .... of art
4r-t is as simply something peopl e do: i t is
one
One of the deHnlng
defining hUlll<ln
human cha
characteri
r-acteristics
stics lfke
11ke language
langud ge or the t humb. The
visua l arts have had and ....
will
f11 ha
have,
ve, a fu
fundamenta
nda mentall rol e In many
~ny aspects
IIspects of
life
l 1fe 115
as useful, entertaining,
enterta ining , lind
iIInd e}[presslv
exp reSSi ve.
e . lLii ke language
hngua ge,, vlsulil
visual think good , bad, gain , fellI",
f ear, seduction or
ing Is value neutral to be used for good,
re l ease. To elevllte
eleva te art t oo far lind
ft a priori
pri or i mo ra l funct ion ., to
release.
~nd give
gIVe it
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see it In only la judgmental me.nner Is often to destroy
d@stroy it.
I t.
An artist II\aY
may use art for moral purpo51!.
purjlQ$e , socially
socidlly or In its
Its own terms,
tenns,
but that
t he art1st ' s choice. flo
No onus should
sl\ouid be put upon choosing
Choosing
t ha t should be the
not to do so just as we might choose to wrfte a note, a poem, or a It.eIllO
memo witl1
wi th
equal morali
morillity
ty.. The notion that all art and "good designdeslgn~ should serve
some purifying idea
Ideall may have been necessary 1n
In a Western culture wMch
wMeh
needeo to acconmodate to Illdustr1al1zatlon
need.ed
Industrialization and which
which was becoming mass
society,
l istiCc culture
soc iety. It has much less justification in the plura
plur<llistl
cultu re of
post-modern time5.
t imes. The artist
ar t ist and teacher who clings to the modern myth
does not fight
f ight elitism
eli tism.. By playing a rol
rolee 1n
In this outdated mythos the
artist lllakes
~kes elites.
It is still often conceived that to be an artj5t
artist or art teacher one
5hould be involved with what to value:
should
valu e : to suggest otherwise or to indition could be used for
f or other functions
fu nctions fs
is somehow
cate that visual
yfsual organil:a
organh:ation
sOJlehow
Ar tists and teachers easl1y become cMmpfons
to be corrupt. Artists
champions for an
exclusivist
e~clusiyist use of tthe
he ir craft.
The other t\o'Q
two components of the triad
tri ad - science
science.. partly via technology.
aand
nd social st udies via what they teach about people and instftutiOns
institutions - are
h'Qrl:. and le
co ncepts and skil
ls
iinvolved
nvolved in all of lffe,
life, worl:.
l e isure.
isure . They teach concepts
s ki lls
useful to all sorts of
of people for all sorts of reas
ons. We associate the
reasons.
arts with valuing
butt not w1th
valui ng - often someone else's valuing.
valuing, bu
with something
·useful·
leisure, specifically to that part of leisure
-useful- - and relegate ft to lelsu".
Which
which you get over as quickly
which Is good for you but Which
quickl y as possible so you
can get on to the real ffun.
un.
60th the scienc
Soth
scj ences
es and soc1al
social studies
stud1es are inter
i nterconnected
connected with tthe
he basic
cOlmlunlca tion and computation. They require tthe
sl:.llls
skills of corrrnunication
he use of speaking .,
reacting
vehicl
es to teach speaking ,
reading,, and calculating
calCIJ1ating and they can be used as veh
icles
reacti
cu l ating. The visual arts as they are no.,.
now conceived
d.o not
calculating.
conce i ved do
read i ng and cal
revol~es around the idea
and can not. Again this revolves
Idea of valuing. Math tnders
teachers
ma th , one does not often hear of their avoiding less
l ess able sstudents
tudents,, or
teach IMth,
concentrat1ng
concentrating on the
t he abstract purity of numbers the
theory,
ory, much as they might
like
Ifke to do those things. They teach math
Nth to students who will figure their
taxes, build boInbs,
banbs . or whuever.
whatever. A broadly based approach to visual
vi sual understanding would need and involve
Involve skills
sl:.111s as basic as reading or math.
~th.
The
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I
greatest
respons i bility to the visu<l'
visual arts
greate
st part of the elementary
el~nury schools' responsi
part of education lnvolves
part
i nvolves developing visual and
a nd perceptual skills necessary
for the understa
nding and organi z!!t16n
fonn by whatever concepunderstanding
z!!ti 6n of meaningful
meaningful form
stic or symbol1c
symbolic m
eans are appropriate, and for th
ry
tual, ll1u5ioni
illU5ionistic
means
thee discove
discovery
of meanings visua
lly manifested.
ma nifested . Those skills are necessary to organize
or ganize
visually
and cOnnMlnlca
cOJl'fIIlmlca te great quant1ti
es of infomation
info~ t lon w1th the efonomy
e~onorny necessary
quan t1ties
In1 our
11'
our world. Consider the !!lDunt
a!\Dunt of
of information
informati on available
avafhble 11'
in1 that v1sual
visual

document , tthe
document,
he road ~p . Haps, charts, grap
graphs,
hs, non-commercial
non-commerc1al and commercial
graphics all requ
require
ire visual
vhual skills to make
Nke and
and use and all are essent
essential
ial to
most people 11'
In1 our pluralistic sodety.
soc;iety. (tll1dren
Cnl1dren need to become aware of the
SUbtle
subtleties
t ies of visual
vi sual rhetor
rhetoric
ic i f they are ttoo deal
deB1 with tthe
he mass of 1nf
inf orIII!ti
mation
on and propaganda
propoganda 1n
i n med1a.
media. People nted
need sophisticated
sophis t icdted visual skills
skfll~
IIlake a po
pott or enter a IlUseUlll.
DJseum. Cha lJlllln
even ff
if they never IMke
FJlli!.n correctly
cor rectly argues
art education whfch 15 developmen
developmental
for an approach to ,-rt
t '-' ., sequential and
integrated,
andd which
whfch 1nvolves
in te grated, an
involves professionals and sophfsticated support
materials at all
a ll levels
level s..
thoug h it shoul
shouldd also form a part of the primary program Chapman's
Al though
Chapma n's
recommendation
recommendat
ion for
f or incl
inclusion
us ion of or greater emphBsis
emphasf$ on art appreciation
apprecia t ion
and h1story
history would have greatest
greate$t impact on the seconddry
secondary l evel. She goes
so far as to suggl!st
suggest that
tnat a studi
studioo background 1s
15 not the onl y ., or eyen
even
necessarily
necessaril
y th
thee best Pf'1!paration
preparation for the art teac
teacher.
he r. It 15
is tl'\le
true that the
studi
studfOo courses art education
educlltfon sstudents
tudents take
uke normally re quire great
grt!at amounts
of time to
t o impart relative
relat i vely
ly narrow content,
cont ent , aand
nd many
~ny studio instructors
instructor~
on the col lege level are only dim
dimly
ly aware
dware of
of the la rger ques t ions iinn art
beyo nd tthe
beyond
hefi r medium and time . This proble!n
problem is compounded for pub lic
school teachers who
woo have less time for a particular subject and whose
tteachers
eache r s are likely even less
l ess knowledg
knowledgeable
eable about ,-rt
art in '-a broad sense.
It would ceruinly
certainly be rreasonable
easonable t o bahnce
balance stud
studio
io projects
projec t s with art
appreciation
apprt!cia tion and his
history
tory through wllicll
which differing visual concepts
co ncepts may be
presented I!'()re
n'(Ire rdpidly
rapidly and possibly mo
more
r e object
objC!ctive
i vely.
ly .
To give a meaningful exposure
exposu re ttoo art appreciation
apprec i at ion the art teachers
would
knowledge and capac
capaciity
ty for objectivity
wou
ld need a l:.nowledge
obJect1vity which
wllic~ few programs in
in
now offer or foste
foster.
amon g tllose
those who
art education now
r. Many among
wIIo teach studio
stlld10
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courses
cours~s and control progra
programs
ms in
In art educat
education
ion still believe
beli eve that art
teachers, critics,
cri tics, historians, theoret
theoreticians
ici ans and
~nd even appli~d artists
exist in
ill ~ p~r~sitical
pa r asitical relationship to the fine arts. Future art
teachers would need exposure wh ich is broad enough and deep enough to

a

counter the Renaissance, Modern and f ine artists biases which
wh ich pervade
many art and art education programs
programs.. For the Renaissance myth of the
special ness of the artist and the modern one that art 1n
in its purity 15
is
a vehic
vehicle
le to either
e i ther a claSSless society or for the identification of
those with refined sensibilities must be broken if we are to have public
school art pro grams that serve culture-wide and not just groups within
the culture. By progressl~ely
progressively separating
se parating thems elves from
frOlll a brodd
broad cultural
l stt fine arts position art teachers often
base and by championing a reductiv ls
find themselves
themse l ves valuing concepts of art
~rt higher than p.eople
people . It is not
clear that there is any distinction in the quality of feellng
feeling one has bebe fore a Hudson River landscape, a new van, an
dn engraved shotgun, a litholithograph of ducks coming into a pond or a Mark Rothko. I1 am sure that having
feeli ngs for one of these and not another has nothing to do with the quality
feelings
of a person.
Consider
COnsider the client.

In whdt
what ways will the peopl e the public school

students become need the
t he visual a r ts and visual skills
skills.. A few of them
will become art profeSSionals including those entering the f ields
i elds of art
teaching, design (g
(graphic
raphic and industrial).
industrial), fine arts, connoisseurship,
"rchi
archi tecture and museum work. Of this group a small
slMll part, those becoming
fine artists, is served best by current practice and even they would benefft
benefit
by the adoption of Chapman
Chapman's
's recotmlendations as would most of the others.
ot hers.
However even t he larger group of potential art
ut professionals wi
~i ll not be
well served by art in public schools unless the modern myth is
Is broken so
t hdt teachers and designers do not see themselves as secondary to the fine
that
nne
artist.
For a second group of art connected profeSSiOnals
professionals Chapnldn's
Chapman's suggestions
sugges t i ons
are less important. This group wou l d include those who use visual skills in
their occupations.
occupa tions. It would include among others: people in advertising
and
dnd marketing
mark~ting,, anthropology and archeology,
drcheology, planne
planners
rs,, theate
theaterr people, and
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decorators. Most of these people need to understand vlsulil
yhulll th1n~lng
thln~lng from
an lInlilytic
~nlllytfc and cross cultural standpoint
st~ndpolnt..
It is
i s part1cuhrly
particuhrly important
tllat ffine
b1ases be brok.en
bro~en so that they would benefit from Chllpman
Chllpman's
's
ttlat
fne lIrts Mases
recommendatlons,
much more
mustt be donI!.
done .
recorr=nenda
t10ns, f or them to be really sserved
erved IIltlch
mo rl! !!liS
t!'lese people
While these
p-I!ople will not be artists the understandlng
understanding they need 1n thl:!
tho
visual
vlsual arts is both bro4d
brolld and deep.
deep .
The art amatuers - collectors, museum
~useum goers , cr4ft
craft oriented people,
ma~e
Sunday artists - lire
4rl! served by current practice so long as they makl!
things,
lDOk at th ings.
things , but not served so well 1f they mostly look
i ngs. Chapman's
Chapman ' s
suggest10ns
would
ll11prove ccircums
tances for all these people.
l d ll1proye
ircumstances
peopl e.
suggestions wou
If all the above three categories
c4tegor ies of cli
c11ents
ents for tlte
the visual arts
programs
publ ic schools were taken together they s till
t ill would
progra
ms in the public
represent only a fraction of those needing education
educlltion 1n
in our soci ety.
ety, The
largest group that
tllllt needs visual Skills end
and knowledge are those people who
need those skills as voters. concer
ned citizens, people decorating their
concerned
homes, people try1ng
IIII!dia flin
gs et
at t hem , people
trying to deal with IoIhat
whet the JIledia
fllngs
caught up iinn the conflict of images in aII heterogeneous world. These
caught
people , Just
J ust about everyone
h~ve sOlIe use for and
ex pect
everyone., have
a nd some reason
re~$on to expect
people,
that our public schools 101111
visua l arts wh ich
wl11 have a program in
ln the visual
ich
t emp ts ttoo impart the basic
bas1c visual
visua l skills
sk1lls and understandlng
understanding of
se riously at
seriously
attempts
how we e)l.press
express thoughts 1n and understand visual symbols. If the growing
growing
necesslty for visual expertise
necessity
expert ise was knololn
known and WliS
was associ
associated
ated with
w1t~ pro9rarns
progra ms
In the vi
visual
sual arts and if i t were met w1th
with some degree of objectivity
objectiv1ty we
could expect
e)l.peet much
much more support for t he arts
a rts in the public schools.
More
I10re iJ;lporta nt
ntly
l y.. those of us in the arts coul
couldd rehulll!lnize
rehumanize the visual
arts by being
belng more useful and more accep
accepting.
t i ng .
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